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WEEK.

PROBATE COURT.

CITY

GOVERNMENT

Free Library—Elmer Small, Joseph Williamson, W. C. Marshall, -V. F. Houston,

ORGANIZED.

Ben Hazeltine.
The election of assistant engineers, measurers of grain, coal, hay, lumber, etc., was
postponed to a future meeting.
Alderman Hatch and Councilmen Wood
and Stantial were appointed a joint special
committee on advertising.
The usual routine orders were passed to

Following

is an abstract of the business
In accordance with the provisions of the
of the Probate Court for Waldo County, city charter, the Mayor, Aldermen and
ComMatch term, 1902:
mon Councilmen-elect met in the
city rooms
Estate of Josiah II. Emerson, Swanville; at 10 o'clock Monday forenoon, March
17th,
will approved ; Way land Knowlton named and were
sworn by Joseph
Williamson,
executor ; declination of executor accepted ;
Frederick C. Emerson of Williston, North Esq., Justice of the Peace. The members
Dakota, appointed administrator with will of both boards were present, except Counannexed ; John R. Dunton appointed agent. cilman
Lancaster, w ho was out of town.
Estate of Oliver P. Chase, Belfast; will
Prayer was offered by Rev. G. F.. Edgett.
approved : Lottie Chase appointed executrix.
Estate of Franklin It. Black, Belfast;
Mayor Small read his annual address, as
will approved ; Caroline F. Black appointed follows:
executrix.
Gentlemen of the City Coincil: As
Estate of Luther Gannett, Belfast; will
a result of the choice of our
approved; Charles 11. Coombs appointed we have been elected to our constituents
respective ofexecutor.
fices and are now assembled to organize the
Estate of Albert F. Plummer, Montville;
will approved; Daniel B. Plumnmr appoint- city government for the ensuing year. Few
changes have been made in the personnel of
ed executor.
the council from the preceding year, and
Estate of Joseph R. Mears, Morrill : will
these
at their own request, or on acapproved; Emily E. Mears appointed exe- count only
of removal from their respective
cutrix.
wards.
We
thus enter upon our duties with
Estate of Franklin Treat, C'entreville, R.
the experience of the preceding year to aid
L, Robert B. Treat appointed administrator
us in our deliberations.
It is to be hoped
de bonis non.
that harmony and unanimity will characterEstate of Perley F. Knowlton, Morrill:
ize our work m the future as it has in the
Elislm Merriam appointed guardian,
Estate of Levi Mathews, Seaismout: al- past.
j lowance
FINANCES.
of .fir»o granted to the widow.
The treasurer’s report shows the financial
Estate of I.evi L. Prescott, Liberty; alcondition of the city to be good, with a
lowance of
H) granted to the w idow
Estate of Lura E. (Bidden, Northport; balance in the treasury on March :i, line, of
allowance of
widower.
$11,872.17, or about $2,4no in round numbers
to
the
granted
Estate of Robert M
Oliver, Freedom; in excess of last year. During the year one
order of partition issued; Wm. >. Keen, W. bond of si.iioo of the last issue of Belfast 4's
L. (Bidden and William Sibley appointed has been practically retired by paying the
commissioners to make paitition; W. P. difference between the purchasing and sellThompson appointed guardian for minor ing price, saving $4n annual interest until its
maturity and lessening the debt of the city
I heirs.
i>
\.j». nariianow A >(•!!
by its face value, at maturity. The question
| lowestate oi a.> \\
of
providing a sinking fund to be applied
deceased
interport: license issued to
to a portion of our earliest maturing bonds
sell personal estate.
Estate of Albeit «!. Bowen, Monroe; is worthy of your consideration. It is hoped
that the appropriations in all departments
I license issued to sell real estate.
will be liberal and that the money will be
Estate of Julia S. Nichols, (now Julias.
I Farwell' Unity; fourth and final account judiciously expended.
guardian allowed.
IN PCSTKIES.
j of Estate
of James McGilvery, Searsport:
Our industrial outlook is encouraging for
account of distribution allowed.
| Estate of Darinda A.
Revival of our shoe and
the coming year.
Spinney, Stockton
are matters
for
t Springs; first account of administrator al- shipbuilding industries
and
a liberal policy to encongratulation
i lowed.
new industries should be concourage
any
Estate of Briggs C. Daggett, Morrill: first
of Belfast as a
and final account of administratrix allowed. tinued. The advantages
Estate of Eliza Jane Barlow, Freedom; summer resort should not be lost sight of
and measures to make the most of our cityexecutor’s inventory returned.
Estate of Julia Kane, Frankfort: ad- in this respect should be encouraged.
Ample hotel accommodations are needed
ministrator’s inventory returned.
Estate of Bradford G. Blanchard, Stock- for the many who would make our city
A movement in this
summer home.
their
ton Springs executrix’s inventory returned.
our citizens should be started.
Estate of
C.
ad- direction by

the year’s business.
The following joint standing committees
were appointed by the Mayor and president
of the Common Council:
Finance, Accounts and Claims—Alderman
Hazeltine, Councilmen Waterman and
Jones.
Public Schools—Alderman Hatch, Couneilmen Nickerson and Carter.
Highway and Bridges—Alderman Knowlton, Councilmen Wood and Jackson.
Fire Department and City Property—Alderman Perkins, Councilmen Lancaster and
start

Hubbard.
Sidewalks—Alderman Knowlton, Councilmen Wood and Jackson.
Cemeteries—Alderman Strout, Councilmen Nickerson and Knowlton.
By-laws and Police Regulations—Alderman

Perkins,

Carter.

Councilmen

Stantial

and

Enrolled Ordinances—Alderman Hatch,
Councilmen Lancaster and Knowlton.
Lights—Alderman Strout, Councilmen
Waterman and Hubbard.
Sewers—Alderman Hazeltine, Councilmen Stantial and Jones.
Aldermen Hazeltine, Hatch and Strout
were chosen committee on .state pensions.
The report of the Chief Engineer was referred to the ommittee on tire department,
to report at the next meeting.
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INSURANCE SITUATION.

An Interview with

a

Field &

PERSONAL.
M. L. Mitchell returned
business trip to Boston.

Member of tlie Firm of
ill in l,y.

A Journal man interviewed Mr. Geo. A.
ol Field & Quimby regarding the
insurance situation.
Look here,” said
George, “Next to the question who was in
command at the battle of Santiago there is
probably nothing the average man knows so
little about as insurance, and what he does
know is usually wrong. Now Belfast has
always been reckoned as having a high rate
of insurance; higher than other cities of
its size in the State. Nine business men out
of ten think so. But it is not so. On the
contrary, insurance in lielfast is as low as
the lowest cit ies in the State and much lower
than iu many. Iu Camden and Rockland
in Knox county, Waterville iu Kennebec
county, and Portland in Cumberland county,
the rate on frame dwellings under hydrant
protection is 00 cents for 5 years; and that
is what Belfast has. In Ellsworth in Hancock county and in Bangor in Penobscot
county the rate is 81.00 for five years, while
in Moulton in Aroostook county it is 81.20
for it years. Rockland, Bangor, Waterville
and Portland all have better fire departments than Belfast. Certainly there can be
no question about
Bangor and Portland.
Even our Chief Engineer seems to think we
pay a higher insurance than other places,
for he suggests having a hose house on
Northport Avenue, thinking it might reduce
the rate.
Certainly we do need a hose
house there, in order to keep the rate where
it is, but if there were a dozen hose houses
down the avenue the rate could not be any
lower, for 9-10 of one per cent, is the lowest
rate in the State, and that is what we now
have.
Take our store buildings and compare
them with Camden and Rockland.
The
rate on the building occupied by Fuller &
Cobb, Rockland, is 80 cents; on the French
Block, Camden, one of the largest there,
§1.00. The rate on the Masonic Block,
Camden, is $1.00. Our Odd Fellows Block
pays 80 cents, the Masonic Temple So cents,
and the rate on our other buildings compares as favorably with others in the State
and are lower than in most cities; so you
see all this talk about Belfast being a mark
for the insurance companies is all nonsense.
“How about the advance in rates?” The
Journal man asked.
“Well, there is an advance. We have
been officially notified, and Belfast has
been vaccinated, so to speak, with the
rest of the country, and it is going to take.
For the last two years the insurance
companies as a whole have not taken in as
much in premiums as they have paid out in
losses throughout the country, and they
have been obliged to mark up their goods.
The advance has already been made in the
South, West and Middle States, and New
England was the last to get it; but the conllagrations in Paterson and Waterbury
brought it to a head. As 1 understand it,
the present rate on dwellings, whether under hydrant protection or not, is not affect! ed. Neither are those buildings occupied for
mercantile purposes, banks, churches, ho-

Saturday

PERSUNAL.
from a

Coleman Sheldon arrived home Saturday
from Auburn.

Le Forest L. Robbins arrived home last
from Skowhegan.

Fred E. Pitcher went to Boston last week,
where he has employment.

Thursday

Quiniby

Mr. and Mrs. S. Verrill Jones arrived home
last week from Brockton, Mass.
Miss Mattie I. Hills, B. 11. S., ’00, enters
the Castiue Normal School this term.
Miss Wilda Yose will leave Saturday for
where she is to teach school.

Misses Lena E. Leavitt and ReuaE. Black
going to Heston for a week.

are

Charles W. Lancaster was in Bangor the
first of the week, on business.

Greenville,

Miss Ella Holden of Bangor is visiting at
the home of Rev. E. S. Philbrook.

Mrs. George Mixer of Camden is visiting
her mother, Mrs. M. A. Coombs, in this city.

Monday

Miss Josie Patterson will arrive this week
from a visit with friends in Massachusetts.
Misses Grace Hall and Louise M. Knowiton went to Boston last week, for a short
visit.
.Miss Fannie Stevens went to Castiue last
term at the
Normal School.

week, to enter upon her last

Miss Smith of Yinalhaven has been visit-

ing Miss Isabelle Towle, who has been
teaching ip that place.
Miss Maude E. Mathews is expected
home the last of the week from a visit in
Boston and vicinity.
Howes Mayo is again able to walk out.
He had been confiued to the house by illness since August 1st.

Miss Blanche Thurston went to
for a two weeks' vacation.

James Howard of Brewer called
of his former schoolmates in this
week.

on

Troy
some

city

Arthur E. Bicknell, who has been employed in Auburn a few months, has returned
home.
Mrs. Essie P. Carle of Carl A Jones returned yesterday from a business trip tr
Boston.
Miss Abbie Moore left Monday for Sau
to visit her sister, Mrs. s. >,
Dunnells.

Diego, Calif.,

Mr. and Mrs. It. C. Pitcher arrived homo
a four weeks'visit in Mas
sacliusetts.

Tuesday from

Mrs. George Blodgett of Bueksport is v
At the meeting
Ma : i K-.
iting Mrs. Worcester Parker and II. 1'
Maine Old Home Wees AssociaMiss Ethel M. Avery of Exeter arrived
Thompson.
Adjourned to April 7 at 7 f m.
ortiaiid March 12th it wav de
last week to visit her grandparents, Mr. and
An order was passed that the members
at ilie occasion should be held
Mrs. Cyrus I. Hall arrived Saturday from
Mrs. Geo. 1). McCrillis.
a:
of the City Council and School Committee
during the week beginning
Portland to make a short visit, then go to
.1.
It was practically decided
be allowed such sums as they pay for
I. 11. Harmon returned home last week Mount Desert.
ininend that State day be held
from Massachusetts, where he has been at
stabling when in attendance on city busiLeslie Neal returned Tuesday from GardThese
officers
were
Hand.
ness.
work during the winter.
iner, where he attended the funeral of
Gov. John F. Hill pres., Hon.
An order was passed that all bills against
\V. Matthews sec.. Oraniandel
-Mr. and Mrs. J. \Y. Harmon are nowon Joseph A. White.
the city be itemized and that they be in the
treas.. all of Augusta: Hon. F.
their return to their home in Old Town
Miss Lillian M. Thurston of Belfast rehands of the Auditor on or before the Frivw.
Lewiston: G. li. Lindsay;
from a two month's trip in the South.
turned home Saturday from Troy, where she
on: fol. F. F. Boothby, Portland;
day next preceding the meetings of the City
Major Elmer Small of this city has been has been with her brother Edward.
M. S. Hunter, Farmington: Col.
Council.
elected vice president for Waldo
Mrs. Mary Hopkins and Mrs. Frances
Hamlin, Ellsworth: G. S. IlichCounty of
The Municipal officers elected Dr. A. 0.
the Maine Old Home Week Association.
\ugusta: E. K. Gould, Hockland;
McIntosh of Vinalhaven are visiting Mrs.
Stoddard a member of the Board of Health
M.
Waldo
boro;
Miller,
George
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Hills of East Xortli- Hopkins* daughter, Mrs. Joseph T\ler
for three years.
'until
Paris: Hon. Henry
The salary of the Truant officer was fixed
port arrived home last Saturday from DelaEmeryisF. White went to Biddeford
Fangor: W. K. Parsons, Foxat Suo per year.
ware, where they spent the winter with a yesterday to sing in a minstrel play and
F li. Nichols. Bath; J. O. Smith,
Philbrick, Troy:
Marcy
SCHOOLS.
ministrator's
son.
inventory returned; first acKimer
•gan:
will go from there to his studies in Boston.
Small, Belfast:
Belfast Weather Report.
The report of the committee leaves little
\. Murehie. Calais: Lewis B. count of administrator presented.
Mr. Amos Clement and his sons, John,
Letters from the friends of James W.
Estate of Maria A. Mitchell, Freedom: to be said concerning the schools, which
1. 'anford, vice presidents. The administrator's
Donald and Stephen, are spending a week at
I leering indicate that his condition is apinventory returned.
have been abh conducted during the past
Following is a summary of the weather
: ig were added to the executive
Estate of Win. R. Mathews, Lincolnville; year, and under the same efficient manage- record of
Seal Harbor, where they expect to have parently much better. He sits up some and
the Belfast station of the U. S.
’tec: Mrs. Helen
Frye White, first and final account of guardian allowed. ment good work is to be expected in the
some good fishing.
his appetite is improving.
■on;
Mrs.
W. E. Spaulding,
Estate of I.yman
lark, Winterport: will future. The recommendations of the board Weather Bureau for the w eek ending March
Mrs. Adelaide E
Miss Alice Heath, who has been visiting
Boothby. presented: Fannie Clark named exectrix are reasonable: and sufficient appropriation 18, 1902:
Mr. and Mrs. R. p. Chase have been in
should be placed at their disposal to fully
ml.,...Five
thousand casks of without bond.
friends in Massachusetts, is at home. Site New York the past week in attendance on
Estate of Judith Ilarriman, Prospect; carry out their plans. We owe a heritage
• k
fell March lctli in one mass
will leave in about three weeks to take a the spring millinery openings.
will presented.
to the rising generation, and what better
They will
^ | i Wind. Sky. etc.
the top of a bluff to feet high to
Estate of Ansel M. Bray, Waldo: petition can it be than good educational advantages? ft
arrive home the last of this week.
X
X
position in Boston.
r ;ii .1. A. Creighton A Co.’s quarry
presented for appointment of administrator.
THE POOR.
Miss Ellen D. Townsend, assistant in the
Mrs. IL B. Cunningham will go to Boston
maston, where ten men and
12 51 33
S. Part cloudy.
Estate of Joseph F. Heath, Thorndike;
The poor have been cared for in the same 13 65 31 S. E.
Rain in evening;
lot r horse teams were at work. petition presented for appointed of ClarBelfast High school, will spend her vacation to-day where she will join her milliner,
not enough to measure.
as
and
as
manner
well
usual,
satisfactory
one enee E. Gurney administrator.
> no human lives were lost,
with litr sister in New Hampshire and at Miss Ilora M. Casey, and they will return
14 42 25
N. Clear.
|
Estate of Maud N. Ilarriman and others, as can be done under the present system. 15 48 27
horses was killed and the others
W.
with new spring goods next week.
her home in New Haven, Conn.
views upon this subject have undergone 16 46 is S.
rain after 10 p. m.
Muiouslv and probably fatally Prospect: petition presented for license to My
Cloudy;
The contractor
since last year.
17 50 37
S. to E. Cloudy. Rain. 1.48 inches.
real estate.
Miss Margaret L. Keen, who recently
Capt. Ralph D. Patter shall and Fred
d
Several of the workmen had sell
N.E. Part cloudy. Rain and snow;
Estate of Joseph J. Cain, Montville; first ami overseer.- have performed their duties j IS 45 31
in a conscientious and acceptable manner.
completed a course at the Rockland Busi- Harford have gone to Gardiner t<> take
not enough of either to measure.
scapes.The principal owner and final account of guardian presented.
Snow squall began at 11 p. in.,
magnificent million dollar “Wells
ness College, is employed as stenographer
charge of sell. Sarah L. Davis, which has
SEWERS.
Estate of P. W Rowell. Montville: first
and continued to daylight and
been frozen in, loaded with lumber,all waig
just completed in Milwau- | and final account of guardian presented.
in the office of Foster A Estahrooks.
The sewer extension for the past year was
to rain. Snowfall about
changed
ter.
1 (aniel Wells, a Maine man. He
Estate of Jacob V. Cottrell, Belfast: sec- necessarily an expensive piece of work,
3 inches.
Messrs.
John
B.
Geo.
A.
Dunton,
Qnimby,
:n at Skowhegan, but lived dur- ! ond account of administrator presented.
both for the city and the contractors, and
Dr. John Stevens, Jr., returned Inane
The temperature Thursday was the highC.
B.
Estate
of
Zorada
Morrill:
James
C.
Hall,
Weymouth.
to become available a suitable outlet into j
Durham, Ben D. Field
carly part of his life in the town second and final account
est recorded here in March for 43 years.
from Bangor, where lie was ca led
Tuesday
of
administrator
water
will
be
this
To
tide
and
Fred
G.
necessary
year.
White went to Quantabacook
on the old Weils’ homestead,
|
the previous Wednesday b\ tin* serious illpresented.
Friday the barometer ran unusually high,
carry out the original plan of the engineers
y no man from Maine has had
pond last Friday for a few dai s trapping ness of his sister, ''lie died Friday and the
Estate of Richard A. Gurney, Belfast: wiiTrequire something like 4m feet of pipe 30.53 inches at the sea level. The rain which
-necessful career than “1’ncle ! first account of administrator
and fishing. They made a good catch of funeral was held Monday.
This will have to be
presented.
to reach the channel.
Wells, as lie has been called
Estate of Harriet A. Lane, Brooks: >ec- properly laid and ballasted to secure per- began Sunday night took the snow all oft',
pickerel.
The intention of marriage is recorded bethan ..a years... .Mrs. James ; ond and final account of administrator pre- manence. Iron pipe of sufficient size and and there is but little frost in the ground.
seated.
Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Wight have gone to S tween S. Augustus Parker and Miss Georgia
cue inthe
for
the
whole
distance
will
be
inesented
school houses, societies, and some
Augusta
weight
expentels,
Estate of Lemuel Greer, Morrill: first and sive. The best, however, will be the cheapTransfers in Real Estate.
T. Burrow.'of this city. The\ will be maispi’ai with -si(mi, accompanying
other classes of property, if under hydrant Hallowell, where Mr. Wight is superinten- j ried next
est in the end, as this work if properly done
.ft w ti: her wish for its success. final account of executors presented.
Wednesday* in Rockland at the
Estate of Win. II. Bun.11, Belfast: first will last for a long time. To this end it will
But it will affect stocks of dent of the Industrial school farm. Mrs.
home of the bride's brother, C. 1. Burrows.
protection.
Portland Y. M. C. A. basket bail and
The following transfers in real estate
has a good position in the same
final account of administrator de bonis be wise to study the conditions to be met
Wight
whether
under
or
goods,
hydrant
protection
is defeated
Rev. David Brackett and his son-in-law,
every similar organ- m»n presented.
carefully, and if necessary to study the were recorded in Waldo County Registry not, and all property outside of hydrant institution.
cl it has j ived in the state,
Estate of Mercy J. Trundy, flelfast; first methods of other cities, both a- to material of Deeds for the week
Edwin Walker, have moved from Brooks to
ending March 19,1902:
An
informal
and
The
theiefore the champion
final
of
advance
was
of
account
administrator present- to be used and construction so that the best
tendered to the McClintock block. No.
protection, except dwellings.
reception
spring sti**• t.
Geo. W. Burkett, Belfast, to Nellie W. Shea
lor lt«i2. This makes the fourth ed.
U'smts will be attained for the money exj will be 25 per cent, on the present rate. The Col. and Mrs. Elias Milliken at the Unita- Mr. Brackett will continue to preach
>
East Cambridge, Mass., land and buildings I
Estate of Affie J. Tibbetts, Palermo; first pended.
that the Portland association has
Sunda\
forenoon
at
and :‘o
Monroe
Centre,
advance applies to every city and town in rian church parlors, Augusta, March 12th.
! account of executor presented.
A. Braley, Monroe,
in
second
and
ot
fourth
afternoon
Josephine
and
its
basket
Northport.
FIRE
DEPARTMENT.
Sunday
championship,
! New England, and not to Belfast alone.
They are old residents of Augusta, but each month in the new lu’ireh at Jackxm
in. ;> now classed as one of the
Six fires have occurred within the hydrant to Ilamlin L. Fenlason, do.; land and buildThe Waldo County Fair
“Why is it that the rate is advanced on have decided to move to Brookline, Mass, Village. Mr. Walker i- at work in the
v st
in New England.All the
I limits during the year and all have been ings in Monroe. G. A. Morse et al, Lowell,
Fo.'ter-Estabrooks clothing facton, and
from Maine to the biennial
ably handled. In two instances serious to Milton M. Leonard, Brooks; land in ; contents of a building and not on the build- where they will live permanently.
Mrs. Brackett and Mrs. Walker will ta.-.e
Will He Held on tlie Grounds in BeH's«>t ; lo.-s lias been averted.
In one, at Odd Feling itself?”
v of the General Federation of
Miss Mildred M. Mason and Miss Edith boarders and serve meals.
|
M.
to
Brooks.
Clarinda
Terry, Moutville,
lows' block, tlie value of chemical lire extinI “I'll tell you. A building may be slightly Strout have returned to
Sept. 9*10*1 1.
•n's clubs, to he held in Los
John IL Terry, Boston ; land and buildings
Farmington to atrecommended last year, was clear
The officers and trustees of the Waldo guishers,
while the stock would be totally
ah, in May. have been invitTribute to the Late Judge Foglei
demonstrated.
lire
tend the Normal School.
I
Both had schools
iy
They extinguished
in Moutville. Ada J. Angier, Lynn, Mass., 1 damaged
v guests of
Mrs. Garter of gfi44 County Agricultural Society met at the j on
ruined. For instance, let a lire start in a
upper floors of tlie building in places to Wm. S.
the winter term. Miss Louise
during
; land and buildFreedom
Watts,
■::t
Los
Mrs.
avenue,
Angeles.
custom house Thursday forenoon, March | scarcely accessible by water and with much
confectionery store. After the fire depart- Richards, who is teaching in the
In the supreme Court at Rockland Mai*!,
.- a former resident of Maine.
less damage than water would have caused, ings in Freedom. Frank E. Patten, Monmodel-room,
15th, and revised tlie premium list and tlie
ment has squirted about a couple of tons of
has also returned to Farmington after spend: '’ales
11th the President of the Knox Bar, Hon
Deputy Marshal Xute of schedule of the races for the fair, which is j 1 wish again to call the attention of our roe, to Lenora S. Cookson, do.; land and water into the show
the
real
usefulcases,
'citizens to the protection afforded by such
lh N. Mortland, arose and announced the
ing the vacation at her home in Belfast.
in Monroe. Loranus F. PendleHampshire arrived ill Portland to be held
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs- apparatus and to urge our business men to buildings
ness of the stock of confectionery would be
lulii with a prisoner who has
diK. Young arrived home last week death of Judge William II. Fogler and
ton, Islesboro, to L. N. Kinnicutt, Worcesthem.
The
Roy
chief
in
his
readopt
engineer
TO
and
11.
But
few
0,
while
the
not
be
damchanges
building might
anted in the Maine district about day, Sept.
has made certain recommendations ter, Mass.; land in Islesboro. Edith P. Kin- gone,
from Boston, after a voyage to Buenos ed upon A. s. Littlefield, who, in beha : \
port
in
the
list.
The
races
"■.irs.
premium
George E. Bragg is the man. were made
aged §50. You see stocks have not only to
which are worthy of careful consideration
L. F. Pendle- !
Ayres, as engineer in the 4-masted schooner the committee, presented the following resvnarged with forging to a pension were arranged as follows, but subject to by the council. 1 think a more definite un- nicutt, Worcester, Mass., to
contend against the fire hazard, but smoke
Joseph G. Ray. He has been awaj 7 months olutions, which were ordered t<» be spi-ol
for $30 the name of Manley li. change before the entry blanks are printed : derstanding should be reached in regard to ton ; land in Islesboro.
and water damage cut quite a figure, from
and 12 days. He began Monday as engi- upon tlie records of the court:
the care of the rooms, apparatus and other
the offense is alleged to have
First Day—Three minute class, $8o: halfthe
itself
which
generally
escapes.
building
property of the department in the city buildCapt. “SoPs” Steam Fisherman.
The Knox c,.unty Bar, entertaining the
•nimitted in Ilartland, March 12,
neer in Mathews
Bros.'s mill in place of
mile race, $50.
and
that
Fellow’s
lire.
The
stock
some
one
be
Look
at
the
Odd
ing
specially charged
Bragg was arraigned before
Fred Nickerson, who is engineer on steamer highest respect aid esteem for our adop:*d
M.
with
this
and
Alice
for
The
the
new
steam
2.40
duty
fisherman,
Second
2.25
adequately
paid
Day
brother, \\ i 1'iam Henry Fogler, who ame
class, $100;
class,
! was damaged eight times as much as the
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Bradley, pleaded not
Silver Star.
recommend a liberal ap- Jacobs, built for Capt. Solomon Jacobs,
to us in the height of his power and m:'laj service. L would
and was bound over to the June $125.
I
building.”
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of
Arthur
this
and
was
launched
that the
at the yard
propriation
department
rdy of ins experience as a practicing lawMrs. Win. B. Swan and Miss Mary F.
f district court, and bail fixed at
“The fact is that after a hundred years of
Third Day 2.20 class, $150; 2.50 class, fire apparatus he supplemented by the pur- Story at Essex, Mass., March 11. This is t
yer, and was, from our midd, elevated 'a
He could not get bondsmen, $100.
chase of such appliances as are up to date the first steam fishing vessel built on this study of insurance the men who have been Faunce gave an afternoon whist party last an honored place upon the bench of the >
and that we are m need of.
coast and is to replace the gasolene propellas committed to the Cumberland
All races are open to trotters and pacers. !
running the companies, with all the past Friday. There were eleven tables. Re- preine Court, wish to place on the rec- rds
ed vessel, Helen M. Gould, w hich was burn- |
late
(ten. A. P.
freshments were served.
’> jail.The
Mr. and Mrs. of this court, in appropriate terms. <un aproads, bridges and talks.
L. L. Gentner was elected superintendent
ed. Five hundred people from many New ! experience before them, come pretty near
of ms honorable career, a*
a
ol Boston was a Maine man a
The highway appropriation of $8,500.00 England cities w’ere the guests of Capt. knowing what is hazardous and what is Swan expect to leave about the last of preciation
of
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track.
fitting memorial to his memory.
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career
life,
began
The proposition of the Pratt Food Co. 1
may think a certain class
his memory this splendid tribute:
largely due to the severe snow storm of known in almost every fishing port of the
Swan’s daughter, Mrs. W. B. Kelley, in obscurity; never a favorite of fortune,
hotter citizen ever lived than Gen. offering a number of premiums on fruit, Feb. limi and the rain storm of last fall, world, and is called the “King of the Mack- of property is rated too high, but experihis own effort, perseverance and inti n- ’<•
a.
In every emergency of life he farm produce and culinary article was ac- which cost the city upwards of $1,500.00 erel Killers.” His new vessel resembles a ence tells them differently. If I could tell Minneapolis, Minn.
merit he closed that career with la
>r.
| during the year an unusually large amount gigantic tug rather than a fishing boat. I you what I don’t know about insurance 1 | George!,. Knight, wlio always
cen tried at d never found wantand distinction.
cepted and the premiums offered.
keeps The power
! of gravel was used upon our streets aud
feet
24
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7
in
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lie was a brave and tried soldier a I in
length,
Soldier, me,'chant and mayor of
could fill up The Journal; but what 1 do Courier-Gazette informed on matters of
The following superintendents were elect- roads, aud the investment has been a paybeam, 12 feet depth of hold and has 10 feet 4
New \ork interest, sends us a card of ad- battling for the unity of his country held
•n, he did his best in all.
His was
ling t»ne. It is to be hoped that the good inches draft. She is rigged with a plain ! know you can put in a small space.”
ed :
mission which entitled him to tin- privilege high and responsible command, until se\ <■; *•me strenuous life of the patriotic
work will be continued the coming year pole mast intended for steadying purposes,
of inspecting His Majesty's yacht llolien- ly wounded lie retired to the civil rankOn fruit and vegetables, A. Wardsworth, !
a ”.The striking job-printers in
I more extensively than ever before.
In while lying to on fishing grounds.
She
As an attorney he was fair toward- an
OBITUARY.
zollern.
Mr. Knight writes: “Well, I saw
F. A. Griffin, M. A. Wadlin.
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ult., Mary
Palfrey, against him. lie rubbered at us and touched was learned and exact in tin uw and apnewspapers,
fences need attention, especially the fence
I eldest daughter of the late Kev. and Mrs. Caz- Ins chapeau, we touched our Si'
Industrial Journal printing plant Selwyn Thompson.
its principles with masterful ingenuderbys and plied He
neau Palfrey of Cambridge.
along the railway, which has become dedid nothing for show, and bore
tlie band played on.
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a
xchange street and will publish a
ity.
Oxen and steers, D. C. Greenlaw, ,1. II- cayed and dangerous.
Capture.
Our bridges are in
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with
meekness adverse rulings that lie
royalty so much that it will be a big
kly newspaper, The I'nionist, as Clark, II. F. Mason.
good condition and will need no extensive
tribute
to Mary Cazneau l’alfrey the i discount to come dow n to
loving
might
profitby a closer analy sis of them.
“Uncle” Andy Southworth, who has chrishandle job-printing, on the coselling jackets
the coming year. The petition for a
beautiful words from Thomas a Kempis, for
As a Judge he was painstaking, but
Horses and colts, W. G. Preston, W. II, repairs
less It) per cent.—ltock land t'ouritive plan.
|
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concrete side walk on Main Street from Ma- tened himself the “Old Keb,” paid the Adread
l)r.
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never
by
Crothers,
singularly ier-Gaz.ette.
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exacting or severe; be presided with
-or is manager, and tlie
sonic Temple to the end of the row, which vertiser office a pleasant visit today in com- i fitting and appropriate: “By two wings is a
shop starts Clifford, C. A. Piper, M. B. Lawrence.
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man lifted from things earthly, by simplicirecent distribution of honors at made the contention of tlie court mom a
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Norton,
plenty of work.Another Jack|
the street and run in. The “Yanks'
fall, should be considered early this season, on
and purity. Simplicity doth tend toward
oter lias turned up. This is Josiah W. H. Beckwith, M. A. Wadlin.
were A. ,1. Simmons of Waldo, Me., George | ty
Wellesley College, Miss Jessica Josephine struggle of reason without rancor; he won
and if built particular attention should be
|
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the sympathy ami esteem both of his asso
Purity
apprehend
of
I
who
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for
Kenney
Sebago,
11. II. s., ’tit;, was given the title of
Dairy products, II. Murphy, I). C. Green- given to the foundation and curb ng in order II. Bunker of I.ittleton, X. II., and t'apt. 11. life had been one of
dates and the bar to a degree that was a do
purity in its high ideals, , Haskell,
'"ii in 1*32, and lias voted at
every law, S. Thompson.
! to avoid defects which appear in some of P. Driggs, formerly of Vermont, now of ! of simplicity in its sweet and gentle methods. “Durant Scholar,” the
of
the
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to all ; he aimed to raise the court to
highest
Mr. Simmons is the father of 1
dential election since that. The
I light
I think Huntington.
And yet, beside these attributes, and per- sets of honors
Ladies' department, Mrs. G. G. Abbott | our walks of earlier construction.
highest confidence of those who lost oi
conferred.
"s so fdf heard
Although her the
from are ('apt.
it would be well to consider the advisability Mrs. C. M. Wallace and Mrs. George H. I haps because of them, all who knew her |
won the cause submitted for adjudication,
Mrs. W. L. West, Mrs. W. II. Clifford.
studies have been seriously impeded by a
of making an appropriation for, and locat- Blinker of this city, while Mr. Bunker is 1 recognized the steadfast
"a Moulton of Scarlioro and W. II.
and in his brief service, though w.mk in
j
loyalty of her |
Miscellaneous, J. C. Townsend, F. A. j iug> a section of road under the state Road the father of Fred M. Bunker of Hunting- friendship, her ready sympathy, and under ! severe trouble with her eyes, Miss llas- body, with strong and resolute
am of Augusta.(iranville W.
spirit he
ton.
These gentlemen are prominent in
Act, this year, and would recommend the
the sweet serenity id' her manner the calm, hell's friends are not
ilon, the alleged defaulting teller Griffin, Geo. O. Holmes.
j section
surprised at her suc- carved for himself a high place among the
from the foot of the square to Tittle their respective States, and during their reliable nature which made her so much be- ;
e National
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State.
The copy ot the premium list is in the
Traders Bank of I’ort- I
j cess and congratulate her upon her perse- jurists
River as the one whereby the greater num- brief visit in West Virginia’s second city, loved.
Versatile and broad as an observer and
w ho was arrested March 11 th on a
are making innumerable
hands of tlie printer to be published in her of
friends,
('apt.
verance as well as upon her brilliant wan k.
people would be benefited.
“The blessing of her quiet life
scholar, he was a practical and liberal
( apt. Driggs are showing
Southworth
and
of embezzling $43.bbb of the !
Fell on us like the dew,
w itb a culture ripened by the best
pamphlet form.
thinker
She
w
ill
CLAIMS.
from
graduate
W ellesley next
them all the sights of the town worth seefunds, iliil not succeed iuobtain- I The report of the treasurer showed $151 ! Two trivial claims for
And good thoughts where her footsteps pressed !
in literature.
damages on the ing.—Huntington, West Virginia, AdverBike fairy blossoms grew.
curities and is in the county jail.
I June.
lie
was a patriotic, liberal citizen, and in
have been settled the past year, tiser, March lath
Examiner Curtis, found the | in the treasury and outstanding premiums highways
Master Harry ilowker received a souvenir doing for others w ithout thought of arum
“Sweet promptings unto kindest deeds
and two cases involving litigation have
!
he endeared himself to the comm uni! >
Were in her very look.
age to be $43,005, just $5 more unpaid amounting to less than $10.
been tried, one resulting in favor of the city
postal card March loth, which was mailed pense
Death of Bishop Spaulding.
We
read
her
as one who reads
face
in which he lived, the State and the Nation
The officers for the year are : President. : and one with an adverse decision. It is for
the estimate given by J.eighton....
from Cairo, Egypt, Feb. '.nth. On the card
A true and holy book.”
We
testify to his worth as a man. a solthe
r Frye has presented the
council to determine whether the latter
—C. C. W-, in The Christian Register.
petition Giles G. Abbott; Secretary, Bancroft H. ;
is an illustration and description of the dier, a law yer, a judge, a scholar, a cb /.on
Xews has been received of the death in
shall be settled in accordance with the
II. True and 3s other citizens of Conant :
Treasurer, Fred Kacklitf.
we
his career ; he died from wear
commend
ltock of Gibraltar.
The rock rises to a
verdict rendered, or whether steps shall be Denver of Bishop John Franklin Spaulding
Fayette: of E. C. Lander and 45
not rust; his day was too short ; it was lull,
Interesting, if True
taken to secure a new trial with change of of the Protestant Episcopal church ot Colheight of more than a thousand feet. but not finished'
citizens of Thorndike; of Pomona
orado. Bishop Spaulding was born in Belvenue.
Secret Societies.
Lewiston, Me., March 17. A Washing- Every available point bristles with artilgc. Patrons of Husbandry of SagaA. s. Iittmmfimi i»,
Finally, gentlemen, let us enter upon our grade, Me., August 25, 1828. lie graduated
to the Journal says :
c
The most
J. 11. Mi)NT(iOMia;\.
county, and a petition of Minertask with this object in view—to so blend from Bowdoin college in 1853, a classmate ton special
lery, the mountain is honey-combed with
is
rumor
heard
one
here
F. F. St A u i;i'. r r.
-■
today,
Sir George Stevens Jones, Supreme Com- our past experience with our b^st endeavors, of Chief Justice Fuller, and three years j interesting
range, in Levant, Me., all asking
which may have great bearing on the Maine galleries, and batteries are hewn in the
J. 11. 11. II MV. M U
the enactment of the so-called mander Knights of Malta, will visit Gov. that the result will be an administration later from the theological seminary,
lie
field. This rumor has it that the solid rock. • The card was sent by his Sunpolitical
L. M. Stapmks,
held
at
creditable
to
Lee,
ourselves ami conducive to the
pastorates
at bill. The petitions were ordered
Mass., Providence,
Crosby Cominandery this, Thursday, even- best interests of the
Committee of the Bar.
R. I., and later at Erie, Penn. In 1873 he first assistant postmaster generalship is to day school teacher, Miss Avis Morison,
c on the
city.
table, as the bill lias been ing.
offered
to lion. Joseph H. Manley of
be
of
was made bishop
After the spreading of the resolution.-.
Elmer Small.
Colorado, which posi- Augusta, Me. It is hinted here that Sir. who stopp d several hours at that point
"ably reported to tlie House.A
tion he has held ever since. Bishop Spaulon her w ay to Egypt.
Associate Justice Sewall C. Stront and the
S. L. Arau, the treasurer of the local
■nil dispatch to Rockland from
has written many works of a religious Manley’s Gubernatorial boom has not been
ding
"alliaven states that the death ot lodge of the United Order of the Golden
The Hoards separated and the Common nature.
J. B. Duke, proprietor of the Westlake following members of tlie bar spoke very
He passed away March !>th of received with the enthusiasm he desired
and that he will accept the postoilice deCross, received last week from Supreme
kind Whitington will not be submit
hotel, gave a dance last. Wednesday even- feelingly in honor of their late associate
Council organized by choice of Charles II. pneumonia.
of Washington,
Treasurer
John
N.
Ehle
to
the
Maine
batpartment
position
escape
"i to the grand
ing, at the hotel, in honor of the birthday of and friend: J. 11. Montgomery, C. M.
jury. After an autop- I). C., a check of $2,000 for Mrs. J. W. Pear- Waterman, president, and John S. Fernald,
tle gracefully.
his daughter, Mrs. Carl Barker.
About
thc physicians found that death was
The Maine Apple Crop.
Reuel Robinson, J. 11. II. Ilewett,
son, the amount of life insurance carried clerk.
1
forty couples were present.
Professor Walker,
chronic disease, and no evidence in this order by her late husband, Dr. J. W.
In
the
Chair.
Martinez’s orchestra furnished the music. L. M. Staples, E. K. (ionId, Gen. J. 1’. CilSpeaker's
In
covention
the
joint
of,s discovered to show
following
city
that the bruise Pearson, lie was a member of the local
The secretary of the State Pomological
The house was decorated with potted plants. ley, Judge L. R.
Campbell and Joseph E.
ficers were elected:
" bis
body contributed to his demise, branch in Camden.—Camden Herald.
Washington, D. C., March 11. Con- —Los Angeles Herald, March 8.
Society, in his report just issued, says ot
Moore.
the Maine Central railroad has just
Clerk—Lucius
II.
the
for
Murch.
Maine
Littlefield
made
his
City
11101: Apples were
debut today
gressman
crop
Carl Barker is well remembered here by
apple
News of the Granges.
never better m Maine than this year.
City Treasurer—James Pattee.
'"ved 15 new refrigerator cars, which
The as one of Speaker Henderson’s presiding
lie was an attendant at CENTRE MONTVILI.K.
1
Buffalo exhibit of Maine apples called the officers. He was called to preside during the young people,
City Solicitor—George E. Johnson.
among the finest ever seen in the
Frank Poland returned to Greenville
attention
of
to
Jr.
Maine
City
Physician—John
and they have the debate in the committee of the whole of the city schools not many y ears ago.
The
Stevens,
buyers
'ale. The cars are 34 feet long and
The members of Venus Grange, FrankRoad Commissioner—Levi L. Robbins.
come from all quarters.
So great has been the post office appropriation bill and prob- bride, who is a
Monday, after a pleasant vacation of two
handsome young lady,
a earrying capacity of
very
60.00C
Chief
weeks
with his friends—W. It. Bartlett
have
started
a
the demand that foreign buyers have not ably will have the chair for two or three
fort,
Engineer—Win. A. McKenzie.
literary contest of four
"
found people so ready to send their fruit days. The House burst into applause as he has been one of the belles of West Los is spending his vacation from the UniCity Marshal—William II. Sanborn.
I at""Is.It was announced March 13th, nights, the losing side to furnish a supper,
Auditor—Frank R. Woodcock.
abroad. As a result, a large part of the mounted the rostrum, a most unusual ova- Angeles. They were married Jan. 20th last,
by agreement with the executive
versity of Maine with his parents.
Miss Miriam Bartlett will he at home
Harbor Master—Newton S. Lord.
tion. Heretofore he had been asked to pre- in rather a
fruit has already been sold at satisfactory
mmittee of the G. A. R., the Eastern Sister Rosie Clarke is captain of one side,
romantic way, without the
and
Sister
West
of
the
Truant
for a two week’s vacation
side
other.
Officer—Robert
who
a
SevSister
while
those
few
Daisy
Waterman.
moments
Saturday
are
the
absence
prices,
only
their
during
ixsenger Association had agreed on a
holding
of
the
of
either
knowledge
family
Assessor for 3 years—A. P. Mansfield.
party. eral farmers have tapped maple trees durfruit are expecting better prices. Cider ap- of the chairman.
'"form rate of one fare for the round Clarke’s side gave the first entertainment
Mr.
the
Overseers
of
week...
.The
the
Barker
is
ing
Poor—A.
entertainment at
A. Small, A. ples and apples for canning have also found
past
attending a military school
nl' to Washington for tlie convention last Saturday night. Much interest is maniK. Jackson, A. P. Mansfield.
a good market.
Estimates of the crop place
Judson I’. Jewett has arrived home from in Los Angeles.
1,1 lie held
We shall print a full ac- the Grange hall by the Senior class of Freethere in October.
fested and a jolly time is expected.
dom Academy last Friday evening, was
Trustees of Nathaniel Wilson Fund and it at about 300,000 barrels.
Skowhegan.
count of the wedding next week.
I
well attended.
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NEW YORK FASHIONS.

Scrofula

Children's Clothing. Russian Blouse Suits. ;
Ladies’
Spring Jackets, j
Wash Suits.

orrespondence

of The

IIILDRKX’S
reached

t

I bequeath to my children Scrofula with all its
attendant horrors, humiliation and suffering. This is a
strange legacy to leave to posterity; a heavy burden to
place upon the shoulders of the young.
This treacherous disease dwarfs the body and hinders
the growth and development of the faculties, and the
child born of blood poison, or scrofula-tainted parentage,
is poorly equipped for life’s duties.
Scrofula is a disease with numerous and varied
symptoms; enlarged glands or tumors about the neck
and armpits, catarrh of the head, weak eyes and dreadful
skin eruptions upon different parts of the bodv show the
This dangerous
presence of tubercular or scrofulous matter in the blood.
and stealthy disease entrenches itself securely in the system and attacks
the bones and tissues, destroys the red corpuscles of the blood, resulting in
white swelling, a pallid, waxy appearance of the skin, loss of strength and
a gradual wasting away of the body.
S. S. S. combines both purifying and tonic properties, and is guaranentirely vegetable, making it the ideal remedy in
all scrofulous affections. It purifies the deteriorated
blood, makes it rich and strong and a complete and
permanent cure is soon effected. S. S. S. improves
the digestion and assimilation of food, restores the
lost properties to the blood and quickens the circulation, bringing a healthy
color to the skin and vigor to the weak and emaciated body.
Write us about your case and our physicians will cheerfully advise and
help you in every possible way to regain your health. Book on blood and
skin diseases free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta. Ga.

Millinery.

Dressmaking.

Journal.]

CLOTHING

such perfection,
mil) in variety and elegance of
material, but cut and finish also lend
then potent aid toward the general
result. For boys from three to eight
years old, Kussian blouse suits of black,
has

now

not

blue, brown or red all-wool serge, with
blouse trousers, cannot be excelled!
appearance; the ;
collars trimmed with many rows of
narrow white silk braid, or wide braid j
White or self-'
is bordered by narrow.
colored shields embroidered in silk give ;
a handsome finish, and in order to meet
all tastes a proportion of collars are
piped with red and shield embroidered j
to match, l’rices ranee from $.->.75 up-!
wards.

durability

either in

or

|

Steed

SAILOR SUITS

very much like ttiose just described,
and come in serges, cheviots or fancy
are

mixtures, with straight trousers, having three buttons at the sides. Norfolk
-nits with belts made of checks, plaids,
m xt ..res or blue serge, are found very
‘hie for boys from six to sixteen,
de>
■

COUNTY

LINCOLN VILLE CENTRE.

CORRESPONDENCE.

TDeferred from last week.'
HALLO ALE.

Rev. .1 Washburn of Parkman is visiting
i.nirg at S7.n\ '1 lie most stylish
friends here....Rev. S. li. Rurton of Water- !
.it of tin season for children from
ville visite-l friends heie last Sunday.... Ira
I
.1.11 ,i 'mil! to seven years is doubleL. Howard of Pittsfield was in town last

!,(-(
\!
v.

style,

and in Kussiati

ot blue

to attend 'he funeral of Elmer E.
Hall... Miss Avis Myrick was quite sick
last week
Mrs. Susan Whitten, who has
been quite sick, is improving.

Sunday

ill, lour handsome brass buttons

...

side and two on each sleeve,

:,.ei
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eagle embroidered

meii'am

single breasted coats of

pno>ri;c

stvSisl
■

1 KHKXl L

Kl .A'r
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tin

striped Knglish
aie

i nve

good (often playing to
yet Mr. O'Neil has naturally grown weary of nothing but EdNo
mund Dantes, year after year.

$11,000

a

week!

other artist could have sustained its
charms beyond a few seasons. It is

arrive before Miss Allen sails for Europe.

The great revival of the “Two Or-

phans” has been relinquished, to the
deep regret of the public; but Miss
Claxton would not consent to its pro

.I.U K KTs

a:

r*an

1

real
•.

rrow

a

liai

appeals in domestic
the
arrangement of

constitute variety,
vliiti braid outlines
her brother, Frank Nutter of Canid.-n.
appliques or in many rows forms
p ]i< a t at the hack and front of a NORTH TROY.
Milton Car let on had the misfortune
heviot dress.
s< a

munis

a

■

1

must

black

TI

squares

in

(

KI.I>

bordered

lace,

or

lace

squares tegeq l.y colored silk stitched
bawls set in wide rutiles, bear some
res>

mlilain

to

novelty,

slashed to the
'patent materials

sU-eves

w

: vt

sci:

and

co’lars are trimmed in

:

...

usually
keeping,
elbow,
are

to

lose a nice horse last week. The cause of
its death was colic... ./.inn i Carletou, who
moved to Massachusetts recently, is visiting relatives in town foi a few weeks. Mr
Carietnn has bought a farm in Mast bridgewater, Mass., w here lie will soon be settled.
....Mr. and Mrs. Alphonse D\ei of Pittsfield. who have been visiting relatives and
friends in town for several weeks, retained
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with

in

•-pecan favor ti is season, and organeveilings, and above all lace-woven

(Queensland,'’

require

a

illustrated

medicine,

Maine.

and have recommended it to

since l nave
many or my inencis.
taken Toniko-Tea I can eat and sleep
better than I have fora long time, and
that tired feeling has left me. It tones
and invigorates the entire nervous system, and I would cheerfully recommend it to all as a good blood purifier.
Yours respectfully,
Mrs. J. R. NELSON.

by stereoscopic

Toniko Gurus Constipation.

Clinton, Maine.
Toniko Remedy Co.,
Waterv'.le, Maine.
Dear Sirs,
Your Toniko-Tea has
been a benefit to me and the rest of my
family. It makes us have an appetite
and we rest better. It is also a good
remedy for Constipation. I shall recommend it to all my friends.
Y'ours very truly,
DAISY M.‘ THURSTON.
—

Onfordville, Wise., Jan. S, 1901.
Toniko Remedy Co.,
VYaterville. Maine.
Gentlemen,— 1 have taken yourToniko
Tea for Constipation and Dizziness,
and 1 think it is the best remedy in the
world. I take great pleasure in recom-

j

mending

it.

Yours respectfully,
Mr. NEW ELL SHIRLEY.

50 Cents At All Druggists,

to

their home last
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handsome durable

WATERVILLE, MAINE.

1 hl.J»~__

EASTER

Mrs. Isabella Griffin and Augustine \\ arren.
The silk sofa pillow we drawn by Mrs.
Ernest-Carver.M,-s ( has. Froliock, who
has been with her daughter, Mrs. Joseph
Stoddard of Boston, the past few weeks, is
at hone-... -Miss Lela French and Mrs.
Mary Waii> are visiting Miss French’s
m-alier and sister this week.
-on

TONIKO REMEDY CO.,

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.
1
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NEW

'1 In- Philomathean Club gave a literary
entertainment at the school lmuse in this
place Thursday evening, March bill, for the
benelit of the Public Library.
The follow
iug program was presented with great sue-
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‘his AmeriC"i) built yacht. Meteor, has
"lust passed her eighteenth birthday.

<>I<1 l ncle Finn was a good ole
chap,
Hut he never seemed to care a rap.
If the sun forgot
To rise some day,
Jlist like as not
<He Finn would say :
“Oncommon dark, this here we’re in,
Hut ’tain t so bad as it might ’a* been.”
Hilt a cyclone came ’long one day.
Ail’ the town was wrecked and blowed
away.

When the storm had passed
We turned around
A ml thought at last
Ole Finn had found
The state o’ things he was buried in
About as bad as it might ’a’ been.
So we dug ’im out ’o' the twisted wreck
And lifted a rafter olV his neck.
He was bruised an’ cut,

he

:

:

a

a

grin,

“’Tain t half so bad

as

1902 will be

of

a

From Tams, Lemoine & Crane, tliejleading
naval architects of New1 York, Brown has
plans for two boats, one for J. Malcolm
Forbes of Boston, the builder and sole
of the old cup dcfenderllVolunteer,
and one for G. E. Kissel of New \ ork. The
former will be shipped by rail to Wood’s
The latter will be used at
Holl, Mass.
Dark Harbor.
In addition to the above
Brown has built a smack for a Massachusetts party, a 35 foot launch for J. V.
Haynes and a 40 foot launch for John Bird
of Rockland. I le has been obliged to refuse
owner

several orders.

be mailed t*» >

to

tlie'N PW.YOKK

City, and

a

free

I’ll’

sample

on.

...THK...

A Great Clubbing Offer

Swan & Sibley Co
IQUdKKS OK

FEED.
SEEDS and
The

arv treat

Best tm4 Host Practical Tarsi sad famil*
Paper Published

GROCERIES

»

I iiiportcrs <>(

DON’T

HISS

IT!

For

Only $2.00

Believing that every one of our renders should
have at least one good farm and fainiiy journal
we have perfected arrangements whereby we
can send that practical and instructive journal.
T urn and Mdmk. in connection with Tin lit
im/ukh vn JoruNAt.. including a beautiful a, d
useful Art Calendar for 1 *.hrj a*, detailed below
all for only $‘2.00. the once of Tn t Hkim i•
Van .forhn m. alone. \Ve are unable to gi\e but
a brief description of the eoateuts of Kaioi
am* 11 oM!•;, which is oilmpialed for vari'dx and
excellence. l‘r«*mi cut among its many departments may he mentioned the

Yachts and Boats.

At Pulpit Harbor C K. Brown has launched a (10 foot launch which w ill be used at
Work in his
Dark Harbor next season.
shop is progressing rapidly, the boats now
building being one for Architect Crowningshield, one for Dr. W. Seward Wehb, who
owns a 4,000 acre estate in Vermont and
who will use his boat on Bake Champlain,
of Boston.
one for Otto B. Cole, Esq.,
These are all from Crowningsliield’s hoard.

*

liter-

Hut, after all, it's the likes 'o' Finn
Makes this world fit lor livin' in.
When days are drear
And skies are dark,
It'.s good to hear
Some ole cuss bark,
“Now'see here, son !" with a cheerful grin,
“'Tain't half so bad as it might 'a' been!”

John Wadsworth of Camden has sold his
to Capt. Bullock of llucksport.

i1

New York

The EASTER HERALD

been!”

yacht, Irma,

w

;m<l address

name

h'MlviKK

CRAIN,

smashed-up

in might ’a’

\

NUmDCrS

:r

a

weak look ’round and

ini M’li.

\

*

to

sight to see;
He was ruined, but
lie says, says he,
And

With

pleasure
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your

views taken by himself. Ilis triumph
at Wallack’s in "A (ientlemau of
France" has been of long duration, and,
taken as a whole, is the most artistic

was a duet by ’lie Misses
Blanche and
Gladys French. Refreshments were served. A very pretty guess cal-.e was won by

K. ('. Atwood and family have returned to
This has been found in the their home in Kasrport.. Miss Kama Nason ces.- :
:iili._
Kverett Felker
has returned from Loston.Mrs. John Opening,
w
Van.ii Mir silk—a pure silk, in all
Hattie Cilley
Young and Mrs. Artliui Miaw have gone to Solo, in Remembrance,
colors, and also in black and
Kec., W hen the Minister comes to tea.
Loston for a visit.... Mi. Granville Grant
Christine
b-ments
v,
he. at about the moderate rate of
has returned from Loston. where lie spent Tableaux, our Pore four > fathers
i
r cents per■ yaid.
Hie should be cart
Dialogue, Pat and the Postmaster.
most of the winter... Carroll Young and
George ( b-ments and Chester Webber
1 "Wccer, to see that the name is John Frederick, who are teaching in Sulli| Kec., My two big sisters. Georgia Roberts
a
few
Mi's.
heme
lor
mi
came
of
the
days...
! Solo, She was bred in Old Kentucky,
'tamped
every ya’d
selvedge. van,
Mar\ Kendall
No art icie oi dress holds such a place Kllen Kittlefieid has returned from a visit
Bernice Tasker
Kec., How they fell out,
A.
who
has
Mi's. Mary
llaley,
a 1;
fi minim- hear! as the silk petti- to Lath..Kec.. Grandma alius does,
Kexford Ryder
been spending the winter with her daughDialogue, Docked in a dressmakers room,
coat, and certainly Yama-Mai places
Inez (iilmore, Charles Gilmore, Charles
ter in Hartford, arrived home last week
ti1 s
xury w:thin the reach of almost
Yates, Harry Clements, Dora Felker.
Mr. and Mrs. James Freeman have returned
Misses Felker
Song, by dear Ohio home,
every woman.
from Lootlihay, where they spent several
The Pe(e)kin family,
Tableaux,
a ma
\
rin.KK
ni; \ s ni-.ii inaaiN
little
arrived
at
the
Lois Roberts
weeks-A line
girl
Solo, 'Hie river of life,
Irvin Ward
“with a point over llie lace bids fair to home of Mi. and Mrs. Ray Harlow Satur- Kec., In haying time,
The
test that told,
Dialogue,
in both straw or day night... A little son of Mr. and Mrs.
><• very popular,
Warren Pattee, Everett Felker, Rena
■1 Ton. t e latter with a Huffy crown James Jepson is seriously ill with diphtheRoberts, Lois Roberts, Kate Pattee,
Dora Felker, Mabel Felker.
till a inim entirely of small llowers, ria. Much sympathy is felt for the family
Christine Clements
Quite Solo,
sue!i as violets, hyacinths in two or and substantial aid has been given
Tableaux, Topsy Turvey
three shades, or sometimes of berries. a number of cases of tonsilitis are reported. Song, Just as the sun went dow n,
Mary Kendall
who have been very ill is Miss
Then again a round shape shows a Among those
Bessie Roberts
Ruth Jepson.Quarterly meeting services Rec.,
c:ovn
made of crimson geraniums,
Rec., The Quaker and the robber,
were held in the M. E. church by Presiding
Sidney Tibbetts
wi'i. w hite nice over crimson tulle as a
Elder J. \Y. Day Sunday evening, and at Song, Down at Odd Fellows Hall, encore,
j
hi im. A hat composed of green leaves
George Ryder
the quarterly conference a unanimous deoad a bunm. of crimson berries at the
Dialogue, Minstrel jokes,
sire was expressed for the return of the
Rena and Charles Roberts
left side.
Song, The wild Colonial boy,
minister, Rev. J. W. Hatch.
Vl.liONA (T.AItKK.
John Clements
STOCKTON sritlXiS.
Clifton Chase
Dec., The engineer’s story,
IN THfc LAND OF THE SPHINX.
Miss Esther Ellis and Miss Lida .Sliute ar- Tableaux, The soldier’s f * re well, Music
The
soldier’s
return,
Music,
Boston
Mrs.
week
from
Tableaux,
rived home last
Vacant chair
Extracts 11‘ lit a letter from Miss Avis M. Susan Fessenden of Boston, who was the
Dialogue, Watermelon pickle,
Moris 1:1 to friends at home.]
Inez and Charles (iilmore
guest of (.'apt. and Mrs. L. M. Partridge for
Overture by the Philomathean Orchestra
a few days recently, is considering the pur'Mi anehor.ng at Alexandria we were alchase of a summer home in our village. i Colored March of the White Company
li.o-' t"i i. to pieces by the swarm of Arabs
(Ghosts.)
F. is a member of the \Y. C. T. U.t !
who in-lied over tlie ship like a lunatic Mrs.
Song, Goodnight.
of
note
.Mr.
lecturer
Harry
ostium let loose. One would grab a bag, and a public
of the late Capt. V>\ 1). IlichThe Salt Bank Fleet.
Mouther au umbrella, etc., until in self de- Iliehborn, son
arrived last Thursday, for a Hying
felloe we ant inti a row boat which we hail- born,
The salt cod hanking season is now beed ; r ii! tie other side of the ship. As we visit to his aunt, Mrs. Delia C. Staples, reand the first vessel of the fleet has
turning Tuesday to Brooklyn, N. Y., where ginning,
v. ed axt:Oi e our boatmen chanted in
The
wei
t
sailed and others will follow soon.
his mother is spending the winter-The fleet as a whole, trawlers and dory handito-ou a
one to “Allah."
The Egpytian
than
last
a
little
will
he
season
larger
Matinee Whist Club Held its meeting last liners,
.-!o-li a curious mixture, sort of a
music
of the vessel owners
with the Misses Lizzie and Evelyn unless present plans
The dory handare suddenly changed.
prolonged ..ail, and most weird. In Alex- Friday
Colcord_ Maurice Patterson of Sandy- liners w ill he smaller in number than last
andra w
saw
Pumper’s Pillar, also a
arrived home Friday.Miss Ida year and there will he more trawlers.
point
Mohammedan cemetery where some of the
The fleet on a whole, w ill probably numDavis gave a lntli birthday party in Colhead -tone.- hail a green turban, which signiber 7:1 or 74 sail, from Gloucester, Buckscord’s Hall, last Friday evening.
About SO
hed that the deceased was a descendant of
port, Provincetown, lieverelyand Boothbay
were present.
Dancing formed the Harbor, which will be a little more than
:he Prophet ami had made a pilgrimage to guests
and ice-cream and cake were last season. Besides these straight bankers
Mecca, in some of the stones were small entertainment,
there will be quite a number of vessels
round holes to enable the angel, Israfel, to served. Miss Davis was the recipient of which will go fresh and salt fishing.—Glounumerous gifts, both useful and ornamencester
Daily Times.
pu II the occupant out by the hair at the resurFollowing are the Maine vessels in the
rection.
Hence the custom among some j tal, which were wholly unexpected and
fleet:
Moslems of shaving the head except for a ; much appreciated.Mrs. G. A. Stevens
Schs. Harry A. Nickerson, Frank G.
the
entertained
last Rich, Edith Mclntire, Carlton Bell and
Club,
Friday
tuft at the middle of the forehead.
M.
Antes Co.
of Bertha D. Nickerson of Boothbay.
At four in the afternoon we took the train week.The John
Sch. T. M. Nicholson, M. B. Stetson,
this place have taken the agency of the
!
for Cairo. Shepherd’s Hotel is so decidedLaurel, Landseer, Irving Leslie, Elizabeth
Incubator
of
Co.
N.
Buffalo,
V.,
Cyphers
N., Arthur V. S. Woodruff, A. M. Nicholson,
]> modern it is hard to realize that we are
and have already sold a 330 egg incubator to Ada S. Babson of Bucksport.
not in England or America.
If it were not j
II. S. Park, and one of the same size to
for the Arab servants in their turbans and i
Practically. Starving.
loose trousers we would certainly feel that Eaton Brothers, Searsport—A social hop
“After using a few bottles of Kodol
i was given Monday evening, in Colcord’s
we were in London.
Dyspepsia Cure my wife received perfect
which was very generally attended and
So many of the Arabs and lledouios are 1 Hall,
permanent relief from a severe and
and much enjoyed—Miss Emma Hinckley, chronic case of stomach trouble,” says J. R.
cross-eyed that it is often a relief to look at
who has been the guest of Miss Susie Cous- Holly, real estate, insurance and loan agent,
each other and get our own straightened.
“Before using Kodol
of Macomb, 111.
We saw a Mohammedan funeral proces- ! ens the past week, left Tuesday for her Dyspepsia Cure she could not eat an
in
home
Bluehill
Thomas
who
has
Park,
ordinary meal without intense suffering.
sion. The body was in an odd shaped box, j
She is now entirely cured. Several physihaving a ? haft like a chimney at the head, was made his home for many years with his cians and many
remedies had failed to give
covered with a cloth and carried over the j sister, Mrs. Harriet Lancaster, in Searsport relief.” You doift have to diet. Eat any
I Harbor, just across the line from this vil- good food you want, but don’t overload the
shoulders of several men, followed by
a
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will
lage, died recently in Monroe, where he was stomach.
band of hired funeral wallers.
always digest it for you. R. II. Moody.
We have been to the Pyramids twice, spending the winter with another sister.
The remains were brought to the Harbor
once by the full moon, which was a sight 1
“Don’t you ever run out of material for
slia'l never forget. The Sphinx was a won- for interment, Sunday—Miss Mabel Sim- plays?” asked the
admiring friend.
“Great Scott, no!” replied the prolific
derful sight with the moon shining full on mons returned Wednesday to her duties at
Miss Clara writer of burlesque operas. “Look at this
ts face. One could not help feeling the the Castine Normal School.
Mudgett left the same day to resume her pile of blank paper and all these writing
beauty of the scene.
studies there.
mplements, win you ?”—Exchange.
hat -tea

taking

<

i-'a

and

-••

Oakland,

<

1

\

Toniko Remedy Co., Waterville, Maine.
Gentlemen,—I have received great benefit from

■

.'amil;,- e.ther black silk.
me I louse, or Kton nr
;ni: 1 a hor-wade pn-kt as
tar
.; i,
■■■'
■, 11■.i,: -."
When of plain sill,
i.-r,a ;>
twkrd. with small
...i11sand limey cuffs.
.lace
..:!

Blood Purifier.

a

able.
Mr. Kyrle liellew. not satisfied with
his laurels as an actor, now comes out
as a lecturer and his audience listened
with the closest attention for two hours
to what lie said on •'(iold
Mining in

—

-I'UM:

Reoommended As

duction, unless she assumed the part of
Louise—which under any circumstances
would'be an absurdity, especially when
the lovely Eleanor Robson was avail-

j

catalogue, w hich
anted on receipt of four

a ! 11

would tell you, if you asked him, that an infusion of the right sort of herbs is the
logical remedy for purifying the blood. TONIKO-TEA contains the right sort of
herbs and is an infusion. Your physician would tell you this, too. To purify the
blood, you must cleanse the system in the most natural manner possible; the medicine you use must change abnormal conditions and restore them to complete health.
The blood pure, and your body can withstand the wear and tear that
you give it.
TONIKO-TEA is the medicine for you.

j

mm

!.

Your Physician

only justice to the public that Mr.
O’Neil should have an opportunity of
showing his splendid capacities in some
other role.
Mr. Ilall Caine will come over this
spring to consult Liebler & Co. and
Miss Viola Allen regarding the production of “The Eternal City." He will

—

address dei: i. lla/aar
;.
di St., for their
*:>;■, V\d -t
n.rv

“Monte Oristo,” and while its drawing
power is still

—

to llcst A; (ho.

eliding

MONROE.

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
New York, March 17, lhOd. The
Messrs. Liebler & Co. are now confronted with the problem of supplying
a
worthy successor to that great drama

—

..

\_

!

—

Players.

|

ging-

linens,

the best materials,
belted jackets and
11o,:-,
varying in juice from
j v uis. Sailor suits of siuiilai
r light trousers,and b<gin
A tie. ah however, mothers
: i he h.-st idea of w hat children
gal: te

.-nits

f»;iiry

j

—

....

Hr.ssian style in wash
o for
little ones from three to
white or colored piques,
a:.:
t..

t

j

Mrs. Elisha Tower is spending a few
weeks in Boston... N. D. Ross went on the
legislative excursion to Washington, D. C.
...Miss Grace Miller has gone to Boston,
where she has employment at millinery
Misses Georgia Miller and I .aura Young
left Tuesday to attend the spring term of
Pastille Normal School.
Charles Russ of
Belfast visited at E. M. Russ* the last of the
week
The entertainment at the Band
iiall Monday evening for the benelit of the
Baptist Church was a success.

and

Mrs. R.
Avery visited her sister. Mrs.
? Miss Annie Colson has gone to Camden
Samuel Rooeyin Rrewer several da\s last
I for the summer. Capt. Thomas Pork, aged
week
Miss Evelyn A vei\\. M iss M iIdled
74 years, died last week at the home of his
production of the season, lie lias reCrindle. Miss Myrtie Holbrook and Miss ;
sister, Mrs. Washington Moore, where he ceived three
Jennie Hooper are attending school in |
propositions concerning
lie leaves two
I was spending the winter,
Bucksport-. .Mrs. Eugene Barnes enter- sisters and one brother. His remains were his appearance in London in this piece,
tained the Ladies' Club last Wednesday
taken to Stockton .springs... The W. C. T. and being as popular there as he is!
Miss Evelyn Avery visited
afternoon
L'. will meet with Miss >. A. Mansur March here lie would no doubt achieve a
friends and relatives in Brewer several
second great success.
gist. Neal Dow’s birthday will be observed.
days last week.
Miss Lizzie Moore is visiting in Belfast.
l here is
every indication that Mine.
JA« IvSO N.
Seven new members were taken in at
J'use's American tour will be extended
At the town election March loth officers
the last meeting of Loyal Kebekah Lodge. to
ninety performances, as numerous
were
elected as follow.-:
Selectmen, J. .The mumps are raging in this vicinity.
requests to Liebier A Co. are coming
Crant, R 11. Page, M. s. Hatch: town clerk,
.Mrs. Jackson Curtis is still suffering
in from persons wishing to see the celeII. Catehell;
C. 11. Catehell; treasurer.
with erysipelas.
brated artiste.
constable and collector, A J. Webb; school
LINCOLN VILLI-:.
A. Webb: school com1 he Morgan I.eslieeowb; nation. after j
superintendent,
Mrs. Frank Brow n is visiting her father,
muter. W. E.
a n
•u!d, M. s. Stiles, 11. K.
immensely successful season .11 the
Wilder Dr ink water.Mr. Alton
Capt.
Amounts appropriated:
ease.
School, French and Miss Minnie Haskell
spent Sun- Cast, will journey to tin- Carilie coast.
.'■in: State mud. spin; pay interest, S7o;
day with F. E. French and family., ( apt. opening m Sau Fr.mcisc.- on March ;
: town ehar-u -,
books,
siippoii of
Herbert Bullock in sch. Lizzie went to -4!h'
f.
> pi" ; mad-.
MonRockland Friday loaded with casks
Mrs. Cat rick Campbell's American
►
r.\ »!*>!<
day evening the two act farce “Our \wful tour has been a series 1 r ovations, and I
Mrs. Kmma Downes, whose obituary was
AunC’ was presented at the Masonic Hall.
I
»
ertaiuly the public owe a deb: of grati- !
published in The Journal last week, was Following is the cast of characters: Mis.
tiule to the manage!* who have made i
horn October
and was the youngest
; llasleton, Miss Alice Howe : Alice Hash' ton, them
acquainted with so tine ail actress j
«ii‘" family of eighteen
rhiid of Jo] n
Mrs. Maine < oombs; Carrie Benton, Lucy
ami o la antit'ul a woman.
is
the Freeman; Matilda Johns >n,
children. Her
imr, Page Cain,
our
awful
only surviving in- nil*.a of that large family. annlL Mrs. Madge. Bullock : Frank llasleMi" had been in poor health for some time.
T1 .• President'* Dauuhter.
ton, Herbert Bullock; Arthur Wallace,
.John ! Jack, Alonzo Merriiield, George Havd Mann, Frank Coleman and C. A.
Mi«<s A ice Roosevelt, who was seLeiden and Vanrausauu-r Kells have finished Warren, Jr., villains: Pete, Leon French.
lecte i \> the kaiser as the sponsor of
cutting ice ...Mrs. Vina Nelson received Miss Aldana Coleman entertained tmtw en
a present recently of a chamber set from
the acts with solos on the violin, and there

ninth or cheviots are also very

ti»

Plays

Any

Child^M
Hi

can lie kept
healthy, strong
ami cheerful by giving it occasional doses of

True’s »?*"« Elixir

It not onl y removes worms, hut
guards against
them, and is a iierfert tomr and blood nuritter. It is the only
purely vegetable vermirnge So harmless that it cannot in tun- the

Smt 'f !?"' send
':lllU,L,foruit.druggists 3S

i*ook.*t free.

^~
Truly

u*A,U^rn’

Wonderful

How

rents.

Me.

1

Quickly

CMAPHAIN’S

Golden Crown Oil
RELIEVES AND CURES

COUOHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
CROUP and all LUNO TROUBLES.
RSo.
AT

PER

BOTTLE

THE DRUG STORES.

V.jrket Reports
Farm and Garden
Media ri;
Fruit CTiUare
Devices
Fashions and 1 .me, W**rk
flic Apiary
Feeding and Breeding
Talks o itli Our I.awyei- Xews ;*f the I».iy
!?• tis«-b .Id Features
l)uiry anil Creamery
The tines*. ion Box
The Poult ry Yartl
'1!
Plants ami Flowers
Veterinary
The Horse
% Sheep ami Swine
Farm and Homi
published .semi-monthly,
the 24 numbers which comprise a year’s subscription making a volume of over 600 pages,
all
the latest and most reliable inteeming with
formation that experience ami science can supply.
No better proof of its popularity can he offered than
its enormous circulation, which extends into ever?
state, each number being read by no l*r.s than a
million readers.
To those who take advantage promptly of this
offer we will send with Farm and Home The
Webster Pocket Dictionary, containing d.v.soo
words with full promineitiion, and much other
useful information. It contains Phi pages and is
specially designed for pocket use. A sample
copy may be seen at thisofflet.
Do not delay or fail to take advantage of this
great offer, for never before was
so much offered for so small a sum. Kemember
we send both papers a full year, till postpaid,
a t the very low price stated. Address all orders
to
REP. JOURNAL PUB CO., Belfast fie.

Tax Collector’s Notice.
All taxes for 1901 are now due and liable to
Taxes on real estate not paid before July
cost.
1, 1902, will be returned to the City Solicitor for
suit per order of the city government. I will l>e
in my office in Memorial building daily from 8.30
to 11.30 a. m., and Saturdays from 1.30 to4.30 i\ m
M.

C. HILL. Collector.

dealers

in

the finest

quality of

Anthracite and
Blacksmith
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OKDKKs I’KOMI’TI.V 1'IUd

•VU, -V• >, ‘i7 Front. St.,
L'iSLEPHOiMti 4-2.

lletfu
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A*

extension
Copy of Charter
Seareport Xational linnt,
Tim
Ml- III I

OK C< -MI*
VVASHINO

\-i it\
I K- till It
I »N 1). (\.

l>i',r
11

vit 1 m
n
!: i;
Kill <

!m-1u Ills I I. 1".
Whereas, by satistaetory evidenee |m<•
i" the undersigned, it has been made If ap
that the Searxport National Hank. ;:i tie- if.
Searxport, ill the County of Waldo amt St.
Maine, has complied with all the pros mi.
the Aft of Congress to enable Natioiia. Han
Assoeiations to e\teml their corporate
ami for other purposes, approved duly
1-Mow therefore 1. William K.'Hidgely. Con ,j
lei of the Currency, do hereby eert'dv Hia
Searxport National Hank, in the toyvn ot >.
port, in the Countv of Waldo and stat ->i M
is authorized to fiave
succession for the
specified in its amended articles ot :isv»r.
namely, until close of business on Febma
l'.fi-J.
In testimony whereof witness mv hand amt
of oftiee this fourteenth day of February. P*
W M. H. Hlln1 I. Y
fSigned)
,
sk.m.
Comptroller of the Curren
,
No. 2642.
f>ws
-.

-*-

T.

|

R. SIMONTON.
I.AWYEH

And Real Estate

Agent,

Offices, Chestnut St., opp. Bay View
CAMDEN, MAINE.
Will attend to any collecting or other law
ness you may have in Knox or Waldo count;
ami buying, selling or leasing real estate, rent
cottages, looking up titles of real estate, mak
wills or conveyances, negotiating loans, etc.
3,113
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IN

WEST
Croix

>t-

Inland.

m-iomI and
M;ij he

l

THE

DANISH

j is

transacted in that language. There
only two towns on the island—
C'hristianstoed
and Frederickstoed, the
I

INDIES.

■

Tin* Cities

of

Wliat
Here Within the

Months.
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times, of woman’s happiThe dull, sunken eye,

misery.

with its dark circles almost surely speaks
of womanly ill-health, and its attendant
suffering. With the dull eye goes usually the sallow, sunken cheek, the drawn
mouth, the shrunken form—the whole
glory of woman’s beauty marred by the
effects of disease.
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription cure*
the diseases which undermine the health
and mar the beauty of women. It establishes regularity, dries weakening drains,
heals inflammation and ulceration, and
cures female weakness.
Sick women are invited to consult Dr.
Pierce by letter free^ and so obtain the
advice of a specialist upon their disease.
All correspondence is strictly private
and sacredly confidential. Address Dr.
I
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
"With pleasure I send a few lines to let you
know that I feel much better than for eight
years before taking your medicine.' write* Mis.
Pierce (ieise. of S’> \Ve*t Phila Street V ik. Pa.
"Will recommend Dr Pierce’s niedi.-ine to every
who may inquire as to what it has done
>r me.
I was troubled with female weakness,
and began to think 1 would never be w
If I
had continued the treatment prescribed; by mv
doctor don't know what would have become of
me.
When your treatment was commenced my
weight was 10S pounds, at present it is 130.
Have healthy color and my friends sav I look
well.
My best thanks to yon and ray best
wishes, too. for what you have done vr me."

Ferson

population

of about six

antiquated town is its ample foliage;
all its pink and yellow houses are embowered in splendid trees and its garden
walls and hedge-rows overrun with
roses, jasmine, honeysuckle and a vine
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Irritability, Nervousness,
Ohronlo

Colds,
Hacking Oough,

Nursing Mothers,

Weak Mothers.
Come in and

I fortless.
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you read in some northern
newspaper that a lire, or a hurricane,

IN ONE

MINUTE.
Minard's Liniment will
Core the

Cane fields sweep
backward from the beach and up the
hillsides in a waving mass of yellowish
feet above the sea.

green, broken here and there by planters' houses and the thatched cottages
of their laborers.
Windmills swing
their

mighty arms, as if challenging
new Don Quixotes to mortal combat,
and long avenues of cocoa-palms, with
trunks rising from fifty to eighty feet,

really

you are sure to want more and more of

uproot the home ties and

them here.
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1 walked beside the river.
Slowly drifting from afar
Came from out the mist cloud's silver
A vessel's broken spar.

the season

*

started,

as

tne Functions of

without any

principles

that one paper published the entire revised version of the New Testament at
the time of its completion, not from a
religious motive but simply from its
news value.
lie emphasized the fact
that the purpose of journalism was
primarily the publication of the news. As
to yellow journals lie said
they existed,
but they stood only for what
they were
worth, and as an evidence of their lack
of influence in an intelligent
community
be said that there was no sale for them
in M illiamstown.
A high tribute was
paid to reporters and newspaper correspondents, and he said that in many
eases they were
splendid heroes. Ileporters were often inquisitive, sometimes almost impertinent, hut as a rule
they were judicious, and if they should
spread before the readers of North Ail
ains what they
knew hut retrained
from publishing it would foment a
good
deal of trouble.
J’he newspaper should
be read in the family circle. Rev. Mr
Sawyer then proceeded to give some of
the stumbling blocks and
perplexities
of the editor, and lie concluded that it
\\as extiemely difficult to edit a
paper
in a small city and maintain
puritvof
principles. Hesaid that the most of' our
editors were a high-minded class of
men.
Concerning the editorials of mubest papers, be said they are the
purest
amt most lucid English of the times and
a splendid school for the
literary student. He instanced the New York Sun
as a peculiarly
conspicuous examnle of
concise and graceful
English in its editorial columns during all the
years that
Charles A. Dana edited it.
The lecture was listened to with the
closest attention and interest. No attempt has been made here to reproduce
it,
1 hese are but the
impressions of it
made upon a newspaper man.
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while the two other islands are in St. Croix for half its value—and
natively barren and unproduc- make a good thing out of it, with the
‘heir southernmost sister rejoices exercise of a little common sense and a
'•iuageous woodlands and luxuriant good deal of patient industry. The
re.
wherever sugar and coffee greatest difficulty is with laborers. The
All its people
levoted to agriculture, in one form
another, and there are now thirtyprosperous sugar estates on the
ll‘d.
liv the way, the product of
are

■

not cultivated.

estates all goes to one concern in
f ork city. In order to protect
rs who are not in this trust the

‘aiusii

and child, when the crop is half
harvested as at any other time.

Like St. Thomas, this island shows no
sign of belonging to Denmark, beyond

'"di, of course, is a
''dli

by-product, along
coffee, spices, tropical fruits and a

For Over

Sixty Tears.

An Odd and Weed-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhtea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world.
Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup, and take no other kind.
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Insurance and

Fire, Lile, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Security

Bonds for Cashiers.

Correspondence solicited.

Contractors. Administrators and Trustees.
bought and sold.

Real estate

Kitchen

FOR SALE.

Furnishings.

To close tne estate of the late

A. C.

and at the lowest

prices

possible

nIckrl

WARE;

WOODEN

.-

Chimneys,
Shades,

Belfast. The buihlnigs
brick residence with eilTa
stable and carriage I,..
all modern conveniences.
The grounds extend from High to I'nion -ti
ts.
and contains about on*- acre. Tt miis court. N ice
orchard.
Within a few rods of Belfast Bay of
which .t i. oiumands a line view. Especially adapt
ed f■
summer home or fashionable hoarding
house. S;\ tlnm-sand dollars h".\s it.
port.mi
of the purchase lit mov can remain on morttran if
desired.
•••

Corner lot m tile business hen it of the city.
cod bunding siu,f. Will
4,150 feet. Level and
be worth Sl.ooo inside oi li\e umi's.'

Wicks.

Price

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

$BOO.

FARM

MILLER

ON

STREE1.

Nine aeres'under good cilt'VMicu.
Miller Street ami Lineolnville avenue.
from post office.

Oil and Gas Stoves

<»f
mile

-nr:

(>m

Price, $675.

A Full Line of Cutlery.

PLEASANT
ndivid* d ha It
n eomnion wm,
rent.

STREET.

two houses and lot
Men. \v. H.
.m.^\vju

mvin'ii

:,!w;tys

BAY

VIEW

STREET.

Price, $250.
On ami after Oct. 8, 1901, tiains connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland, anc
at

Boston, will

run as

J

FROM

and

....

Unity.
Burnham, arrive.
Bangor.

7 42
t7 54
8 00
8 10
8 35
11 35

PM
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P.v
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40
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10
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40

3 3C
{3 3(3
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5
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38
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Waterville.

ss.“*0.ea« h.

One fourth grist mill.
& Sibley ( ctnpany.

3 08

7 20

5 35
9 05

1 2c
5 67

A.Y.

H

~

7 00

PERSONAL

s

n

PROPi RTA
V.

,1)

« ...

Seven one hundred and twenty-eml tbs ->r
schooner ('harlotte T. Sihi- \. Price, will; earnings from date of sale oni\. S.V!i).
One top carriage. Frier >c,.

or

on

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Jr

1 06

7 10

particulars call

EDWARD SIBLEY, Belfast. Maine,

Adirinisttatci, Augusta. Maine.

M

9 52

omipied l»\

Ten shares stock Maine Condensed

For further

I™

etc.,

Price, $250.

Price, $1.50 per shave.

35

M

U. 4 00
w D. 410

{ w.D...........7.

CHURCH.
I'riee,

BROOKS.

AM

j

30

BELFAST.

7 15
Belfast, depart
City Point.t7 20
Waldo.+7 30

J

NORTH
Pews No.

follows

15
1 35

4

Bangor.. 7 15

P ft!

Subjects

Burnham, depart.
Unity.
Thorndike.

8 50
10 20
9 08
10 75
1 1 20
9 17
Knox.... .. f 9 25 ,1135
9 40
Brooks.
12 12
Waldo. 19 50 11 2 30
City Point. flooo 112 f-o
Belfast, arrive
10 05
1 05

Sovereign

rebel, when alms -l, and

war

fol-

A man’s stomach rebels,
abused, and indisrestion
follows.

TRUE “L. F." ATWOOD’S BITTERS
reorganize the system and
to health.

Limited tickets for Boston

lAOOKliii

Could

V NERVE RESTORER
day’s

No Fits after first
use.
Consultation, personal or br mail; treatise and

BOTTLE FREE

to Fit patients who pay expreseage
only on delivery.
Permmnent Cure, not only temporary relief, for all NerDisorders. Epilepsy. Spasms, St. Vitus' Danes,
Debility. Kxhaustion. DR. R. H.KLINE. Ld,
vous

street, Philadelphia.

'f

Founded istl

Bargain

That desirable and well Ideated real estate at
the foot of Main street, known as the Daniel
Lane wharf property, will be sold low to close
the estate. Inquire of
N. F. HOUSTON, Executor
Belfast, December 19,1900.—Sit

WASHINGTON

Booker T. Washington is universally
recognized as the foremost man of the
colored race in this country.

bottle.

STOPPED FREE
| ■■
■ ■ m" Permanently Cured by
OR. KLINE S fiREAT
■ |

4 57
6 05
5 15
15 24

I

4<

15 50
16 (>(
0 06

Not

sure

now

sold

a

§6.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points W est and Nort:j
west, via all

Ceokgi
routes, for sale bv L. W
CKO. F. *VA>S.
Vice President and (Jeneral Manager
F. E. Booth by. (len’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, October 10, 1901.

Agent, Belfast.

croup,

j

it is really and truly love?”

“Positive,” answered the practical young
who had just proposed. “I tested it.”

man

“Tested it?”
“Yes. I doctored myself for indigestion
for two weeks before definitely deciding
prst what the symptoms meant.”—Chicago

to every subcents a year.

1
I
I

I

Kibe

Stylish, Reliable, Simple, TTp-todate, Economical and Absolutely
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.

IH. Coombs & Co j
DEALERS

selection 1

Only 50

A LADIES’ MAGAZINE.

grip, bronchitis,

:

own

Aerlber.

A re« ; beautiful colored p 1 ar; latest
fashions; dressmaking economies t*
work household hints ft. non, etc
S ,b
to-dav, or. send sc 'or latest copy
dy agents wanted Send for terms.

Breathe.

other throat and lung troubles are quick]}
cured by One .Minute Cough Cure. One
Minute Cough Cure is not a mere expectorant, which gives only temporary relief. It
softens and liquifies the mucous, draws out
the inflammation and removes the cause of
the disease.
Acts at
Absolutely safe.
once.
“One Minute Cough Cure will do all
that is claimed for it,” says Justice of the
Peace, J. y. Ilood, Crosby, Miss.
“My
wife could not get her breath and was relieved by the first dose.
It has been a
benefit to all my family.” R. II. Moody.
“Are you
she asked.

art

A FREE PATTERN
(year

M£CALL'S£3bj
MAGAZ1NEWI

tFlag station.

Coughs, colds,

a

HI(,H STREET.

in

MAIN AND FEDERAL STREETS.

Burners and

A

For Sale at

places

Five thousand square leet of land and a
osy,
convenient hriek house
Formerly owm-d and
occupied, during in- residem ;n Belfast, by .lus!.'••• William II. F-’gh*r oi the ''amo Supreme
•Judical Court.
Moduli
miveeienees.
Price,
sub, -et to lnortg.iof
to l.elfast Savings
Baiik. *500.

P V

S3I Arch

HOMESTEAD Ors

FOOLER HOUSE, HlOri STREET.

LAMPS

Portland... .-.11 CO

IK

is offered for sale

('state

are a large t\
new and cominodicns
and a smaller stable:

TIN

Boston,

9* TRIAL

following real

....

TO BELFAST.

| I

the

One of the best

Boston
Boston,

_
■
■

SIBLEY,

We have them in all lines

»'

a

Real Estate,

Insurance and Inspection.

Waterville

35 cents

flAINE,

REPRESENTING OVE« FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.

Brooks.
Knox
Thorndike...

H. MOODY.

you

NEW YORK CITY.

WINTERPRT,

Portland.12 15

lows.
when

STREET,

ATWOOD,

A M

A Sunday school teacher at Carthage,
111., told her class of a cruel boy who

asunder.”—Chicago Journal.

THl CENTAUR COMPANY,

..

good

negroes are

woman

In Use For Over 30 Years.

..

restore

unwilling to would catch cats and cut their tails off.
“Xow, can any little girl tell me of an apwork on the plantations at any price,
and are not to be depended upon in priate verse of Scripture?” she asked.
There was a pause, and then a smal' girl
emergencies—being just as likely to
arose, and in a solemn voice said: “Whom
off
on
a
to
the
last
carouse,
troop
man, God hath joined together, let no man put
emancipated

government has established
stations, to which planters may the jackets of its small garrison and
ni'g their cane for sale. There the the flag that floats over them. Most of
ddks are ground in mills
belonging to the people speak English, and business
"b
government, and the producer reOABTOR.IA.
H'ves pay based on New York
prices,
The Kind You Have Always BougM
Bean the
'■dir

And the ripples tipped w ith silver
.Smiled across the ocean's graves.
R. T. N.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

About one half acre of i.wel laud ad among
tide water, about one-eighth mile below st<
w harf.
Suitable tor rotiugw Tin- best
ition
for a whan south of Coinnu reia! street

s

or a

ALWAYS

Price, $1500.

you eat.

E. 0. DeWitt & Co., Chicago.
bottle contains 2times tbe 50c. size.

CASTORIA

GENUINE

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

help

Prepared only by

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

flitchell & T russell

This preparation contains all of the
fligestants and digests all kinds of
food, Itgivesinstant relief and never
fails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. Tlio most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By itsuse many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation ofgason the stomach, relieving all distressaftereating.
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take

It can't

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil.. Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

Coffee.

Dyspepsia
Digests
what

What is CASTORIA

what-

but to give the news, and it is
marvellously successful in this held. It
originated the idea of interviews, and
its marine news has
always been the
most complete of any daily
paper in the
world.
As showing the various kinds
ui n mu may ue
very properly termed
news, the speaker pointed out the fact

was

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
m and has been made under his per*
sonal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

The New York Heroutlined by the pro-

ever,

like everyone, she was convinced
after the first application.
For twenty-five cents you can get a
good-sized bottle at all druggists’.

re-

Written for The Republican Journal.]
omnipresent sugar-cane, the only crop
The Broken Spar.
worth mentioning on the island, gives
it so rich and light a tint of green that 1
walked beside the river.
it looks, the whole year through, as if
Where the mist cloud veiled the waves
spring had just put on her fresh mantle. And the ripples seemed to shiver
In across the ocean's graves.
Though the soil is everywhere prodigiously productive, except a few acres of I walked beside the river
salt marsh, at least two-thirds of the
When the sun crept up apace,—
island is yet uncultivated, covered with Darkly hung the mist cloud over,
I could hardly see his face.
scanty woodlands, the haunt of deer and

There used to be many more
plantations, as ruined and deserted

most

prosperous.

was

prietor,

skeptical, same ns
people, before trying Minard’s,

but,

you have come here as an invalid, you
have fallen so deeply in love with the
isles of Eternal Summer that you are

like shafts of smooth gray marble, support a miracle of waving plumage. The

snakes.

Mrs. Reid

it, and presently find yourself able to
dispose of the contents ot several coeoanuts at a sitting.
Bv that time, if

to

ald

March 26,1901.
Gentlemen,—T have used your
King of
Pain Liniment” for the past two year.-, and
have found it all its name implies.
1 have
never used it for anything that it did not have
a magical
effect on.
Two years ago this
summer, while on a visit to Lake Champlain
and the A dirondaeks. 1 was taken while at the
hotel with inflammatory and muscular rheuI happened to have a
matism, combined.
bottle of it with me, and 1 sent out for a roll of
cotton battin r ai.d a half yard of oiled silk.and
had my arm from shouldertoelbow thoroughly
rubbed in the I binient four times per day,and
'hen wrap pc! up thick’
in the cotton’ and
tigiitlv cvp'-ej w:'h the pdk. changing the
•'
tt oi each time for f c-h and in one week I
wa* well,
where 1 expected t<> have a lone
siege. This testimonial
voluntary on my
part, and you are at Mhertv to use it if you
1 shall alwavs
wish, f
keep a supply of
King of Pain.” Your-; rru'v.
g. Reid,
Mrs
2.">34 Fifth st., Jersey City, N. J.

woman; lift up the green globe to a
proper angle and let the coo! beverage

ready
plant

Croup.

When I say that yoq can hold your
watch over a croupv child when giving
a dose of Minard’s Liniment, and within
just one minute the croup will be all over,
phlegm cleared out, tiie breathing easy,
the inflammation scattered and healing,
and the child happy, I am not exaggerating one bit. You say. “Strange
thing fora liniment to do!” So it is.
But Minard’s is not a liniment as you
know liniments. It has no o,l or grease
in it. Minard’s is made to go into your
stomach just as much as on your back or
your l‘ gs. It cures internal diseases as
quickly as external. It is a marvelous
medicine for rheumatism, diphtheria,
colds, pneumonia, and grippe, and it’s
just as magical in the way it heals a cut,
a burn, bruise, or lameness.
It's almost
worth its weight in gold as an emergency remedy.
Every household should
keep it always handy. Here’s what it
did for one woman,—her letter, word for
word:—

rugged and abrupt a- most of
neighboring islands. A range of glide gently down your throat. At first
bills runs parallel with the coast, but
you will say it is too sweet, and that it
its highest peak is hardly a thousand tastes like condensed
milk diluted: but
the

book which tells all

DRUCCISTS.

them hut a door, and the roofs are a
few other things, and yields consider- thatch of dried grass or palm leaves
able revenue, even under the haphaz- that burn like tinder when ignited.
ard methods now employed. Aided by Each house has only one room, or two
the trade-winds it takes only a few at the most, but they are used merely
hours to cross from >t. Thomas to s-t. to sleep in, or as a shelter from the
Croix, and a government steamer plies rain. At night so many persons huddle
regularly between, besides innumerable in that the wonder is how all can lie
schooners.
We steamed away from down,
though packed “heads and
Charlotte Amalia just as the sun was points,” like sardines in a box.
By day
going to bed behind Porto Rico, and the the family lives out of doors entirely,
western skies were a blaze of glory. cooking and eating in the open air.
One of the most delightful features
Rut night comes so quickly in these
latitudes that hardly had we passed be- of st. Croix is the number of excellent
tween the tall cliffs that stand as gate- roads, nearly all of them between rows
posts to the harbor before darkness of splendid cocoa palms.- Over one of
fell and the words of the ancient mari- these we drove to Frederickstoed, or
ner came to us:
“West End,” in a queer carry-all drawn
“The sun's rim dips, the stars rush our,
by three mules harnessed abreast, on
At one stiido comes the dark:"
one of which road the
darkey driver.
Some time during the night we ar- Flowers of all colors and
spicy odors
rived outside the now dangerous, choked adorn the roadsides of Santa
Cruz,
up harbor, and were obliged to wait for frn^fc crimson and yellow cacti with
daybreak before venturing between the \v icffd spines, to delicate white jastwo guarding reefs that look like a pair
mine and fragrant heliotrope. The baof wide open jaws.
Nothing can be nana tree, with its huge clusters of
more delightful than this trip by dayfruit and cone-like purple blossoms,
light. over tranquil seas a thousand nourishes everywhere, and cocoauuts
fathoms deep, bluer than the bluest skies galore may be had for the
picking. Naand clearer than the clearest crystal. ture lias
provided for the thirst that is
The islanders think no more of it than sure to afflict one in these
sunny islands
New Yorkers do of a morning jaunt
by hanging goblets of delicious nectar
from Hoboken to Broadway, or from on the
abounding palms. There is alBrooklyn to Jersey city; but to unac- ways a grinning darkey at hand, who is
customed travelers from the colorless
delighted for a penny or two to shin up
North it is the event of a lifetime. the tail,
smooth, telegraph-pole-like
How can one describe this region of trunk and
bring down a few of the
terrestrial delight, of golden situs and giant nuts.
Von open one end of the
silver moons, cloudless skies and balim cocoanut with
your pen knife—or pick
breezes? Though St. Croix bears every- a hole in it with a
bat-pin if you are a
not so

get a

A. A. HOWE & CO.

has swept away several hundred houses
in a West India town, you are liable
to receive a wrong impression about

impurities.

it is

on

Kev. J. E.

The speaker prefaced his talk
by a
few remarks on church
attendance, in
which he said that in a given
locality
in the west he only knew of two where
the males exceed the women at services
and one of these was the
penitentiary
and the other was where the
pastor was
of unique qualifications.
lie then began by reading from a country newspaper the short items of news so often
considered trivial, and unworthy a place
in print, yet he said they served a
pur
pose and could not be well avoided
in local iields. Eor the chief function
of journalism is the dissemination of
news and witoout it there is little reason for the newspaper of
to-day. Here
he rapidly sketched the
history of early
journalism, beginning in England in 1003
followed by the attempt to establish a
paper in America in 1090 and the establishment of a weekly in 170:5 which lived
until the evacuation of the British
from Boston in 1770. Then came .1 antes
T ranklin s paper, which was for a time
edited by his brother, Ben Franklin.
This was followed by the
Pennsylvania
Gazette, a really good newspaper for
that period.
Thence the speaker went
on to speak of the
complex and comprehensive organizations of the great
of
journals
to-day. As show ing how impossible it is fora newspaper to thrive
without giving all the news, reference
was made to the establishment of the
New iork World which had behind it
certain worthy individuals who would
not tolerate much that was
worldly.
This, as might be supposed, was not followed by business success, nor were the
succeeding efforts made byManton Marble and others to conduct it on
high literary principles. It was only when the
present management took hold of it to
make it a newspaper, and
perhaps one
not above criticism, that it
began to be

Sore Lungs,

pink coral. The arcades which front
the public buildings and give them such
a stately aspect when seen from
sliipboard in the harbor, prove on close inj speetion to be shabby and crumbling to
j decay: the streets are unpaved and
j irregular, negro cabins squalid and com-

Prescription’’

origin,

Thoughtful Address
the Press

Pale Women,

women

where evidence of volcanic

A

Bronohids, Pale Children,

whose blossoms look like the sprays of

length
advances, scrub attest; but there has been a great
on the river,
half the day is also included in falling off of the industry during the Floating, floating
Helpless there, its voyages o'er,
last
to
there
is
never
a
mornthirty
years,
owing
wn-pour,
repeated
Seeking but to rest forever
mi after blackest night, riven by failure of the sugar-crop, on account of
On the river's peaceful shore.
To diminished rainfall is
of lightning and jarred by in- drought.
I walked beside the river
attributed the destruction
: peals of thunder, when the sun
of
the
While the mist cloud veiled the sea—
iot rise gloriously over the rain- forests. Originally St. Croix was cover- And the
spar was drifting nearer,
'd earth, which looks clean and ed from end to end with stately trees,
Laden with a thought for me.
u as u iresh irom the hands ot and then rains were abundant; but the
So, it said, when life is over,
Kvery one to his taste: to mine French, during their brief occupation,
And its trials all are past,
est storm that ever swept the wantonly burned the forests, with the Goes the soul to God, the giver,
is preferable to the slow, dis- result that destructive “dry seasons"
Like the vessel's broken mast.
blood chilling drizzle of a have since followed each other in quick Drifting helpless on the river.
In from life's mist clouded sea,
autumn, devoid of every ele- succession. The emancipation of slaves
was
t grandeur or beauty.
another
ruinous blow to the Toward the haven of Forever
And the shores of Eternity.
1 mix—the
largest of the Danish planters; and the present low price of
with an area of about eighty sugar, combined with vigorous competi- Broken, shattered, all a quiver
W ith the shipwreck’s wild alarms—
•ind a population estimated be- tion in Cuba and I’orto llico, to say
Resting
safe, the drifting over,
of
beet
comalmost
and
has
thousand
nothing
Uventy-live
sugar,
thirty
In the everlasting arms.
early fifty miles south of St. pleted their undoing. The American
who comes here today with money in ! I walked beside the river,
is and St. Jan, and has some enBut the sunlight reached the wraves
his
-lifferent characteristics. For expocket can buy the best plantation
t.

,»PROCLAMATION!

Get Strong,
Indigestion,
Dyspepsia,
Weak People, Old People,

the magnitude of the loss.
The negro
makes weak
houses generally are the frailest kind
strong, sick women well. Accept of cane and
wooden structures, set up
no
substitute for the medicine which
! on four posts, or a few loose stones.
works wonders for weak women.
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets cleanse! There is no door but the
earth, no glass
the clogged system from accumulated!
in the windows, often no opening in
"Favorite

JOURNALISM.

l)y
C. Sawyer.
| We proclaim our offer to the people
[North Adams, Mass, Evening Herald. J
thousand, the latter with half that that we sell VINOL on a positive guarantee. If it does not succeed in benefitnumber. Both are strongly
Newspaper men have seldom had the
fortified, ing you we will refund the entireamount
pleasure of listening to a more intelliafter a queer old fashion that
of
might
purchase money.
gible lecture on journalism and the
have been useful a few centuries
If you are troubled with any of the functions of the
ago.
newspaper than that
know
ailments
we
thatVIJTOL
Xow-a-days neither town is known by its following
given last evening before the Men’s
will help you. Anyway you should
give club of the Baptist church by Rev. J
name, but one is called “Bassan,” or
yourself the chance to be benefited by E. C. Sawyer of
Williamstown.
“Basse End;" the other “West End.” it,
particularly as you take no risk in are so accustomed to hearing and They
readChristianstoed was formerly a place of losing money if it does not help you.
denunciations
of the press, the
ing
wealth and great resort, but visitors
measure of which is
always squared by
4/1 Run Down,
the lack of knowledge of those who
are now so rare that the tumble-down
comment upon it, that an address showNo
Appetite,
building near the wharf which bears
ing thought and familiarity and qualiAll Tired Out, Debilitated, fication
the sign-board of a hotel, has been
is always refreshing and inlong
closed.
The great beauty ef the
Gain Flesh,
spiring.
former with a

Frederickstqed.
Doing

are

a

IX :

«
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Second-Hand Goods j
---—

OF
Parties

ALL

t

1
KINDS.

(

having FURNITURF

(
«
CARPETS,
STOVES.
I
or~anything to sell,
by sending us a card will receive a prompt*
| call. Antique Furniture a specialty.'

|

33 Main Street,

Belfast,

Me.

J

AS Itim Allowed and Perforations show
tlM Bastlifl nod Sewing Lines.
OtWy 10 and If Oents each—nons higher
Ash tor them. Sold in nearly every «»ty I
j and town, or by mail from
THE MoCALL CO..
113-115-117 West 31st St. NEW YORK.
!

The Republican Journal and' Me(’alI‘'.Maga
2ine with free nattem-. will be >ent one year tor
Vi- s
$2.10 in advance.
Kt i-. Joi itNAi. Pi n. Co..
Belfast, Me.

THE ROAD

THE REPUBLICAN JODRHAL

The United States Department of
Agriculture recently issued a bulletin
in regard to the construction and maintenance of dirt roads, prepared by
Maurice O. Eldridge, assistant director
of public road inquiries.
It is a timely

BELFAST, THURSDAY, MARCH *20, 1902.
Published

Every Thursday Morning by the

Republican Journal Pub. Co.
CHARLES A. PILSBURY,

} BusinS^^ger.

and useful document.

Si rsi'iumuN Terms: In advance, 82.00 a
$1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
yeai
months.
Ai>\ ERTisiNG Terms: For one square, one
inch length in column, 75 cents for one week, and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Aii Atchison store room was vacant
several months, and it was offered at a
rental of $30 a month.
Finally a man
offered to take it at $20, and the owner
ad\ aneed the price to $40. The store is
still vacant, and the town lias missed
getting another business house.—Atchi-

Kansas, Globe.

son,

There

many similar

are

cases.

QUESTION.

In

There

are

many

sections where the expense of macadamizing or of obtaining crushed rock

gravel compel a reliance on dirt
roads; and this no doubt will apply to
the majority of roads throughout the
country. We believe it is also true

or

that many of those entrusted with the
care of these thoroughfares are ignorant
of the rudiments of roadbuilding, or
even of such 'simple propositions as
that water will not run up hill and that
it will find its own level. Year after
year tons ot dirt and decayed vegetable

common, and apply
to tt e sale as well as the renting of

matter are shoveled or

of

the

to

property; and in either
loss to the community.

make mire when it rains and to blow

tact

they

quite

are

case

result in

a

scraped out
ditches and placed on the roads,

away in dust in dry time.
ment as this from the

Senator Tillman is still looking
trouble he can lind plenty of it
right at home. The South Carolina newspapers are saying things oi him which
,;t
:ie time would have meant pistols
and coffee for two or a shot gun encounter on the streets.
One paper does
not sec wh\ lie should have assaulted
Senator McLatirin for calling him a
liar, as he had been called that many
times to his face, when he was younger,
ait! out resenting it. On the whole
'i
farohna is thoroughly ashamed
•i
Its Senators; and that is the general
If

for

Such

a

docu-

Department

of

That
Tired
Is

a

Common

Feeling
Spring Trouble.

It’s a sign that the blood is deficient
In vitality, just as pimples and other
eruptions are signs that the blood

stead.

winter.
has had a nice team wagon
built this winter.
He has another one that
he will sell.

fulness

as

to the condition of an earth

“I felt tired all the time and could not
After taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla
a while I could sleep well and the tired
feeling had gone. This great medicine has
also cured me of scrofula.” Mas. C. M.

sleep.

Boot, Gilead, Conn.
to

week at the North church. It is planned
to have Stainer's “Crucifixion” rendered on

u

■

instead of

This

Mendelsshon

Address, “Via Crucis”, The True Religious
Chivalry.
sults in the water standing in the midRev. G. S. Mills.
dle of the road and making mud holes, Duet, “Morn of Endless Light,”
Nevin
Mr. and Mrs. Pitcher.
'onsolidatioi: of Schools” by Clarence which are destructive to dirt roads.
Burrow's
Miss
T.
Reading,
Georgie
II Blake in the March Fomin, and wish This road
question is one that vitally Hymn,
Choir
11 at the whole article might he read by concerns the
Best
taxpayer of every commu- Postlude, “Festival March,”
concave

convex.

re-

\\ e print tins week on the 7th page
m
extract flora an article on ‘The

ry tax payer, hut particularly by
tia -e who complain of the cost of trans-

nity. Generally speaking
system is extravagant and

porting

At the maximum cost we have poor
roads. There is urgent need for reform
in this direction; and it cannot begin

and of

increased

ex-

school purposes.

Mr.
Blake shows by examples taken from
wo
widely separated States, Massachusetts and Iowa, that the eonsolidai"
of schools has resulted in better

schools at less cost—that this plan implores the schools, lowers the tax rate
a;

;

raises the value of real estate.

He

(owns!,ip of Warwick is seven
nib > long by four or five miles wide. Its
0. p p.:- now attend a graded school, in
it, w ell-appointed house at the cen?. 1
children being conveyed at pubis expense.
In six years the town has
■

lengthened

its

school year fifty per
cent: lias increased the teachers’ salareventy-five per cent: has employed
special teachers of drawing and music;
has improved the quality of instruen; and lias reduced the cost of the
whole.
This
example tells, in a
general way, what many other Massae! osetts towns are accomplishing, even
under less favorable conditions.
< >ne
town reports that prior to consolidation there had been a rapid diminution of the school population in the
outlying districts. Of late, this population has increased, through the willingness of people to settle there, now that
transportation secures the best school
privileges the town affords; and the
value of these remote farms has materially increased. While in nearly
every case consolidation has been accomplished at a saving in money, a few
years’ trial has added to the property
valuation of the town, particularly of
the outlying farms.

examples
equally
convincing; and Wisconsin, under a law
passed by the last legislature, is moving
The

m

from Iowa are

the direction of consolidation and

our

present

too soon.
NORTHPORT

NEWS.

The management of the Temple Heights
Spiritual Campmeeting Association have
decided upon the date of August 2;td to :tl,
inclusive, in which to hold their annual
campmeeting at Northport. The meeting
will open on Saturday, continuing over one
week, including two Sundays. As speakers
and test mediums, some of the best in the
New England States have been secured in
tl»e personof Harrison I). Barrett, president
of the National Spiritualist Association,
Frank A. Wiggiu of Boston, Mass, and Mrs.
Carrie FI. S. Twing. The singing and music
tliis season will be given under the direction of Maxhim, who has pleased many audiences at the Heights and elsewhere in
New England. Some general improvements
will be made on the grounds before the
opening of the camp session, and the management look for a decidedly pleasant and
successful meeting.—Orrin J. Dickey, Sec-

Mrs. II. II. Seavey has gone to Waterville
to live with her daughter Abbie, who came
here after her last week.

Many off Our Belfast Readers
Learning to Appreciate.

Sarah J. Cole, who spent the winter with
her brother, Charles E. Lane, has returned
to her home in Thorndike.

blessing It is.
Sought after by thousands.
Many a miserable man is happy now.
Nights of unrest, days of trouble.
Au itching skin disease means this.
Itching piles mean It.
Eczema just as bad, and just as hard to cure.
What

Ohio, City of Toledo, I
Lucas County.

of

Frank J. Cheney makes oatli that he is the
senior partner of the flint of F. J.Cheney & Co.,
doing business in the City of Toledo, County and
state aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for eaeli
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by tlie use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK .1. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, tills 7tli day of December, A. D. 1886.

j Seal }

A. W.

GLEASON,
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts
directly < n the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
fT Sold by Druggists, 75c.
4wll
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
——

Arthur L. Gray and Herbert Pendleton,
who have been fishing the past year in the
pinkey Old Squaw, have taken the sloop
Jeunette, which has been changed over to

Square, Belfast, Me

sBlJRROWESc*

to

Luckily

was

once

$15

that I

ever

used.”

fifty cents per box by all dealers. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
Sold for

United States.

name—DOAN’S—and take

Remember the

discovered in season

no

substitute.
Has all the important features of largest table-, costing ten times tin* price,
yet can b
used in Ordinary ro m on the tolding stand or any home tble. easily leveled ai’id
<pneki
set away on side or end. Very -troug and durable.*riehU finished. I'ortv implements wit
table. It: best duality Halls and f finest Cues
r.\tis.
I'nlike ab o| her games it never b"
comes monotonous.
1 nterest- all. young or old. Keep- boy at home evenings

LhT i s SHO'A v e

Joseph Stimpson,

who has been
very ill, is much improved. She has been
under the care of Fannie Tw-ombiy, the
well-known nurse.
are

not

numerous

1-4x6 1-2 ft.

3

suffering public.
proof to back our statement :
Mr. L. C. Putnam of Searsport avenue, shore
road, says: “I had itching piles for twelve years,
and 1 doctored more or less with every doctor in
town and used no end of salves and ointments,
but they did me little or no good.
1 saw Doan’s
Ointment advertised and I got a box at Edmund
I
Wilson’s drug store.
got more relief from it
than anything 1 ever tried. It is without exception the best ointment for what it is advertised

David
Brackett has temporarilymoved to Belfast. He has been in business
in this vicinity many years and will he
much missed.

oxen

>'*fs 2 1-2x5, and

and cures

Rev.

Good

$30.

blessing to a
Here’s Belfast

stop it.

Mrs.

tO

A

What might have been a serious lire gut
E. Lane's village
quite well started at
it

PLAYERS OF ALL AGES.

a

But Doan’s Ointment relieves at
iPehiness of the skin.

The spring term of high school has opened with A. B. Payson as teacher, lie is a
graduate of the Castine Normal school, ls'oo.

house.

Home # Table

FOR BILLIARD AND POOL

are

TAKE A

I

HE TABLE IN OUR STORE.

CUE AND IRY IT.

SPENCER & WILSON.

in this

vicinity, but we noticed Frank Twombly
driving a nice pair tbe other day, and lie
takes pride in them, too.
Wednesday evening, March tilth, a fair
sized audience of our people had the pleasure of listening to Rev. Wilber F.
Berry of
Watervilie, the well known temperance

GREAT
200

lecturer.
Charles E.

Lane and wife started for
Mr. Lane lias closed
his house here as he intends to work Aroostook county for the Union Mutual Life
insurance Co.

50c. to $10.

Presque Isle Monday.

Many new styles
guaranteed to give

'1 A Elliott and family have spent the
winter at Presque Isle. Mrs. Elliott's health
is very much improved from last winter.
Iler mother, Mrs. Houghton, is with her
and is smart for a woman eighty years of
Louis is in the high school and enjoyage.
ing himself finely.
1

perfect

NEXT THIRTY l>.\YS any Lf'od*
a
such cut price* a* will asbnish

si or*

so.
A

The

Hat which

Style, Beauty
ability to Perfection.

1 lie

Hat I guarantee.
The best
Hat sold in Belfast.

Skates

at lowest prices.
Good Handled Axe*, 60r.
Thermometers ut 15c.

truss fitted

and
tent
litter.

by a compeexperienced truss

6 dozen

City Drug Store,
*

AI

Deposit Boxes for Rent
$5.00. $6.50 anJ $S 00 a year.
Safe

FOR SAXE BY

henry Staples

qmy.

Those

privilege

the0

MONARCH

Their fame

as

to every

one.

are

so

renting boxes

can

have the

of taking their boxes

t*»

exclusive

ami from the

bank.

SHIRT,

such has been

established that they

$5.00.

Our vault is umniuulled in Eastern Maine ami
UNEXCELLED in security against tire ami
burglary in the country.

j

!

at

Also the

Highland Spring Water,

Sublicans,

Girl Wanted.

cold

one

day

STRICTLY

spring |

OR L

I

A

This is a legitimate sale of good -"oddttee stork.
;:ui.‘
Come early and avoid tin* crowd.

Remember-68 Main Si, Bel!
A. C. BURGESS

VV here

foi
j

1

prepared to build all kinds of yachts, power
sail, row boats, yacht tenders, etc.

am

or

Gasolene Launches

a

Specialty.

Engines, marine and stationary, sold separately.
Estimates furnished on application.
.'tins*
A sloop yacht and row boats for sale.
K. L. MACOMBRH,

He Hi

Competent to do general housework in a family
of two persons. Address by letter, giving reference, or apply in person to
MRS. G. R. WILLIAMSON,
lwl2*
North port Avenue, Belfast.

vour

drug

medicine and ot

articles5

store

would like to have

BELFAST, MAI>K.

fr,4y„

Ice Business for Sale.

a

....

E. L. MACOMBER, Do You Go

well

well known

st,Me.

I

for them.

here

drug stores

They
than
We

seem

Perhaps
alike

individuals
are

\ou o

to

alike, any

are not

are

\
in

a!

working for the hi;

results in the compoiu
ingot medicines as prescri 1

est

by physicians.

Pure Spring Wato.

cures

All

ALL ."ALLS

DEPOSITS SOLICITED

....

remedy that

>

Now is the opportumts to hoy for
ing. It w ili pay you to I■ uy now

33,000.

SURPLUS,

Henry Staples,

genuine

s.

terials.',
capital sr >ck, $153,00 l

Boys’

Tablets

All Paints, for Hon'
1 Cf, and <,;irrtay:e u

T'C

Latches, Bolts and Building

Boys'

every box of the

*

arpenter and l arming Tools, I
I:efiring, Axle Grease, Locks ,kn<

_

on

B V'

4»

c

GLOVES,*^

signature is

Hat Hooks for 25c.

Leads, Oils, Varnishes at cul pri
Ready fixed Paints at cut prices

Tlie Journal published in its issue of Feb.
-Ttli notice of the resignation of liev. Frank
N.
Forbes, pastor of the Congregational
Church at Santa Barbara, Cal., to take
charge of tire McKinley Memorial Home fur
Boys in Los Angeles, Cal. Frank was a

Laxative Bromo^Quinine
the
in

*

ry

BELFAST, MAINE

crew.

This

an.l

Raisin Seeder for 5c
Good Curry Combs for

EDMUND WILSON, Erop’r,

Brooks 1ms a faT water power and excellent location for buildings with steam enRome manufacturing industry is
gines.
badly needed here. The clothing business
is in a very low condition. John 11. Gordon
is tlie last man to hold on to it.
He is apparently doing well and employs quite a

RESIGNATION AT SANTA BARBARA.

Coat

Good Cross Cut Saws for jl.Oo.
Shears and Scissors for 10c.
Hard and Wood Saw Files for 5c
Bicycles worth $35 for 922.50
$25 for $16 5

W.

Rich lias sold his horse to
It was one of the very best
horses in town and lie disliked to part with
him. The doctor is in poor health, however, and it may he some time before lie
takes up his business on the road again.

THE

uod '•aw
eady for use tor 45c.
Shovels, 20c., 50c. and ( 5c
Horse Shoes tor 2 l-2c. per lb.
Ho se Nail-, 10.
per lb.

Axe Handle-

Every

Unity parties.

Brooks boy and we are all proud ot him.
We remember him as the briglit-eyed little
fellow who took the prize one w inter in the
third spelling class from a row of much
bigger children which reached nearly
around the school room lioor, and ever since
that time he has kept on getting along to
the head of his class wherever he has been,
We wish him success in his new position.
The following letter written by a brother of
Hon. Seth Low of New York pays a tine
tribute to Mr. Forbes.

uoi'd \\

Prepare for
Spring.

combines

and Service

To our Aroostook friend, who reads The
Journal and who so solicitously inquires
into the condition of our family this spring,
we would say that at
present we are all
right and the indications are that we have
passed tlie danger period.
Dr. A.

and all are
you

satisfaction if you say

To THE Koitor OK THE PACIFIC : The
members of the Congregational church of ^5* H. & P.
this city received a great blow last Sunday, i
made to order direct from their factory.
when its pastor, liev. Frank S. Forbes, presented
to them his letter of resignation as !
accommodate their business.
piaster, to take place the first of June next. NECKWEAR
The March Rudder was a long time get- According to the agreement he was to give
direct from the New York factory in
three
notice before severing bis rebut
is
worth
ting here,
waiting.for. In size lationsmonths
all the latest patterns and shades.
with the church; the church was
it is nearly 200 pages, and in contents it also bound in like manner. He
requested
Pants.
surpasses any number ever issued by this to be released from bis pastoral duties, and Hen's and
noted yachting magazine. The illustrations will supplj the pulpit for the next three
for which we are duly thankful,
months,
are “too numerous to mention,” and many
Juvenile Suits
for it is very hard to let. our beloved piaster
10.
of them are works of art. This is the fit- leave us. lit May he will have completed
lf
there
is
of
want
in
faithful
service.
"gr
seven
In
that
anything
you
years
ting-out number, and those who want to
time he has brought into the church one
Gent's Furnishings <nj11 at
buy a yacht, sail or power, will find a long hundred and fifty new members, and
list to select from. The Rudder Publishing through his influence largely tile church
lias contributed NJ,2,"in to benevolence, lie
Co., 0 Murray Street, New York.
is a great reader, lias a most remarkable
Camden’s progressive summer residents memory, and lias sifted all the isms of the
12 MAIN SlREET,
are planning to attract yachts thither, says
day to tlieir foundation, but preaches only
.STRICTLY
CASH TO ALL..
of
Christ.
the
Jesus
lie
never
religion
the Rockland Star, and there are in process
reads a sermon, but talks extemporaneousof construction now two big yacht wharves, j ly, is never at a loss for a word, and never
calls one back. Intact, it will be hard to
one of which will have coal pockets confind his equal.
taining space for 300 tons of coal. On Baj j Mr. Forbes
lias been called to take charge
View street. Mr. Schwartz is building a \
of the McKinley Memorial Home for Boys
wharf for J. C. Strawbridge, the Philadel-!
in Los Angeles, a most worthy and imporphia millionaire, 175x200 feet, and a boat tant
institution, one which should be suphouse. These will cost about 810,000. Mr.
by the whole .State. 1 want to quote
Having bougnt the business and appliances
Strawbridge is now having built by the ported
from a speech by Governor McLean of Conof J. A. McKeen, I am prepared to furnish
Hawleys a 870,000 steam yacht, which will necticut at a dinner given the 22nd of last
be a notable addition to Camden’s tieet the
December
the New England Society of
coming summer. At Beauchamp Point he New York, bylie
says: “The yellow peril of
is building another wharf for C. W. Henry
it is here. The
of Philadelphia, 75x80 feet, with coal pock- America is not in China;
is the ballot, and the
burden
white
man’s
delivered anywhere in the city. Orders left
ets to hold 300 tons. The cost will be about
at Fogg & Brown’s. Ward & Wadsworth’s, or
ballot that is too lazy to cast it80,000. Mr. Henry is also having built a intelligent
L. Fletcher’s, will be promptly attended to.
C.
as
is
as
the
self once
ignorant
dangerous
800,000 steam yacht for use the coming sum- ballot that tries to
cast itself twice. I want
mer.
Besides the above large contracts
to say to you that in the diary of the boy
J. W. BURGESS,
there are a dozen other smaller ones.
today is written the future of this nation.
BELFAST,
The boys that are running loose in the city Waldo Avenue,
lmll
of New York tonight twenty years from now
Ship Subsidy Bill Passed.
will make this city a glory or a disgrace. I
would not underrate the value of
liWashington, March 17. After prolonged braries, but it seems to me that theyyour
are the
debate, the Senate today passed the ship subof
the
civic
rather
than
the
base
pyrasidy bill, the final voteon the measure being apex
mid. A
that has fed at the breast of
42 to 31.
Senators Allison and Dolliver of crime andboy
for twenty years may
ignorance
of
and
Wisconsin,
Established 45 years. First time ever
Quarles
Iowa, Spooner
into your jails, but he will never get inoffered for sale, and now only on account
and Proctor and Dillingham of Vermont, Re- get
The church and the
to your libraries.
of sickness. Grand chance for a young
voted against final passage of the schools
but
and the press do much,
they do
man with small capital.
Everything comill and McHaurin of South Carolina, voted not do all that must
be done. In those old
plete to start right in. House filled with
for it.
Some amendments to the bill were
extra fine ice. Best class of customers in
in
those
old
Puritan
days,
profane
days,
adopted, but they were all agreeable to and disobedient children were in law punthe city.
THOMAS P. LOGAN,
those in charge of the measure, the friends
3wl2
22 Bridge Street, Belfast, Me.
of the bill voting down all other amendments.

transportation. The plan has certainly
worked well here, the cost of transportation being less than that of mainStops the Cough
taining inferior suburban schools, and
and work" oft the Cold.
the better educational advantages given
axative Ffromo-Quinine Tablets cure a cold
pupils should also be taken into conNo Cure, no Pay. Price 25
A Belfast Woman Asks
one day.
n
sideration. But we are handicapped to
cents.
“Have you a floor paint that will last two
a certain extent by our insufficient
weeks ?’’ Yes we have Devoe’s; it has a
wear two years if
school buildings; a want which we trust
Bryan is against Hill as a candidate beautiful gloss andJ.will
W. Jones.
properly applied.
vice
versa.
and
be
some
the
for
Presidency;
day
supplied.
/nay

28-n

telephone

all

Pore

retary.
State

Yachts and Boats.

inefficient.

Post Office

Practical

Harry Brown, who has a position as attendant in the insane asylum at Augusta,
spent Sunday- with his parents here.

1

1

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

Mrs. Anna Larrabee, who has been verysick and not expected to recover, is said to
be much better.

complexion.
Accept no substitute.

A. E. Chase and wife, who have been in
Agriculture is, therefore, much needed
Massachusetts some two weeks, were exand ought to result in great good.
THE CHORCHES.
pected home Wednesday.
Mr. Eldridge declares that the great
Ansel Pettingill is at home from the
is
road
to
in
a
success
key
making good
The Methodist Sunday school will give woods, and we now have some one to mend
drainage. Water is destructive to every
an
Easter concert at the church Sunday our harnesses ami old boots.
road, especially a dirt road, and some
March 30th.
evening,
E. C. Holbrook's injured eye is nearly rewill
must
be
made
that
carry
provision
Special services are being arranged for covered. It is safe to predict that lie will
away the rainfall or melting snow if
of next not he caught in such a scrape again.
the road is to be kept in a passable con- Thursday and Friday evenings
dition. lie also advises constant watch-

WE SELL CLOCKS.

_

Blow

M. J.

...

pup
penditures f

widow of the late W, A.
been in
poor health all

Mrs. Mattie,
Fenlason, has

Remove it, give new life, new courage, strength and animation.
They cleanse the blood and clear the

Friday evening.
road, and lie says that trequent inspecFive new members were added to the
tion and a little work will keep it in
Brotherhood of David and Jonathan of the
better condition than it can be under Methodist church at the last
regular meetthe ordinary methods. These few sensentiment.
ing. The brotherhood has added a quantity
tences embody the essentials in main- of new appliances to the gymnasium.
We aie glad to lind our frequently taining good roads. First, drainage;
The Junior League fair and entertain•xi .-ssi d upiuion as to the sympathies
then frequent inspection and timely ment at the M. E. church
passed off very
<>t 'he 1 nglish people during and since work. The old saying, “a stitch in time
successfully last Thursday. The vestry
ti.- war with Spain corroborated by so saves nine,” is even more pertinent in was very prettily decorated in red and
i:n
an authority as (Hinton’s Mugaregard to roads than to garments. Of- white, the league colors, and a good time
/:
Mareii Gunton’s says: “In ten a few hours work witli a hoe would was enjoyed by all.
TI
!
and the files of the newspapers save a town tens and even hundreds of
At the Unitarian church next Sunday,
:■
ay to day tell the story of the dollars. That tins is not done is not regular morning service at 10.45 o'clock,
<■;
be of the press and the British altogether the fault of those entrusted preaching by the pastor; subject:
“Imwhich was almost uniformly with the care of the roads, but of cus- mortality." Mr. Edward Thorndike will
!>:■
e.
j, to this country: sometimes ag- tom, which dictates that work on the sing the Palm Branches. Sunday school at
1- o’clock.
The Browning Class meet at the
■_ i'
cep, so. All the stuff that may roads shall not
begin until the spring parsonage
Wednesday evening at 7 o’clock.
'•
•*.
s-ued by specially informed profes- rains are over and the ground has setI lie Bible class meet at the parsonage Sat,'nii iipkmiats about the inside tled. The
pools which had then stood urday evening at 7 o’clock. All are most
ti-i
lea. acts ui the various governb; the roadside, to work underneath cordially invited.
in''
i s a' Ini naught m this matter. and make a
quagmire of the travelled
“The King and the Ruler” is the topic
11
-cnt.iiieiit of the people, and their
way, have disappeared; the torrents assigned for the social service at the Bapne 1 ic
utwnances through the press,
that had overllowed the insufficient cul- tist church this, Thursday, evening. Seriv"ir all antagonistic
with the single verts and gullied out the road have mons by the pastor, Rev. E. S. Philbrook,
x
jition of England."
diminished to trickling streams; tlie Sunday forenoon and evening: subjects,
clayey soil lias baked hard on each side “Glory in Self-sacriliee” and “Elijah's
new city government met and
of the gaping nits that had grown Question.” Sunday school at noon. Men’s
last Monday and the proceed- wider and deepei as they tilled with meeting at 3.30 p. m. ; young people’s meetat 3.3o p. m. ; gospel, praise and preachwith the' Mayors address in full, water in every rainstorm. A little work ing
ing service at 7.30 p. m. The Sunday school
in
other
columns.
would
The
with a hoe at the proper time
printed
will hold a sociable in the church vestry
iiMrcss :s a practical and business-like have prevented many of the washouts;
Tuesday evening.
W aliment and the recommendations the holes, in which the wheels of the
Services at the Univcrsalist Church next
;trd suggestions it contains should meet passing vehicles sank to the hubs could
Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45 a. in,
v. th general
The
restones
and
have
been
tilled
with
small
approval.
Mayor
regular service, preaching by the pastor,
: s to the few changes in the
personnel the dirt filled over them while it was with sermon from text: Philippians 1:27,
from the city government of last year, soft, and the
traveling thus greatly im- (R. V.)a Palm Sunday Sermon; at ‘1.15 p.
to the excellent condition of the city proved.
But in many eases the men m. praise service, singing led by cornet and
.'.easuiy. and to the promising indus- who go to work on the roads know violin, tenor solo, by Mr. C. E. White, “Pin
a Pilgrim,” b\
Herbert Johnson; cornet
t rial outlook.
lie touches upon the atnothing of their condition in the early solo, by Mr. W. M.
Thayer, Sehusucht
raetions of Belfast as a summer rethe
holes
dirt
into
spring. They scrape
Kjerulf. A ten minutes address, by Rev.
-I a
t,.md suggests that something should ana repair me conapsea culverts, ana
Ashley A. Smith oil topic, “Music and
h
dune toward building a new hotel,
as the water has all disappeared do not Religion.” A cordial invitation is extended
i'u i-ndoises the report of the school
find it necessary to pay any attention to to all to join in this Service of Song.
di n.ittee and th.ii ks they should have
There will he the usual prayer and condrainage. It is perhaps because the
ppropriations asked for. in refer- roads only receive attention in the dry ference meeting at the Congregational
:
to the sewer system he says an
season that not one culvert out of ten church, this, Thursday, evening, at 7.15;
1
et is needed! and should be construetis large enough to do the work required topic, “Denying Self.” Sunday services:
Sermon by the pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills at
:s year.
lie calls attention to the of it. This necessitates
frequent re- 10.45 a. m.
; subject, “The Contagion of Per-a
work done by chemical lire extinbuilding. It would be much less ex- sonality.”
The V.
Sunday School at 12 m.
iieis, and suggests their general pensive to build culverts of sufficient
P. S. C. E. will have a missionary meeting
nl' ption.
He thinks the city should
capacity, and n many places it would at (>.30 p. m. Jo the main auditorium of the
ml.' ad va id ace if the Si ale aid in road be true
t
economy to build additional church at 7.30 p. m. the pastor will give the
h:
ding and suggests that the work be culverts, material for which is usually filth address in the series on “The Religious
dune on Nuihbpoit avenue, from the
close at hand or easily obtained. There Message of Some Recent Works of Fiction.”
n oi of the Square to Little lliver.
are sections of road almost impassible Following is the program for the evening
I
good results from gravelling the iu spring-time that could be drained at service:
ivets last ■••nsonare mentioned and a
Schubert
Prelude, “Serenade,"
veiy little expense; but year after year
R. L. Knowles.
‘■oi linuanceof this work recommended.
teams are compelled to wallow through Hymn, “Crusaders”
Choir
These are the salient points of the
Scripture reading and prayer.
mud, and expensive repairs are called Song
with
cello
(
;“E
obligato
veiling
Prayer,”
aduress. whir! should be read by every
Mrs. E. s. Pitcher,
Abt.
for, when both might have been avoidi ax payer.
ed. Then, too, many of our roads are Offertorie, “Song without words,”

■

last

ing her mother at the B. W. Forbes home-

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

Sarsaparilla promises
keeps the promise.

wife returned

T. I. Iluxford and

Saturday from a few days visit in Boston.
Mrs. Thompson of Boston has been visit-

is impure.
It’s a warning, too, which only the
hazardous tail to heed.

Hood’s
cure and

ishable by death—seldom or never in fact—
but they did respect the law and their betters, and they were home nights, and they
were being taught that
happiness and success lay in doing something useful in the
world. It will cost you something to watch
the boys, but it will paj you better in
the end—a thousandfold—than watering
stocks.”
Do the words not apply to every city and
town in the United States as well as to New
York city? This is the work Mr. Forbes
has been called to undertake—to look out
for the young boys who are without father
or mother or friends, to give them a home,
to teach them to earn their living on the
farm as farmers, to learn all trades, and
keep them as far as possible from the evil
that is in the w'orld. What more noble work
could he undertake?
And he is admirably
fitted for just such work, and 1 trust he
will receive help from all over the State.
Chas. P. Low.
Santa Barbara, Feb. 19, 1902.

TBS NEWS OK BROOKS.
Miss Alice L. Dow returned to the M. C.
I. at Fittsfield Monday.
Earle D. Bessey of Bates, ’01, spent Sunday with friends in town.
Miss Marion York has returned home
from a visit to her aunt in Camden.

We

try

h

put up every prescript
just as skillfully as it can

to

Having leased the shop of .Jones S. Davis, on
Washington street, we are prepared to do wheel
wriglit work and blacksmithing. Particular attention given to horse shoeing.

r. L. & C. W. BOOKER.
Belfast, March 12,1902.—4wll*

LIVE
SOLD

UN

STOCK

No detail is
put up.
rushed over or slighted,

medicine has
we

will

right

not let it go out

our store.
come to
scr

to be

c\

We invite you
us

with your pi

ptions.

COMMISSION.

Poor & Son,

RECEIVERS OF...

Calves, Beef of
and also Hogs,

New Milch Cows, Veal

description,
Sheep and Horsts.

every

Special attention to New Milch Cows.
Veal Calves sold on their merits.
Hogs sold at market price.
Quick returns and market values.
Have had 15 years’ experience.
Write or telegraph for information.
JiyStock shipped from Burnham every Monday.
E. L. LIBBY, B. & A Stock Yards,
ly7*
Brighton, Mass.
F. L. LIBBY, Burnham, Me.
Direct all Inquiries to
LIBBY BROTHERS, Burnham, Me.

Johnson’s Block.
BELFAST SAYINGS BANK.
THE ANNUAL MEETING of the eorpor;.'
of the above hank will he held at their bank
1002. "
room on Wednesday, April 1(1,
o’clock P. M., for the election of trustee*
to transact such other business as may leu >
conic before said meeting.
WILLIAM II. QUIMHY, Clerk.
Belfast, March 18,1902.—4wl2

1

NEWS OF BELFAST.

THE

St. Patrick’s day.
Fall} served strawberries to
aiders last Sunday.

Muday
M

Pensions have been granted as follows;
Secret Societies.
Isaac Childs, Unity, $8.
Thomas II. Marshall Post, G. A. R., has
Cushing Chapter of the Eastern Star was
voted to invite Rev. G. E. Edgett to deliver organized last Thursday evening at Masonio
the sermon before the Post on Memorial Hall, Winterport, by Benj. L. Hadley of Bar
Harbor, with 23 charter members. The offiSunday.
The supper which was to have been cers were as follows: W. P., A. J. Crocker;
served at the Methodist vestry last evening, W. M., Eliza A. Young; A. M., Annie AtWednesday, was postponed indefinitely on wood; Con., Geneva Thompson ; A. C., Josephine Mason ; Treas., Judith Crocker; Sec.,
account of the storm.
Sadie Downes; Marshal, Stella Curtis;
Three young men were before the Police
Warden, Hannah Nason; Sentinel, Charles
Court Monday for disturbing a dance at
Almena Eaton; Organist,
Mystic Grange hall, Belmont. Two were Nason; Chaplain,
Evelyn T. Fellows; Clara Atwood, Ella Mefined $10 each and one $1. They all paid.
Kenney, Mattie Lowe, Maria Atwood, Eifie

was

Bose

Hock of wild geese flew
going north, of course,

!a>

post office

over

last

East Thorndike has
Mail goes to Thorndike.

at

oiitinued.

NY. Burkett has presented his
n North Shore, Xorthport, to his
Mrs. Thomas E. Shea,
tional horse was sent to Belfast
the American Express Co., on
1! tlie increasing business here.
b\

The Song Recital. An audience which
filled the Baptist Church attended the song
recital last Tuesday evening. Mr. Emery
F. White was greeted with very earnest applause and sang with pleasing effect selections which brought out the sweet, clear
tones, range and compass, of his tenor voice.
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher and Mrs. E. P. Frost was
specially pleasing in the duett “Drift My
Bark,” by Kueken. Mrs. Frost’s solo, with
Rev. E. S. Philbrook’s flute obligato, was
also listened to with much pleasure. Mr.
White’s popularity with his home audience
is assured and he returns to his studies with
the best wishes of all. Miss Mary E. Faunce
and Mrs. W. B. Fletcher acted as accompanists. Andrew Wilband, violin, Clarence

Partisan NY. C. T. Alliance will
Mrs. K. 11. Conant, Church
day afternoon, March 21st, at 2

n..n

Ar Co. are running their upper
aid mill continuously with night
icws, and the other two mills 12

Bread and.Tea

day.
ndobted to F. NY. Dickerson for a
tiie Boston A Maine Messenger,

believe, the station master

we

-pot, X

|Tis

at

U.

W

ist gardener planted his ‘pepper
tin-window boxes, Mar. 17th. He
to call the variety st. Patrick

you

ameal,yjS/’v'.;\

cf course aqrcevfc -O

Bread is Kneaded anditaw
needed,Wkat more need there bel«

2 Bread is a food—tkats Half ike meal

£

and sell them when they are green.
nbers of Seaside Chautauqua

:>'•

with Mrs. J. NY. Jones,
I gh and Commercial streets, Mnull 2-dh, at 2 p. m. Lesson, Schiller’s
Tellauthor, Schiller.
.11

jflAs

make many

;

meet

Tea'is

Bui

a

drmk.you

see,

tea ikere is IkaT
"food pud drink both1
one

1

f

mf

4

Tea

made recently of the paintidian, half-length, by 1’. A. Sail“den" of Mr. George 1*. Field
It was painted on a skin and
to be hung upon the wall.
Mr.
is since had orders for four more
ii-iue decorative paintings from
and Boston. Like all that conies
Mini’s studio they are works of
Indians are the “real thing,"
race that is fast passing away,
survivors are losing their discharacteristics.
w as

'd

The stem and stern post
Bros, l.ooo-ton 4-niasted
ived from Uockland last week
••I and some of the other timber
ant, and work i> progressing.
M Webster of Yinalliaveii, master
\
Webster, is building a 400
<1 auxiliary schooner at Pleasant
.il ha veil.
The keel was gotten out
., and a large part of the timthe yard.
", etc., are already in
>t*
will superintend the work.
• her
of «». U. Webster, master
Pendleton Bros.’ yard in this
iuno.

i eton

•..

•••

u

1

11. Waterman has received a Cyphers’
indicator of loo dozen capacity for use on
his farm.
The young ladies of the Murray Club will
Friday afternoon at ::t0 with Mrs.
Frank II. Mayo on Northport Avenue.

meet

Other merchants are follow ing the lead of
tlu.se reported last week as renovating
their stores.
Among these are Carle a
Jones and Thomas Gannon A Son.
The 27th anniversary and supper of
the Woman's Christian Temperance Union
will be
held with
Miss Frothingham

High street Thursday afternoon and
evening, March ‘27th.

on

Maxlield have hooked a number
of attractions for the Belfast Opera House
for April. The first is a two nights engagement of the Kdmund Breese Stock Co., and,
among the number is o'Flynn's Stone Wall,
which played two engagements here last

Bray

A

The Universalist society will hold its
annual Faster entertainment at Memorial
Hall Wednesday afternoon and evening,
March 2<*tli.
Admission free in the afternoon; supper and entertainment 35 cents.
Supper at h o'clock. entertainment at 8
o'clock.
lie Hiaito iM'anuitici mb m this

city lias
formed a permanent organization and will
soon
lit up club rooms, probably in the
Opera House Block. The otlicers elected
are as follows : Fred (i. .spinney, President.
.1. Lee Patterson, N ice President; W 11.
Bray, Treasurer: (‘shorn Lord, Secretary.

I

i

Smith of Hartford, Conn.,
-niiicently bred stallion Marston
ied by Piedmont, 2.17t, at the
B

Leonard A

suming

a

Swift A- Paul had the first strawberries of
the season last Saturday, and The Journal
acknowledges receipt of a box with the
compliments of the firm. The berries were
fully ripe and of fine flavor,

\
\
\

<

THF
PUSH
■ ■■I-,
1 1

of work

’*n

our

dressmaking department

V

e

arrived

The New Chief of the Fire DepartW. A. Mackenzie, the new chief of
the Belfast lire department, is an ex-memher of the Boston Fire Department and
served several years in the Charlestown and i
Boston call departments before entering as
permanent fireman in the Boston Fire I)e- i
partment in 1880, on Ladder Three. He |
served there a short time, and then went !
again into the call force for two years, at !
the end of which time he again, at his own
Maj. Holman F. Day will give a series of
was admitted to permanent service
j
readings from bis unpublished works in the request,
Cniversalist Church Friday evening, March and assigned to Engine Fifteen. From there
lie was transferred to Engine Three, and
21st, at s o’clock. This is the fourth in the !
later was promoted to Engineer and transseries of lectures and entertainments by the
ferred to Engine Twelve. All these were
Murray < .ub. Admission, 25cents; tickets
for sale at Mixer’s and at the door. The heavy working companies and participated
i*airfield Journal says of Major Day’s read- I in Boston’s most serious fires—the Boston
fire of ’72, Thanksgiving fire, Lincoln
i big
ings in that place:
J he productions were pen pictures of in- street fire, .South End big fire, and many
teresting phases of life among the Yankees. others. Mr. MacKenzie was placed on the
Varied as were his portraits every time that retired list in I8i»5 on account of serious
he turned his kaleidoscope, up would come
illness at that time. He has in his possesa live Yankee to be greeted with a round of
applause. The marked characteristic of sion letters from the Fire Commissioners
his renderings is its naturalness. I!is art is complimenting him as a life-saver and fireso complete that it seems artless. Listening
man.
lie took his training under two of
to hear what the enthuiastic ovation give
to Mr. Day would articulate, we distinctly the best fire-lighters in the United States,
heard a voice saying “come again."
Chiefs William A. Green and L. P. Webber.
Sthamek Notes. According to Steam- Belfast is to be congratulated on securing
his services.
boat
Horace Atwood of

j

the present time. It shows but little west
«.f the Mississippi river. Since then the!
boundaries of many of the States have been j
changed, while many now prosperous States i
were then territories or not in existence. |
Maine was a province of Massachusetts and
was very spareely settle*! above Bangor and
Augusta. The map was the property of the
famiWof the late II. G. O. Washburn.

ment.
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As iDiml we Shull Have
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CALL AN1) SEE US.
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STORES.

YOURS TRULY.
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Carle & Jones,

Important

_

MAiN

STREET.

:

all of the old

ones

racked

are

j

long usage.
Scott’s Emulsion

kinds.

One Lot, Price $1.50 per
The other Lot. $1.25 per

fixes all

It does the work both

inside and

It makes soft

out.

They

the

through

are

not last a

bones hard, thin blood red,
weak lungs strong, hollow
places full. Only the best materials are used in the
patching
and

to Ladies!

Just at present you know it is quite the fad to have skirts
made out of men’s heavy suitings. We have a large number
of handsome patterns, which we are otfevi ig at great bargains; at cost, in fact, as they will soon be out of season for
gentlemen. We have divided them in two lots:

\ from

j
j

Years.
The !
twenty-sixth anniversary of the marriage
of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene S. Achorn was
celebrated at their home in East Belfast
Wednesday evening, March Uth. More
than a hundred friends and neighbors were
A short literary program was
present,
given, after which a bountiful supper was
served, including clam stew, cake, coffee,
fruit, etc. A large number of useful and
valuable presents were given to the host
and hostess, including a commode set, rug !
and set of dessert spoons from E. W. Ellis, j
G. A. Leavitt, Edwin Frost, F. X. Savery, !
Mr. Bennett, 1’. 1). 11. Carter, Richard
Brown, Clifton Gray, Raymond Ellis, James
Nickerson, S. E. Bowen, 11. E. Ellis and
their wives, Sirs. 1. II. .Sherman, Miss SherI man, Mrs. Coombs, Mrs. Taylor, Xlrs. Hattie .Stephenson, George l’atterson, Charles
Thomas, Belle Carter, Roscoe Ellis; doiley,
j1 Geneva Coombs; carving knife and fork,
E. A. Rankin; water pitcher, Mr. and
Mrs. N. ,S. Piper; glass berry set, Mr. and
Mrs. Everett A. Nickerson; half dozen
j
silver knives and forks, Mr. and Mrs. B.
Kelley; berry spoons, Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
; Tilley; Japanese tea pot, Sir. and Mrs.
John Hogan; $1.00, Mr. and Mrs. V. 1).
Larrabee; nickel coffee pot, Mr. Cook;
sofa cushion, Charlotte Staples; pitcher, R.
W. Woodbury, R. B. Stephenson, Miss
Mamie Woodbury; hassock, Mr. and Mrs.
Hiram Michaels; plush chair, Ezra Curtis,
Eugene Curtis and Andrew Brow’u and
wives; lace, Mrs. J. H. Stinson; rug and
chair, Geo. E. Michaels, T. I). Guptill,
Porter E. Nash, P. S. Staples, E. W. Davis,
Wallace Ellis, Frank Davis, John Stephenson, J. H. Stinson, George Davis and their
wives, aid Herbert Davis; clock, Reuben
Herrick, Albert Nickerson, Arthur Howard,
T. C. Keen, S. K. Richards, Herbert Richards, Ora Richards, Elnathan Robbins, C.
C. Ford and their wives, Laura Herrick,
Norman Nickerson, C. R. Howard, Annie
Webber and daughter, E. W. Robbins, Mrs.
Abbie Nickerson, Isa Nickerson, Effie
Brock, Jennie Ford, Alice Ford, and Melvin Ford.
Twenty-Six

<

full line of

a

Summer Goods==VVaisU Wai,ti"£

They

Dr. Elmer Small has at his office a map of
the I’nited States published in 1S00. It is
in a tine state of preservation and is
inter-1
esting to study in comparison with maps of

Married

will

JJ20 l£ACH CASH

jesterday, March 19th, from Boston, with

the very wide goods.
great while at these

yard, sold for $2.50.
yard, sold for $2.00.
It is needless to say

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,

patches don't show
new
glow of health.

No one has to wait his turn.
You can do it y< urself—you
and t’.e 1
!

KnuTYn

a:

HARSTON C., 3 Years Old
RACE RECORD 2 19]

-ttle.

This picture
the Tku! Murk

r

.-pre-vats
f Scott’s

.1 is

oa

Bay Horse, 16 Hands High, Weight 1250

the

Send for free
SCOTT

Dam

saroplc-

b>

Y IfOWNT.

•409 IVarl St..

NYv

50c. and $1. all

Sire

Y ,»k

Electioneer
Sire of

Piedmont

dru^pusta.

2*1 7

l

^

Anything you Want

with records

a.: *o

better than

Maiden

!

is

2.30

full si*ter

Upholstered

MayKi.

g

We are prepared to do
any kind of repair work
in our repairing depart-

Terms, $20

OLD FURNITURE....

to insure.

h. F. sniTH,

made over, upholstered
and repaired.

We have

a

full line of_

We shall reeeive op >l \Kt ll :M.
head of Iowa horses.
They w.’l weigu
from loon to 1400 pounds, aiid will eonsist of workers and drivers, with some
good matched pairs. These horses are
direct from the farms on which they
were raised, and are used to cold weather and deep snows, thus insuring the
purchaser healthy, rugged horses They
will hr sold at a moderate prier. Native
horses taken in exchange. The\ ran he
seen at the

R. H. Coombs &. Son,
CASKETS,

AIDTaKERY

FOR JSAI.K.
The restaurant and bakery business in the
House Block, Church street, is for sale,
with the ovens and all appliances: also, to be
sold with the business or separately, the horses,
wagons and the new bakery building on Union
street. Apply to
MBS. J. W. KNOWLTON,
tltf
46 Union Street, Belfast.

Opera

was

Sc.,

now

6c.

CARLE & JONES.

KACII l’.OT I I.E Ol

Prepared *;it Jail hours to do EMBALMU'7
ING and FUNERAL WORK.
Connected

by telephone both day and night.

72 Main Street, Belfast.

BOUGHT IN MARCH.
Is the HKST lilood Puri tier
and Spring Tonic made.
It makes you eat.
It makes you sleep.
It makes you digest your
food.

KENTS

CELERY

months, we
March, and

BOOKS,
SASH,
GUTTERS,
MOULDINGS,
FLOORING, ETC.

And during this sale we are making a discount of 25 per cent, on the following sample books: Alfred Peats Co., Potter Mills Co., Decorative
Wall Paper Co., E. J. Hickey Co.
200 dozen Window Shade just received.
LY

m FISH 1 fill

BURIAL GOODS.

Having been shut down for four
shall start up MONDAY, the 17th of
will be prepared to furnish

you from 25 to 75 per cent.

1,000 ROLLS WALL PAPER

YOlRSTR

BELFAST

WITH

NOTICE.

Sale

can save

PMENIX MOUSE STABLE,

ROBES and

Wall Papers.
We

Sale of Iowa Hoises.
UNDERTAKERS.

are strangers to us.
We want to be trusted by

30,000 Rolls in stock.

;

!

they

0F

B*“Kkl5?,,ne

to Order

of which we will send a
sample line for your inWrite to us
spection.
the style and shape of
piece of furniture and
we will estimate about
what the cost will he.

RESTAURANT

sire of

It would be hard to lit id a more beautiful stallion with his >1/.• an- !'mUh in N-w i:
>-d. and Ins -oils are la:
land, lie is bound to t>«• a great sire of early and extreme
and handsome, lb- trialed October, 1901. three miles in 2.12’. -2.111. -.11; over Char
Oak Park. He will stand for service at Pearl Brooks Fanil, North Belfast, Maine.

ment.

couches: Maoe

t«»

g

Bingen.

I

1 tear Sirs: You are makers; so are we.
You know what you make: you know all
about it.
We know our paint as you know
your goods.
We know what it is, how it acts, what it
does, how it lives, and how long—the conditions being favorable or unfavorable.
It is fair that we take the risk of it every
wry; hut we ought not to risk any use or
abuse of it.
\ Can't draw the line. We are dealing with
We are strangers to them as
strangers.

Closing Out

160

with record#
better than

Sire of 25

Belfast, Me.

If you do your business that way, you
are fellows with us and one of a thousand.
A few mean men in the course of a
year
will abuse our trust and put us to loss; but
'itisi in 1,000 will tell their friends how true
we are, and our paint is.
That’s what has
made us the largest paint concern in the
world. It is our best advertisement.
Yours truly,
-1
E. \\. Devoe A- Co.

lbs.

Maiden

Gentner & Lancaster,

can.

«**

wrapper "i every bottle.

Bros.

them. We trust
them first; that’s the way to get trusted.
We trust them to paint with a fair degree of
common paint-knowledge and care.
We
expect to be trusted to furnish paint as good
as paint can he, and to last as
long as paint

83 Main St., Belfast.

THE NEW STORE,

the

J. Thompson, of Lynn, Mass., is visiting
her father, C. M. Plummer.
Letter to Mathews

they will

prices.

..

come from Camden's stock company —Cor"..nnselves short of goods which respondence Bangor Daily News.
cave been shipped from Boston,
The Rialto Club have made some changes
tide to buy and borrow from each in their play, A Daughter’s Devotion, and
1 there was no shortage.
The the new version, w ith entirely new speciallactory of Foster & Es tab rooks ties, will be presented in the Belfast Opera
enough to last through the week, House early in April. Later in the month
in the shoe factory was delayed the club expect to play in Camden.
11 by the non-arrival of
patterns i Shipping Items. Sell,
llenry W. Cramp,
Other concerns had plenty of
Alzo M. Carter, left Cape Henry the
I
baud. The steamer Penobscot left Capt.
morning of March xth, anchored on the
day afternoon and arrived in Bosshoals one night and arrived at Ports|
The freight was
daj morning.
X. II., March 12th. She was under
lie wharf, but the greater part of | mouth,
way (>2 hours
Capt. Geo. F. Ryan has
d there until the strike was called J
taken sch. Thomas llix from her winter
The east-bound freight was
1 quarters at the bridge and is titting her for
Friday and the steamer arrived her season's
packet business between Belu day morning,
site was heavily |
fast and Boston.Sch Sadie Wilcutt had
111 guods fur all the landings on
her mainmast spliced and received a new
ad river.
main topmast at Pendleton’s dock the past
Mims
Sch. Arthur Clifford arrived last
Tai.kvt. Camden’s New' week
■uipany presented the 3-act scenic Friday with general cargo from Boston.
a‘‘The Hand of Vengeance,” in 1 Sch. .1. S. Lamprey arrived Saturday from
•pera House, Wednesday eveu- ! Hlizabetliport with phosphate consigned to
n
li’th, before a large audience. John Sanborn
Capt. Charles 11. Cobb
was equal to any ever given in
has resigned his berth as master of the
!>> amateurs, and the scenery was three-masted schooner Melissa Trask, and
rued and skilfully managed. Some K. <fc I. K. Stetson of Bangor, the managing
tors are well known here, as will owners, have engaged Capt. F. II. Lowell of
> the following cast:
Bueksport, who was master of the schooner
!
C arl Lee VV. II. Card, lost last fall, to command the
ucuin, the avenger,
alias
the
Black
lumbar,
Snake,
vessel.Sch. Landseer, Capt. Charles
Itobie Wentworth
Cushing, the first of the Bueksport fleet
n-ssup, a slave of drink,
Edward Wells for the Grand Banks, sailed from that port
Hennessey, an Irish lawyer,
Two more Italian barks have
Saturday
Harold Lane
been chartered by R. W. Stewart to load
Ned’s
I
'unaldson,
rival,
sliooks at Bangor for the Mediterranean.
loud, Chief of the Utes, )
Ernest Jacobs They are now at Barbados—The Italian
Frit, a medicine prophet,
bark Gesu and Maria, Fort de France, Mart.,
Fred Morang
F. Benson for Bueksport, left Boston in tow Saturday.
eagle, a Ute Warrior,
1
She will load sliooks for R. W. Stewart for
Hay, an Indian Princess,
Alice Wetherbee
Messina.Capt. Wilson Weed of WinterUnicom, the angel of the canyon,*
Blanche Schwarts port has shipped as mate on steamer Mine1
May, Ned’s treasure, Mildred Hooper ola, Capt. Archibald—S. W. Goss has
-Miners, Indians, Cowboys, Etc.
abandoned the wrecked schooner “Prohibi."* company was entertained by the tion” and is having the wreckage moved
1
iuh at their rooms in Opera House from Swan’s Island to
Stouington_Capt.
ljefure and after the play, and a R. W. I’attershall went to Gardiner Monl!
dance was enjoyed in the Opera day to take command of sch. Sarah L.
Davis.

QQ

oblige us to put in
have two perfect running WHITE MA-

factory machines, and we
CHINES with all attachments, which we will sell for

over-work,

—

i

<

We have this in use in our dressmaking department and will be pleased to show it up at
any time—a two minutes' trial will convince you that it is thoroughly practical.
If not
satisfactory after trying your money will te refunded.

...

jcolnville;

I

It fits any machine, preserves absolute uniformity of width betweenstucks makes tucks
any desired width, tucks heaviest flannel to thinnest chiffons, no marking, creasing or
previous basting. Cannot get out of repair. Any child can use it. Price

things

—

1

<
<

Wel,“khe ‘'UNIVERSAL TUCKER,” S

body

|

season.

<•

adjusting PLAITS and STRAPS.
The “Nemo" is also made in the straight front for
slight people. All the bones are re-enforced so they cannot bre ak through. Every pair guaranted.
«jr~Uall at our store and look at them.

of

New Advertisements. Henry Staples, !
12 Main street has received the spring
styles of the Guyer hat, .for which he is
sole agent in Belfast.
He also has the
Monarch shirt, II. A. P. gloves, the latest
Never
of such a
patterns and shades in neck-wear, men’s
for a medicine did you ?
and boys’ pants, and everything in gent’s
furnishings... .See notice of annual meeting
it’s a
for
of corporators of the Belfast Savings Bank,
loth
4
m
at
p.
&
Wilson
April
Spencer
Scott's Emulsion. The
have the Burrowes practical home table for
billiard and pool players of all ages. Price
has to be
like other
$15 to $30. Call and see the tables at their
and Scott’s Emulsion is
store in the Coleseum building, Main street.
Girl wanted to do general housework in
the medicine that does it.
a family of two.
Address by letter, giving
references, or apply in person to Mrs. G. It.
These poor bodies wear out
Williamson, Northport avenue, Belfast....
Geo. W. Burkett has a desirable tenement
from worry, from
of seven rooms for rent at No. 0 Miller
from disease.
street—Thomas P. Logan, 22 Bridge street,
get thin
offers for sale an ice business established 45
and weak. Some of the new
A good chance for a young man
years.
with small capital.
ones arc not well made—and

Barrows shoe factory is asbusy aspect as the work advances
along the various departments and will soon
be running with a full force. Nearly all
Inspector
Hampden
the cuttors are at work and a large percentfarm, North Belfast, for the
there will be numerous additions to the
of the stitchers, ami help is being taken
age
"■
(
Marston
is a bay horse,
Life Savers Drowned.
lieet this year, and not a few of the old ones
on as last as the condition of the work will
hands high and weighs 1250
are receiving extensive repairs.
One of the
warrant.
Chatham,
Seven
Mass., March 17.
Hi." .s-year-old race record is 2.l0j,
new lake craft is to be built at the Harbour
members of the crew of Monomoy life saving
Nakkow K>< ai>i;s.
Henry C. Maiden
vear-old trial record 2.1:;. Any
were
drowned
in
station,
including
Brewer for North Twin lake. At i
t.hecaptai n,
yard
while trying to reach tlie distressed barge
two sears old from any sire on had the axle of his road cart break while Last
Sebago, a 40-ton steamer is being built, ! Wadena
in a terrific sea, this forenoon.
The cart was totally
have the privilege of contest- riding la.-t week.
while the fleet at Naples will have an addi- One boatman, Surf man Ellis, was rescued
J
uake of SlOO free of entry over demolished, but lie luckily escaped w ithout tion
which is rated in the 10-ton class. 1 by a sailor from the barge which had sumInez
Bradman
lost
her
injury.Mrs.
I the Wahlc Count} Agricultural
moned the life savers to her assistance. At
Si-bec will also have anew steamer, a 40-'
first it was thought that only the seven
’uu4, and the same stake, under i balance while drawing water with a bucket footer.
will launch a
Henry
members of the life saving crew had been
Sawyer
40-j
and
and
into
the
well.
fell
pole reeentl\,
unlit ions, w ill be offered in each !
lost
and it was not until Surfman Ellis beton steamer on Mooseliead this spring,
j
She was seen and rescued w ithout serious
year.
while the steamer Mooseliead is receiving i gan to return to consciousness that it became known that the life boat had reached
| results.
extensive repairs, ( apt. Atwood says that the barge and had taken on board five
w.i.
With the advent of the
perThe usual sale at auction of unclaimed there will
|
sons and was returning to shore when it
be
between
50
and
75
probably
:s mice more base ball talk in
was capsized.
at the offices of the American Kx- new launches on the
These men were drowned in
property
different
lakes
this
1
move is on foot for a league to
addition to the crew, making 12 in all who
I press Co. in Maine will take place at the
season, many owned by out-of-the-State j perished. Capt. Eldridge ol' the life-savers
anger, Brew er, Belfast, Camden,
| office of Pearl A Dennett, Bangor, at 1(‘ A. people
The Maine Central steamer Frank ; was a widower. All the others were married
Uockland, Yinalhaven and m., March -7th. The list includes the folJones is nearly ready to resume her trips | and had families. They were all Massa1 he Rockland Star published the j
chusetts men.
F.
1*.
LinA
A.
lowing: Belfast—Halm,
F.,
between Bar Harbor and Portland. She
'pen letter last week :
Pendleton, S. (>., Islesboro; has received new boilers and has been
HALLDALE.
Bangor, Me., March 11, ’02.
K. S., Russ, 11. F., Stevens, R. A., given a general
overhauling at the Iron
e<>p]e of Rockland and Warren: Pitcher,
Rev. J. Washburn preached at the church
••nobscot Rase Ball League will No. Belfast; Walton, C. 0., Wells, B. F.
Works this winter, and now the* painters
last Sunday
Several tapped their trees
..ting April 1st. The places that
are at work on the exterior woodwork_It
l ist, week and report a good How of sap_
i-presented are Bangor, Belfast, | Camden, March 1<>. The Camden Stock is now
settled that the only ocean steamer
1 Gld Town.
Camden will also Company are high in their praises of the
Ira L. Howard returned to Pittsfield last
courteous treatment extended to them by
i some one to hold up their part,
line that will do business at Portland this
robins and ground
week.Bluebirds,
ml Uockland are welcome to send the Rialto Dramatic Club of Belfast while summer will
be the Dominion, both the
A franchise will be given to the in their city last week.
They were given a
sparrows made their appearance last week.
delicious supper in their pleasant rooms in Thompson and Allen lines withdrawing
1 man that applies.
Mrs. Enos Emery is in rather poor
Thomas McCann.
Hay ford block and a social hop was enjoyed their steamers with the opening of the health—Rev. J. Washburn left for his
after the Hand of Vengeance had been prebound
spring.The Penobscot,
Last, put home in Parkman last
ik Strike Struck Us.
The ef- sented by the Camden company. We are in
Tuesday.The
j into Portland Tuesday night on account of frost is coming out of the ground and the
lie strike in Boston were felt to a hopes the Rialto club w ill come to Camden
and they are sure to receive a warm wel- j the storm.
roads
are
in
bad
nt in Belfast last week. Merchants
condition.Mrs. E.
very
u

Sell-Reducing” is the only Corset for stout
women that] positively reduces tile abdomen,
gives a
graceful figure and assures a perfect fitting dress. All tills
Is accomplished in the
“Self-Reducing idea,” a new method

repaired

Advertised list of letters in the Belfast
post office March 17th: Gentlemen—Mr.
Charles Dickey, Mr. Jack McMan, Mr. F.
K. Staples, W. E. Walker.

!

“The “Nemo

Repairing
Neatly

—

(

CORSETS,

RELIEF FOR STOUT WOHEN.

j2

Well,

d

company No. 2 will give
annual ball at Seaside Grange
-day evening, March 27. with
Whitten’s full orchestra.
The
ieer is named as door director,
will be served at intermission,
i
is invited.

Organized.

sign

Fahy recently had a Belgian
her boarding house, and a

I lose

A WORD ABOUT

thought

at

families have tried them as
•>se who have eaten the flesh of
"ince it good, much resembling
tit in taste and appearance.

*********

the Star.

Done

March 2Hth, at the home of Mrs. AY.
All members are expected to be
1 bring their lunch baskets. Sup• rved at C».:d
sharp.
sc

CARLE St JONES.!

The Belfast School Committee met Tuesday afternoon, March 18th, and organized
for the year. The members elected this
year, Messrs. J. H. Howes, C. S. Bickford,
W. A. Mason, J. F. Sheldon and T. L.
Shute, were sworn by John R. Dunton, Esq.,
Justice of the Peace. Mr. Dunton, as clerk
of the committee, called the meeting to
order, and Charles S. Bickford was elected
chairman. Adjourned to Monday, March
31st.

and Frank Twombly, clarinet,
furnished three selections and did themselves much credit.
Everybody seemed
pleased with the program.

is

on

The School Committee

Read, cornet,

/Thai’s Chase 6" Sanborn’s

Bearer Circle, K i). A* S., will
.1' sixth anniversary, w ith a picnic

Littlefield

<

*********

Also do sawing, planing, turning and general
mill work. We are
prepared to make screens to
order, and are ready to give estimates on any
2wll*
thing in our line.

WINE
ilit

mree

ONLY 50c.

A ter ement of

in a desirable locaEnquire of
UEO. VV. BURKETT,
Odd Fellows’ Block.

seven rooms

tion, No. 6 Miller Street.
12

tor

a

perieoi

n

urn.

Bottle.

CITY DRUG STORE.
BELFAST,

Opposite Belfast t
National Bank. \

MAINE

ELWELL

PORTLAND
EUROPEAN
TOURS.

J. C. DURHAM.

FOR RENT.

tilings necessary

England ami France, May 3lst, July 19th.
England. France, Switzerland, Germany and
Holland, July 5th, Sent. 7th.
England, Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Italy
and France, Aug. 31st, Nov. 7th.
DELIGHTFUL TRIPS AT SMALL COST.

3tl0
Mims [■iiiiiw

F. A.
11

ELWELL, Portland, Me.
■ miiHilH—IliiNl

ii'i'INM

WOMAN

IN

HER

HOME

AND

had done.

IN

A NEW DISCOVERY

In the rural districts it has

GRANGE.

to be of much interest and is a source
1901.]
of general improvement to all who lie•>110 looketli well to the ways of her i
come interested in it.
AVe hope every
eatetli
and
not
the
bread of
household,
grange that can will organize one this
idleness.”—Proverbs :',1: 27.
taking up different authors
Woman in the Home and in the coming year,
and each one adding to the general in(Grange is the subject under considera- formation about that certain author.
tion, and my subject leads us to the
Forestry has been an interesting subinquiry, What is woman's appropriate ject the past year, and we find it easy,
sphere of action, and the duties which if one. is interested, to find many little
devolve upon her? In times past there articles of interest in
even the daily
were complaints from even sensible
on
In
the
this,
papers
subject.
women at the narrow limits assigned \
as in other things, we generally find
to their education, hut in recent years
what we are looking for, if our hearts
woman has sufficiently vindicated "both
are in Grange work.
Many little drops
her rights and ability to enter into comof information will come under our
"she
wherever
in
the
petition
pleases,
notice, and to gather them in for fudepartment of prose or poetry, of ture use is woman’s work in the Grange.
science or philanthrophy, with the
Open air w ork is another opportunity
wisest and best of men.
We need to work
through the Grange, but this
mention hut few of our writers: Louisa
can more easily come to
M. Alcott, who has written so much opportunity
those who live in the country. There
for children and the young people: Ella is
room there for children or invalids to
Wheeler Wilcox, who stirs the deepest!
enjoy ail out of doors. A tent put up
thought in our natures, as well as many | in some convenient
place might serve
other writers of the past and present,
j for room, and on a farm, where so much
Hut home is woman’s natural sphere !
comes almost direct from the hand of
of action. S ic is an index to her lius- ;
the Father, it could be divided with
hand and children: each day she is j
little loss to the owner. How many,
writing unseen words on the fair pages many farmers could be benetitted by
ot childhood.
Mother is the light to i the
presence of one or two or more
which time turn: she should he endow- children for a few weeks
during the
w
ed
th w iidom and good natural judgsummer!
ment; he able to direct tier children in
.Mrs. .Mary A. Mays oi Michigan hrst,
eve y right path until they come to
in 1893, recommended this work, and
of
discretion.
Her
home
should
years
through her influence a committee was
he
haven of vest, .tier own houseappointed and authorized to seek to prohold is the kingdom in which with her vide
during tiie summer months followmild scepter she best reigns. She may
ing a two weeks outing in country
go out beyond it. hut only as the mis- homes for at least 50
children, working
sionary goes out from his own land, to girls and women from ilie cities. A
seek a field of labor less pleasant, less
task
was
laid
really great
upon the comcongenial to his taste. It constitutes mittee; it was a new departure for tlie
the exception to the ordinary routine
Grange; there were no precedents at
of her life, and in general all she can do hand to
guide; it brought a new spirit
elsewhere is nothing, compared with into the
Grange work: it really was a
hei home influence and her home labor. hold
venture, and besides many farmIf all women performed their part well ers’ wives
already feel their summer
here, there would scarcely he any work work a burden,
and it was not expected
in the departments of morality and rethere would be many volunteers to religion left undone. It is a sphere in ceive the children. There was no money
which every woman can labor with suc- at
anybody’s disposal, but Mrs. Mays'
cess, and with the majority- it is the faith and genius were
equal to the occaone
in
which
success
and
only
happi- sion; she made the plans and carried
ness can he at the same time secured.
theiu out. After the lirst year a federaAnd we may further add. that what- tion of associated charities was formed
ever may he her success elsewhere and in
Detroit for the purpose of managing
however useful she may become, she is the
city end of the work. The Detroit
seldom an object of admiration unless Free Press took
charge of subscriptions,
in her 1 ome influence she is also blessand each year several hundred dollars
ed. that home may tip under her have been raised and
expended in this
tattler's or her husband’s roof, just so work in the
of Detroit. A paid
city
it is a home.
secretary and manager has attended to
the correspondence, found those who
fluence tie more limited than that of needed an
outing, taking them to the
We answer, that our real influ- trains and received them home. The
many"
ence is often stronger for being limited
railroads running out of Detroit have
tn its immediate action.
The wider aided
materially by granting free passes
diffusion of our efforts lessens their and reduced
fares.
strength, and sometimes prevents their i In 1894, the first year, this Grange
efficacy. The greatest heat for practi- gave 51 an outing; 1895, 17*; in 1890, 274:
cal purposes is produced by an instru- and
In
so the good work still goes on.
ment which concentrates the flame the first four
years of its organization
■
a
the
hardest
metals
single point:
pon
707 received an outing, and is chilcannot then resist its power. But the dren from homes of
poverty have
same heat diffused a very little is of no
been adopted into homes of thrift and
avail, and so do we often see that the comfort. This of itself is worth
concentrated influence of affection is effort that tiie work has cost. every
Some
strong enough in the sacred precincts say it will be hard for these children,
of the iamiiy relation to melt tlie dross who have
enjoyed the freedom and
from the most stubborn heart, when all benelit of an
outing, to go back to the
outside influences have bad no effect.
homes
in the city.
Hut a few
squalid
Again, it must he remembered that the i days or weeks in the country, surroundhome influence extends beyond home, ed
by tiie delights of summer days on
i he best way to purify a stream is to tiie
farm, among the flowers and enjoycleanse its fountain, and less effort will
ing the fruit, and tiie companionship of
the
work
if
there.
accomplish
begun
domestic animals, will have an impresI lie great current of society is created sion
on the child that will go with it all
by those thousands of little streams, its life: and if it is only once
wl ich arc pure or impure according to
The tiny warblers come and go,
the character of our homes. To purify
Yet who would bid them star away.
them or keep them pure is chiefly woOr shun the moonbeam’s silvery glow,
man’s work. J)o you think an anarchist
Because it cannot always staj
could tie born and tired in a pure AmerWho would forbid t lie flowers to bloom,
ican borne, where woman, the mother,
Because so soon their petals fall,
ruled by her loving influence,and taught
Or, yielding to night’s rayless gloom
her children the love of home and naForbid the sun to shine at all?
tive land and1 their duty to God and
Will Caileton has drawn a beautiful
many
picture of the home where some of
-Men sometimes speak contemptuousthese children were expected and being
ly of woman’s work, forgetting how I waited for with a very warm welcome
much then happiness depends upon its
from
these
dear people,
who, we
faithful discharge, and women are
have seen their own children
to admit that their employments are \ suppose,
take the places of men and women in
unimportant., compared with those of ; tiie world and left them alone.
men, but careful thought will show us |
that our comfort, our happiness, our Go, set the table, Mary, an’ let the cloth be
improvement and our general well-be- The white!
hungry city children are coinin’ here
ing depend more upon what is called
tonight.
woman's work, than upon man’s.
The children from the city, with features
Xot so much depends upon business
pinched ami spai e,
and the annual income at the end of Are coinin’ here to get a breath of God’s untainted air.
year, as upon the judicious management and skillful ordering of domestic
come from out the dungeons where
We may he happy with a small They
life.
they v. ith want are chained
income if the home department is prop- From places dark an’ dismal, ; tears of
by
sorrow stained;
erly managed, where the mother, if
necessary, can wear a hat the second From where a thousand shadows are
season and be happy, where work be- I
murdering all the light,
comes a pastime, where her heart is 1 Set well the table, Mary, dear, an’let the
cloth be white!
full of love for tier family. Some one
has said that the exigencies of fashion They ha’ not seen the daisies made for the
heart’s behoof;
destroy more women than the pressure
of toil or sorrow. We believe that the They never heard the raindrops upon a
cottage roof;
blind obedience to the behests of fashdo not know the kisses of zephyr an' of
ion which nowadays holds such power They
breeze;
over many, works a greater trangresThey never rambled wild an’ free beneath
sion than the hardships of comparative
the forest trees.
poverty; the poor woman, who lias The food that
they ha’ eaten was spoiled by
little to cheer her in tier daily toil, often
others’ greeds;
outlives her most fashionable sisters. The
air
their
very
lungs breathed was full
The housemaid is often stronger and
o’ poison seeds.
more cheerful than her mistress, who is Tlie very air their souls breathed was full
o’ wrong an’ spite;
ruled by the latest fashion or fad.
Home, the true woman’s citadel, must Go set the table, Mary, dear, an’ let the
cloth be white!
rise above these
influences

|

|

apt]

destroying
plane. We desire to magni- The fragrant water lilies ha’never smiled
at them ;
fy. although we cannot exaggerate, the
picked a wild flower from off its
importance of woman’s work in the in- They never stem

to a higher

stitution of home, the more so because
this is the best means of elevating woman in the scale of social life, to the
point which belongs to her of right. It
is the nursery of republican simplicity
and republican virtue. It is the wholesome restraint upon our eagerness, an
influence greater than patriotism, and
from which the purest
patriotism
springs. It binds us to the love of
The foundations of our free
peace.
institutions are in our love, as a peofor
our homes.
The strength of
ple,
our country is found, not in the declaration that all men are free and equal,
but in the quiet influence of the tireside; the bonds which unite together
the family circle.
The corner stone of our republic is
the hearthstone.
Tims woman may, in the quiet influence of home, work as great a good to
her country, her home and native land
without the ballot as man does with,
fso, dear sisters and fellow workers, let
us not he weary in well doing.
In our
homes lies our strength: they are the
schoolhouses, in comparison with which
allother schools and colleges, botli public and private, are of little importance, and in them is woman’s work and
woman's place. We must not forget
woman’s work in the Grange; that is
simply a continuation of the work in
the home. That the Grange has been a
blessing to woman, no one will deny.
The teaching of our ritual speaks for
itself, and no better lesson can be
taught than conies from its pages; it is
full of caution and well-directed advice
to all who read, or listen to the councils
of them. It is in the Grange that woman, with all privileges of man, can
exchange ideas on all subjects, from
domestic economy to forestry, and it
not only gives her the opportunity to
do so, but gives her a desire to know
more about all the questions of the

day. It has awakened new thoughts in
different channels than the home life

Thej-

dewy

;

never saw a green sward that
they
could safely pass
Unless they heeded well the sign that says
“Keep oil' the grass.”

God bless the men an’ women o’noble brain
an' heart
Who go down in the folk-swamps an’ take
children’s part—
These hungry, cheery children that keep us
in their debt,
And never tail to give us more of pleasure
than they get!

o

the very best
those that Jesus looked upon, and called
to him, an’ blessed.

CASTOR
IA
For Infants and
Children.

Surgeon’s Knife Not Needed.
Surgery is no longer necessary to cure
piles. De Witt’s Witch Hazel Salve cures
such cases at once, removing the necessity
for
dangerous, painful and expensive
For
operations.
scalds, cuts, burns,
wounds, bruises, sores and skin diseases it
is unequaled.
Beware of counterfeits. R.
H. Moody.

SHIPS.

stomach, brought on nervous dyspepsia.
My trouble commenced with bloating constipation and this was accompanied with
pain in the back and stomach. I suffered
with shortness of breath and palpitation of
the heart, sleeplessness and an absolutely
miserable feeling at all times. About three

years ago I had a attack which confined me
to my bed for three \seeks, and times without number after that 1 was obliged to give
My kidneys also became affected and
up.
caused me considerable tumble.
“Four different doctors attempted to cure
me but they gave me only temporary relief.
1 became utterly discouraged. Then I tried
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People.
Relief came in about a week and at -the end
riiOFES.SoK CH AHLES W. 1’FAliSON.
of four months I was entirely well.
versify, a Methodist educational insti“I can only say that 1 believe I owe my
tution at Pvanstou. 111., that Christ did
life to Dr. Williams' Pink Pills and can
find no words to express my thanks for
not periorm the i:i:raeles accredited to
Better than
what they have done for me.
him iu the Hlhlc has raised a storm of
gold is but mild praise for them. EveryT! «• trustees
have apindignation,
who knows me, remarks the wonderful
I body
change. 1 can eat anything now, .-.b*ep like \ pointed a commit --e to consider Pro1 do
a child and do m> work with ease.
fessor Pt arson’s case.
not need medicine any more although I always keep Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
People on hand.”
Mr. Eldridge lives at No. 2.V Carroll
UTERARY NEWS AND NOTES.
street, and is but one of thousands who al1 ways speak of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills in
There are, in ail. twenty-three featthe highest terms of praise. The\ know j
of Outing,
what this remedy will do, for they have ; ures in the March number
It acts directly on the blood and including Mr. Casper Whitney's reguused it.
This makes these pills invaluable lar monthly review of the current
nerves.
} rom the
not only for stomach trouble but also for topics in the world of sport.
| such
diseases as locomotor ataxia, partial
I1
which is a three-color refrontispiece,
St.
Vitus"
neuralsciatica,
dance,
paralysis,
production of a Dutch scene, drawn
gea, rheumatism, nervous headache, the
Wharton Edafter-effects of the grip, palpitation of the for Outing by Oeorge
there is
heart, pale and sallow complexions and all wards, to the closing sentence,
forms of weakness either in male or female. not a dull line or an uninteresting illusWilliams'
Pink
Pills
for
Dr.
Pale People tration in the book.
are sold by all dealers, or will he sent postKennebec .1 ournal: Her many friends
paid on receipt of pi ice, fifty cents a box, or
six boxes for two dollars and fifty cents are much delighted with the bits of
(they are never sold in bulk or by the hun- verse that are appearing from the pen
dred) by addressing l)r. Williams Medi- of Miss Winnifred Melville Shaw of
Be sure to Rockland in Boston Ideas, it is undercine Co!, Schenectady, X. Y.
get the genuine; substitutes never cured stood that she has two books
nearly
anybody.
ready for publication, and surely they
will be very interesting ones, for she is
It has been said that many persons can one of the
brightest young writers in
make an entire breakfast on a cup of coffee.
the State. Holman F. Day said of her
It is equally true that many hard-working
the other day:
"Miss Shaw’s poems
women make an entire meal on bread and
In both of these cases, however, it are like diamond dewdrops upon the
tea.
must be assumed that the coffee and tea early tender grass of a June morning
| have lost none of their potency through at sunrise; they have the flavor of our
adulteration or other impurity. We know Maine Northern Spies and Baldwins in
from practical experience with Chase & Sanand they are as perfect as
born’s high-grade coffees and native pack- February,
the beautiful tourmaline crystals that
age teas what valuable food properties may
they find in the hills of Oxford.” All
be contained in each of these beverages.
of which is true, and there is still much
Patience—What lovely liats she wears!
to be said in praise of her versatility
Patrice—Yes; you know her husband is and her
strength.
a landscape gardener, and he designs them.
Tappan Adney, who was the foremost
If you are scrofulous, dyspeptic, rheumatic, troubled w;thkidne\ complaint,general journalist in the Kloudyke at the time
debility, lacking strength, take Hood’s of the first rush to the gold fields, contributes to the March number of Outing
Sarsaparilla.
An Important Point —Mrs. A scum—So an article on the Alaskan Indian,
you’re going t<> send join daughter to which gives a clearer impression than
has before been given of this far-northWellesley. Why not to Vassal '.'
Mrs. De Style—The Vassal* colors don’t western hunter.
1'he entire political
become her at all.
economy of these Indians is based on
Women love a clear, healthy complexion. prowess; the successful hunter and the
Burdock Blood shrewd trader among them becomes the
Pure blood makes it.
Bitters makes pure blood.
man of wealth, and is chosen chief,
and his position is that of patriarch to
“Oh!” said the poet haughtily, “if you
don't accept my verses it doesn’t matter his people, yet without compulsory
much. 1 have other irons in the lire.”
authority. Mr. Adney describes the
“Ah! then put these verses with them, by hunting methods which these people
all means,'* said the editor.
have acquired since, quite recently,
A wheelman-’s tool bag isn’t complete they made a practice of killing moose
Interest in the
without a bottle of Hr. Thomas’ EcKctric with bow and arrow.
Oil.
Heals cuts, bruises, stings, pains. article is enhanced by six striking illusMonarch over pain.
trations done by the author.

furrier makes a novel bid for custom
by announcing that “Mr blank is willing to
make up capes, jackets and coats for ladies
out of their own skins.”

bold bv Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes
& Co.—15.

“Do you mean to say that Erastus Pink leysells his vote?” “No,” answered Mr. Jim
Colliilower; “1 wouldn't say that 'Kastus
sells his vote, but he’s willin' to hire it
out occasionally to select parties.”—W ashington Star.
Salt Klieum, Tetters, Eczema.—These
distressing skin diseases relieved by one
application. Dr. Agnew’s Ointment is a
potent cure for all eruptions of the skin.
J as. Gaston, W ilkesbarre, says: “For nine
years 1 was disfigured w ith Tetter on my
hands. Dr Agnew’s Ointment cured it.”
35 cents. Sold by Edmund Wilson and A.
“There is sex in questions.”
“Plow so?”
“Why, ‘Can she get him?’is essentially
feminine, while, ‘Will she have him?’ is
the masculine of it.”—Chicago Post.
Ten cents will buy trial size of Ely’s
Cream Balm; enough to convince you that
it is the greatest of remedies for nasal
catarrh or cold in the head. Full size 50
cents. All druggists. We mail it.
ELY BROS., 56 W’arren St., New York.
153 Second Street, Albany. N. Y.
Messrs. Elt Bbos. :—I suffered greatly
with catarrh and tried different remedies
without effect. After using one bottle of
your Cream Balm 1 found relief and I cannot praise too highly such a remedy.
Miss Coba Willakd.
Sept. 27,1899.

j

Enforcing the Laws.

('apt. Charles E. Nash in sinking
about iiis forthcoming history of Augusta, says that the forefathers were
exceedingly vigorous in the enforce-

unusual

in Iiis investigament of the laws,
tions lie found one instance, which is a
matter of record, where a man who endeavored to pass a couuterfe’t bill was
sentenced to tiO years in State prison.
11 was a common occurrence to imprison
a man for debt and trivial offences.
( apt. Nash found that tlie law gave the
county commissioners the right to fix
At one
the limits of the jail yard.
time they made the yard the whom
no
that
lie thinks
change
county.
has been made since in the extent of
Pristlie yard by tlie commissioners.
oners for debt giving bond were permitted to go where they pleased in this
yard in the daytime, hut they must ref uru to tlie jail at a lixed hour at night.
If one tailed to return at (lie specified
time the creditor could collect Iiis debt
of tlie bondsmen, no matter if the man
was hut live minutes late. -Kennebec

Journal.
“All people,” remarked
“aie born equal."
“Perhaps," answered
friend, “but they don't
longer than it takes for
provide them with clothes
Washington .Star.
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EVERY CYPHERS INCUBATOR is

I

s

nij'.ler a positive agreement that it will
satisfactory work in the hands of any purci
who wiil g \e it a fair trial, or it an i>e retun
and the price paid for it will be refunded,
agents for the Cyphers Ineubators. ov«
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authorized to stand hack of tills gnarant
in every particular.
the superior qunlit:
of the Lyph- rs. send for illustrated, descr ;
circular, mailed fr.
<»r call on rhe sn !ersi::ned and examine the machine personal.v.
YOI SAYt: FREIGHT 15Y 1’IKC HAsINd of us. We sell them at FACTORY PKU I
free on board cars at this point.
A.1JU
S
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t Knot
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John M. Ames

Company.

Stockton

Springs, Maine,
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Dont let your children
acquire the Coffee Habit.
Get out of the rut yourself!
All doctors
recommend

COCOA & CHOCOLATE
in preference to coffee.
**"
et the Best?
‘
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THE COLUMBUS CARRIAGE & HARNESS CO..
Columbus. 0.. P.O. Box 772.
St. Louis. Mo

P. 0. Box 54.

Williamsluirgti City Kire Insurance Co.
of Brooklyn, N, Y,

—

..

....

Uncollected premiums.

Admitted assets. ..$2.2.14.020

59

LIABILITIES DEI EMBER

mad

Incorporated ISiy. Commenced Busine*WM.

It.

(’LARK. President.

\V

H. KlNo

Capital paid

up in cash. $4,ooo,no<>
ASSETS DECKMHKK 31. 1901
Real estate owned by the company, unincumbered
23$
Loans on bond and mortgage{ first

31, 1901.

Net unpaid losses...S
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.

day ..f December,

State of Maine.

is.9x4 62
1S.S49 41
1 jx.asu .%

..2.44,020

7.1.510 90
690,7X0 w
.11.789 03

liens).

...

Stock and bonds owned by the
company, market value
Loans secured by collaterals
Cash in the company’s principal
office and in bank.'
Interest due and accrued
Premiums in due course of collection

1 2.

_

Short Lives Lengthened By Removing Cause of Disease.

Total.
.$ 790.087 52
Cash capital.
250,ooo on
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,187.933 07
Total liabilities and

surplus.
3 wlO

..

.£2,2.34,020

59

Aggregate of all the admitted

ease, etc.

That “Blood Wine” fully comes up to
the expectations of our people is evidenced by the expression of satisfaction
from the many who have already given it

j
j

opiates.
“Blood Wine” costs fifty cents a bottle,
but you can sample it free of charge at
or

-At A. A. Howes & Co.’s, druggists.

Commissioners’ Notice.
W INTERPORT, STATK OF MaiJN’K, MARCH 10, 1902.
Waldo ss.
We the undersigned having been duly appointed by the Honorable Judge of Probate within
and for said county, Commissioners to receive
and decide upon the claims of the creditors of
the partnership estate of A. D. Harlow & Son,
late of '\ mterport, which estate has been represented insolvent, hereby give notice agreeable to
tlie order of the said Judge of Probate that six
months from and after February ll, 1902,have been
allowed to said creditors to present and prove
their claims and that we will attend to the duty
assigned us at the office of Fred Atwood at
m
interport, at 10 o’clock a. Hi. Saturday, April
5th, and Monday Aug. 11,1902 of each of said days.
FRED ATWOOD, I
Lom rs12
CHAS. R. HILL,

fj i

as-

LIABILITIES DKCKMIIKR

31

1

901

amount of unpaid losses and
57.
claims..$
Amount required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks.
3,»53o
All other demands against the

21

company

Total liabilities..
Capital actually paid up m oasli
Net surplus beyond capital and
liabilities..

4,4 1
4,"o>

5,fir.

Aggregate, including capital and
net surplus..
$14 7 :
FIELD <fc QUIMBY, Agents, Belfa-.
..

..

The Travelers

Insurance
of II art ford, Conn.
(Incorporated

in 180;;.1

I/Ilr;,.

AMOI'NT AT RISK.

Accident

...

«’\sn ASSETS

I»KCi:ur.KK*.{l,
Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered—.
Loans on bond and mortgage \iirst

s\:
l'.Ni

liens.
Stocks and bonds owned bv the company, market value
_n
Loans on collateral security.
('ash in the company's pi meip;i l of
lice and in hank.
Interest due and accrued.
Deferred and unrepoi t**d life pr.-m
....

.Notice cl foreclosure.

HERBERT E. KNOW LTON.
3wll

cj:

Net

Taken this 7th day of March. A
D. 1902, on
execution dated January 14, A. D 1902. issued on
a judgment, rendered
the Supreme Judicial
by
Court for the County of Waldo, at a term of said
Court begun and holden on the first Tuesday of
January, A. 1). 1902, to wit. on the lith day of
January. A. D. 1902. in favor of Charles A. Boynton of Searsmont, in said County, and against
John T. Morrow of (Treat Falls, in the State of
Montana, for twenty four dollars and thirty cents,
costs of suit, and w ill be sold at public auc ion at
the office of W. I*. Thompson, in Belfast, in said
Waldo County, to the highest bidder, on the uth
day of April. A. 1>. 1902, ;>t ten o’clock in th- forenoon, the following described real estate and all
the right, title and interest which the said John
T. Morrow bad on the 7th day ot March, A. D.
1902. at a hours and 40 minutes in the afternoon,
when the same was seized on said execution, to
wit: a certain piece of land situate in said Searsmont. on the southerly side of the road leading
from Cooper’s Corner’ so-called, in said Searsmont., to South Montville, and bounded as billows: southwesterly
by land of Leonard Cooper
and S. S. Could; southeasterly bv land of (>. B.
Fuller; northwesterly by land of land known as
the Kmeline Jameson lot and lot formerly owned
by James Wallace, and northeasterly by said
road, being the late homestead of the late
Thomas M. Morrow.
March 7, 1902.
3wll
SAMUEL C. NORTON. Sheriff.

I>.

1..

sets

STATE OF MAINE.
WALDO SS.

Whereas, Henry (>. Dodge and Margaret A.
Dodge, both of Belfast, in (lie County of Waldo
and State of Maine, by their mortgagedeed dated
the eighteenth day of August. A D. ls-.iu. and recorded in the Waldo County Registry °f Deeds,
Book 247. Page 204. convexe'd to me. the under*
signed, a eeitain lot or parcel of land with the
buildings thereon, situat' d in said Belfast, on the
westeily side of the road leading from Belfastcity to the Perkins’ mill stream, so-called, m< as
uring twenty rods on said road, forty one rods on
the nonh side adjoining a road laid out. ami
tliirIy-niin• rods on the south side adjoining land
formerly of Edward V.. Perkins, containing live
acres, more or less, being the same premises conveyed to said Margaret A. Dodge by Lewis A.
Know lton. by bis warranty deed dated' November
27. ism, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 2.42, Page 2^4, and being the same premises
occupied by said Henry o. Dodge and Margaret
A. Dodge as a homestead at the date of said
mortgage: and whereas, tin* condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof. 1
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this 6th day of March, A. I). liK»2.

s

of the company at their
actual value. !.$14,'>7:

SHERIFFS SALE.
Many Glowing Tributes Paid to Blood
Wine, The Great French Discorery,
Which Cures Colds, Consumption, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Kidney Dis-

&

i(. ^irVl

HARTFORD, CONN
On the 31st

(Mi
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.Abstract of the Annua! Statement

DECEMBER 31, 1IHU

Real estate.
s
Mortgage loans
Collateral loans.
Stocks and l) »mls
('ash in office and bank
Interest and rents
Dross assets.

••

-atalogue in whicl w« \
,-j a-tons, etc., that have ^
luctory famous for t!n-ir high grade. Don’tS
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the earnest citi-

zen,

a test.
“If I had to go without some of
the necessities of life, I would have ‘Blood
Wine in the house,” saida certain gentleman living in the northern part of the
city. It wards off coughs, colds, indigestion, bowe! troubles and a dozen and
one other diseases that are
apt to attack
‘A bottle of good medicine alanyone.
Not one person in ten thousand of
ways handy Is the ‘stitch in time’ that
those who will read Helen Keller’s own
saves suffering and misery; and this is
story of her life, when it begins in an just the kind of medicine
that will do
early issue of the Ladies’ Home Jour- it.’’ To begin away down at the roots of
will
have
the
least
nal,
conception of any sickness, what is the first step to be
the amount of hard work required to
taken? “Purify the blood,” is the answer
v\ rite the
of
First
all Miss Kelstory.
from every physician.
Regulate the
ler puts down her ideas “in Braille,” as
bowels and purify the blood. Microbes,
the blind express it; that is to say, in
Bacteria, Baccilli and all kinds of germs
the system of “points” raised on paper
float through the system in the blood.
by means of a stylus and .slate devised « Just stopand reason it out; think of
to aid the blind; these “points” being
your blood teeming with these myriads
read afterward by passing the sensitive
of little demons, floating hither and
over
them.
When
all
of
this
fingers
tliilher like wreckage on ai great ocean,
Braille work has been completed Miss
to be cast up against the delicate organs
Keller goes to her typewriter and uses! of the
system where they find lodging
these notes as a guide to the rewriting j
places, stay, thrive and breed, perhaps in
of the story. As soon as a page of
the
j
lungs, perhaps in the throat, kidneys,
matter is typewritten it is, so to speak, I heart or tender tissues of the
body
lost to Miss Keller, who has to depend
anywhere. This is the beginning of
upon her faithful teacher, Miss .Sullitrouble. Cleanse your blood and you
van, to repeat to her by spelling out
purify the whole system.
each sentence by means of the hands.
With pure blood and a good circuIt is a tedious task, especially as some
lation no one ever contracted consumpof the pages have to be read again and
tion or other fatal disease.
“Blood
again, with changes here and there, be- Wine” gives new life because it makes
fore Miss Keller is satisfied. Then,
new blood.
It brings rest and quiet bewhen the proofs are sent to her, all this
cause it soothes the nerves; it creates a
slow process of spelling word after
good appetite by toning up the digestive
word has to be gone through once more,
organs; it regulates the system by proso that each word that Helen Keller
ducing healthy, regular operations of
writes goes through her fingers at least the bowels. It kills that tired
feeling
five times. It will be a satisfaction to and makes one feel like
running, jumpeverybody to know that the publishers ing and exercising; it gives elasticity to
of The Journal have recognized in a
the body by acting directly on the mussubstantial manner the extraordinary cles and causing them to respond to the
ability and patience which Miss Keller mind’s dictates. One teaspoonful of
has shown in her work.
“Blood Wine” makes the blood tingle; it
is instantaneous in its action and leaves
no room for doubt.
It contains no wine

-astohia..
B«n th#
/t The Kind You Han Always Bougk;

am

Feb. 4 for Fernandina.
Gladys, II B Colson, arrived at New York
Feb 28 from Brunswick, (4a.,
John C Smith, McDonald, cleared from
Jacksonville Jan 3 for Guadaloupe.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at San
Juan, P R, Jan 27 from New York.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Pensacola March 7 from St Pierre.
R W Hopkins, Ilicliborn, arrived at New
York March 9 Horn Fernandina.
R F Pettigrew, sailed from Newport News
March 10 for Portland.
Willie L Newton sailed from New York
March 3 for Fernandina.

Wife—Do you think Tommy disturbs our
of The Diarv of a New Congressman’s
neighbors with his drum?
Husband—I’m afraid so; the man next Wife.
door made him a present of a nice new i
The March number of the American
knife to-day, and suggested that Tommy
should cut open the drum and spend the Boy lies before us. The front cover
has a full page illustration of a boy
money that is inside.
and it will appeal to
A Veteran’s Story.—George Lewis of spearing fish,
ail lovers of out-door sports, old and
Shamokin, l’a., writes: “I am eighty years young alike. It has its usual number
of age. I have been troubled w itli Catarrh of
interesting stories, the principal
for fifty years, amd in my time have used a being: “A School Lockout.” by 1). B.
catarrh
but
had
never
Robinson; “Cutlibert’s Rattler,” by Edgreat many
cures,
any relief until I used Dr. Agnew’s Ca- gar D. Price; “A Night in the North,”
tarrhal Powder. One box cured me comby Frank Baird; “A Grandmotherly
pletely.” 50 cents. Sold by Edmund Wil- Lark,” by Minna Stanwood;
“Toby,” a
son and A. A. Howes & Co.—13.
story for “Little Boys,” by Robarts SilWhat is the most modest piece of furni- vay. The second installment of “Troopture?
The clock, for it always covers its er Stork,”
by Will Levington Comfort,
face with its hands, and runs itself down,
The true
appears in this number.
however good its works may be.
of
story
“Casabianca,” by Louise JamiHer Heart like a Polluted Spiing.— son; a story of the “Deep Sea,”
by ColThe special departMrs. James Srigley, Pelee Island, Out., lison Fleming.
says: “I was for five years afflicted with ments are as interesting and instrucdyspepsia, constipation, heart disease and tive as ever and cannot fail but strike a
nervous
prostration. I cured the heart boy’s hobby.
Handsome illustrations
trouble with Dr. Agnew’s Cure for the adorn
The subscription
every page.
Heart, and the other ailments vanished like
is $1.00 per annum and it is publishmist. Had relief in halt an hour after the price
ed
by The Sprague Publishing Company,
the first dose.” Sold by Edmund Wilson
Detroit, Mich.
and A. A. Howes A Co.—14.
A
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SCHOONERS.

amusing happenings, the current gossip
and bright sayings are found in a new
department, A Woman’s Washington.
These bright letters are by the author

cents.

OI

Ah Alii) at the Pan-American Exposition. 0
tober. 1001.
CYPHERS
INCUBATORS
are
fcn. i
shij ped to every country on the globe wh
poultry is grown for market. Their unequ a
work at home and abroad has earned for tb
the tide of

0i

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
New York March 8 from Brunswick, Ga.
j
Henry Clausen, Jr, sailed from Boston I

The
interest.
lighter side of Washington lilt, die
of

M llill'-T

I

BARKS.

During the present session of Congress The Saturday Evening Post, of
Philadelphia, will contain bi-weekly
articles on National affairs by the
former Postmaster-General, Honorable
Charles Emory smith.
In Men and
Every family should have its household Measures at Washington Mr. Smith j
medicine chest, and the first bottle in it
jI
should be Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup, will discuss the great legislative and
diplomatic questions of the day, exnature’s remedy for coughs and colds.
the news of the week and givj
The Favorite Picture.—“There are plenty plaining
a clear presentation of National
of candidates for the Secretaryship of ing
and
Mr.
Smith’s
politics.
long
Commerce and Labor,” remarked Squildig. policies
“Yes, quite a number of w illing statesmen familiarity with public affairs, liis
shrewd political insight and his brilliant
are having their photographs taken cabinet
size,” added McSwilligen.
literary style combine to make these
papers

CYPHERSJHCUBATOR.

It is tiie origin »I and only genuine Patent-diaphragm. Non-moisture and Self-ventihi'
ing incubator. It i- used with uniform success on TWENTY-SIX (iOYUi.N.MKNT EXI’l iu
MENT STATION* in the United States. Canada, Australia and New
Zealand; also by
majority of America’s b. st known poultryraen, and by thousands of persons in every walk of 1

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
Montevideo Dec 4 for New York.
Edward May, sailed from Kahului Feb 22
for San Francisco.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Rosario Jan 29
for Philadelphia.
.Mabel 1 Meyers, N Meyers, sailed from
New York Mar 3 for Pernambuco.
Matanzas, arrived at Philadelphia Dec 3 1
from Havana.
Olive Tliurlow, arrived at Wilmington,
N. C. March 8 from Baltimore.
Penobscot, sailed from Cape Town Jan 17
for Singapore to load for l
S.
Rebecca Crowell, M (4 Dow, arrived at
New York March 8 from Savannah.
Rose lnnis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
New York Jan 11 for Port Natal.
Sachem, Nichols, arrived at New York
Feb 28 from Hong Kong.
Thomas A Goddard, sailed from Boston
Jan 12 for Buenos Ayres.

The effort of the Daughters of the American Revolution t*> change the date of the
revolution from 1770 to 1705, the date of tlie
non-importation act, does not appear to
Revolutions never
have been successful.
go backward.

Itchiness of the skin, horrible plague.
Most everybody afflicted in one way or
another. Only one safe, never failing cure
—Doan’s Ointment. At any drug store, 50

THE

Abner Coburn, arrived at Cape Town
C. G. H., Dec. 5, from Port Townsend.
A G Hopes, D. Rivers, sailed from San
Francisco Dec 0 for Queenstown.
A J Fuller, sailed from Newcastle, N. S.
W. Dec 11 for Honolulu.
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, sailed from San
Francisco Dec 27 for Queenstown.
Bangalore, Blanchard,- arrived at Port
Townsend Oct 29 from Nagaski.
E B Sutton, J P Butman,sailed from Iliogo
Dec. 30 for New York; passed St. Helena
prior to March 4.
Fort George, Chas. C. McClure, arrived
at Port Pirie Feb 20 from Chemanus.
Gov Robie, from Everett, Wash. Sept 1
for Sydney, N. S. W.f arrived at Cape Town
J an (>.
Henry B Hyde, arrived at New York Feb.
25 from San Francisco.
Luzon, Park, sailed from Newcastle, N.
S W. Dec. 23, for Manila.
Mary L Cushing, arrived at Honolulu
Feb 22 from Newcastle, N. S. W.
Manuel Llaguno, i) C Nichols, arrived at
New York March 1 from IJong Kong.
Puritan, A X Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
Newcastle, N. S. W.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at Tacoma Feb. 14 from Honolulu
St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at Seattle
March 5 from Manila.
State of Maine, L A Colcord, arrived at
New York March 7 from Hong Kong.
Tillie E Starbuck, F.ben Curtis, arrived
I at Honolulu .Jan. 15 from San Francisco.
Wm 11 Macy, sailed from Port Gamble I
Dec. 20 for Algoa Bay.
Wm 11 Conner, B F Colcord, sailed from
Hong Kong Nov :‘>0 for Baltimore and New
Y ork : passed Fernando Xoronha Feb 22.

at Northwestern uni

continued. “The nature of my work forced
me to be very irregular with my meals and
that, together with a general misuse of my

A. Howes & Co.—16.

We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
to cure your cough or cold.
We also guarantee a 25-eent bottle to prove satisfactory
or money refunded.
A. A. Howes & Co.,
6m45
W. O. Poor & Son.

English literature

George C. Eldridge of that place. After a
long search he has found something better
In a recent interview he says:
than gold.
“Yes, 1 have made what I consider to be
To tell you about
an important discovery.
it 1 must start at the beginning.
“That was a number of years ago,” he

Kuby Lips and a clear complexion, the
pride of woman. Have you lost these
Set well the table,
Mary; let naught he, charms through torpid liver, constipation,
scant or small;
biliousness or nervousness? Dr. Agnew’s
The little ones are coming here, have plentv Liver Pills w ill restore them to
you—-Hi litlor them all.
tle “Kubies” in a vial, 10 cents. Act like a
There’s nothing we should furnish except charm. Never giipe. 100 in 25 cent size,
1

Register off Deep Water Vessels.

Changed With Heresy.
The statement by Professor Charles
W. Pearson, who occupies the chair of

especially been a blessing to woman; Made
by a Man in .Allegheny, Pennsylvania.
Grange day was looked forward to with
George D. Eldridge Finds Something
much pleasure, as it was a general
Which Many Consider to he Better Thun
[Written by Mrs. S. J. Cross of Oakland, meeting where the best thoughts and
Gold—His Statement.
Calif., (formerly of Morrill, Me.,) and read best p'ans and improvements were sugThere is much talk in the town of Alle1» her at the 2bth annual convention of the gested.
California Mate Grange at Petaluma, Oct.
The Woman's Reading Club promises gheny, Pa., over the discovery made by Mr.
THE

....

iums.

1

t vnn.m ks i»K( k.mi:i-;i: ;;i, turn
Ni
amount of unpaid losses and
claims
.s
Reserve for claims against emplo\
ers.

....

Reserved for re-insurance.
Commissions and other demand'
against the company.
All liabilities, except capital stock
and net surplus.
..
Capital naid up in cash.
Surplus hey<uid capital

■

..

IWlO

GERMAN

AMERICAN

CO.

OF NEW

ASSETS DECEMBER

|n>| I

YORK
31,1 901

Real

estate.£
Mortgage loans.
..

Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and in bank.
Interest and rents.
Uncollected premiums.

..

Gross assets.
Admitted

assets.

LIABILITIES DEC EM BEK

..

s,i r
4s
,*>S
.«•.».‘jc.s

$P,ib's
31, 1901

Net unpaid losses.. .$ 52
Unearned premiums.
3,11m
All other liabilities.
14;;

;

1i

Total
$8,775
Cash capital.. l.ooo
Surplus over al liabilities.4,493.
Total liabilities and

surplus.$9.2*'>s

JAMES l’ATTEE &

SON,Agents,

Belfasi

i

I

1

I

TOWN REPORTS.

Maine Matters.
Governor Hill
has received a communication, from
Wm.
II Dow of Portland, treasurer
Some lime ago the Kennebec Journal of the Maine
McKinley Memorial aspublished the statement that State Li sociation, stating that the total rebrarian Carver bail secured a copy of
to date aggregate $2,559.03.
ceipts
The
an old-time newspaper printed more
full amount of Maine's apportionment
than loo years ago. As a result of that
has, therefore, been raised. It was aritem Mr. Carver recently received
ranged that the State should contribute
the following letter from George H.
$2,500 and the above tigures show that
Witherle of Castine:
$59.03 in excess of that sum has been
“A few days ago, I noticed in the received
by the treasurer,.The
Bangor News a statement of a recent jails of Maine took care of 400 county
tramps
purchase by you, for the State library, timing the year
ending November, 30,
of a copy of a single number of the j
1901.
York
had
the largest
county
Castine Journal. It then occurred to
number, 150, Androscoggin coming next
me that a few items in regard to that
with 94.
Cumberland
had
54
and Linpaper and the extreme rarity of copies coln 52. Kennebec had 40 and Penobnow remaining might interest you.
scot came next with 18. Waldo had 10;
“It was the first newspaper east of
Somerset, 11; Oxford, 10; Aroostook, 3;
the Penobscot.
So far as known, it
Franklin, Knox and Piscataquis, 2
lived during only two years, 1799 and each.
Hancock

s

BROOKS.

estates.$238,297.00

-••nai

ells,

I

201.

"21.

i\.

•>.

$6,274.73

county tax.

1,111.10
1,069.63

1

schools..
schools.
books.
"ii school houses.
of poor
•’it- expenses.

i

_h
\t

245.85
40.30

ug taxes

528.51
411.93
147.00

82.92

md bridges.

1,000.85

merits.

22.59

of Memorial day.

35.00
984.90

nice

t..

—

R ev.

594.15

$23,602.56
20,923.43
bt
•f

■

$2,679.13
1,459.17

debt during tlie year.

>mking fund
'inking fund

$2,531.89

Feb.

as

3,338.761
s no bo.

i-i

resident.$157,692

00

ion.$022,999

95

'late, resident.
63,467 95 ;
non-resident. 398,094 00
3,146 00:
it

polls.
ol2.
ex

$737 op

pen.'t-'.

:

7

icers

that

|

1,002 66
1,062 05
33

bools.

1,719

75
20

poor.

Vegetable Compound

IF THE A ROVE LETTER IS NOT GENUINE.

troubled with

!

-6,203 73
<2,'»2o 2o

|

1.218 51

$801 69

Total vainition..si:;i.si9.oo
Number of polls, 117: rate of taxation, .017.

J ACKSON.
£: >57.02
mo. 0.8
4M.S5
170.11
loo.>7
50.00
r. 75
7o.o.s
7S
22:».28
4.04

beers,....'.

'•■•■ilaneous expenses,....
port of poor,.
••ment of taxes,.

orders,.

-; 011

ox.
ax.

accepted orders,...

on

£2808.48
led liabilities Feb. 15,
.".149.45
2M02.l
787. Ml
192.22

lb lit
Feb. 15. 1902,
•f ?*»\n : April 1, 1901,
133,41 o.m
f polls, 125
ash tax. .019s.
...

■

_
<

433.74

240.29

Paid bills of 1900.

754.71

!

schools,

roads and bridges.
other bills..
dotal expenditures

Balance.

!"-i

....

I

Labor Statistics.

1

n2 road.-.

975.00
48.87
250.00
210.00
15!.so
1.MS9.24

uys.

1,8M2,70

books.
-ehools
machine.
to school houses,

lion I

jIi

1

..

>

:ii

'•«

f !

\v n..

1

£5,095.: in
4,899.82
195.44

-a.-mlent's icport shows the
of -t.-hola-rs, :‘.8o; attending
252: tali t'-ams, 215: winter

igh schools,
MuN

:.5.

nation Apr. 1, 1901. £252,848.00
•-'.soil.
ation .025.
"ol funds,.
hool orders drawn..

1,469.94

"■••u.

1U7

''1 books.
airs to school houses.
;< tental expenses.

$220.00

ami

143.85
onto:;

bridges..

2,584.25

the farm.
off the farm.
the town.

■I on

298.87
242.25

2,808.03
2.355.35

funds.

Acres. Tons.
.ox
.77

Alfalfa.

n

Clover.
307
3*23
Other cultivated grasses.93.000 05,990
532
374

$5,910.07

town.

3,577.49
2,495.58

resources.

8,987.00

Plant of poor.

980.77
181.80

nmissioners.
charges.

252.25

;1

agent expenses.
hway bills.
"“•I
tii a

131.no

2,019.10
1,970.75

hooks.

240.99
72 00
2.00

school houses
derillg tubs.

Since the date of this report there has
been a decided change of conditions, including a large increase in tin* use of millet,
Hungarian grasses and forage crops, and
the introduction of alfalfa. Ld.
1 be statistics of population show that
Waldo county had in 1900:
Native born inales.11,734
44

females.11,877

on

..

foreign

...

313
249

Negroes, males.

9
7

females.

females.
Other colored, males.
44
females.
Of school age, 5 to 20 years—
Native white, males.

females.

Foreign

males.
females.
males.
Negro,
44
females.
Other colored, males.
44

sWA.SVILI.lC.

ablation.$117,095

(K)

19,577

no

'ftioll.$130,072

00

valuation.

ate

417 02
230 58

ll',

138; rate

2,880

of tax,

(HI

$781 11
109 12

.

$011 99
:11s of bHii paid.
''■rs drawn.

$1,219

$2,028 99

'‘'bools.

$550 00

'"‘Jr.ioi.

106H

$1,101
s' wages

and board..

ting scholars.

(ll™l.
books,
etc.
maps,

ls

on

,,;,Ul
e

of

Lw

$1,003 40
$163 39

school houses_

^ worth?’
,°

95

819 00
41 75
117 00
25 05

'«'ho‘,l bills.

<

44

76 80
$00 09

l>etcho«’8 Anti-Diuretic
you more than $100 if you
s<’.ils bedding from incon-

aU’ai

A'

H™‘”

918

born whites, males.
Foreign
44
44
44

..

a.

“’237

l

Foreign born total.
094
Native born whites, native parents
22,680

27,125.00
47,999.00

ation, .0108.
polls assessed, 272.
essed.

■

*774

2,107

estate.$229,317.00

real estate.
"hi estate.

1

734
iox
„

7,025.00

■SEA KsMO NT.

l

W ild, >aIt and prairie grasses.
Millet and Hungarian grasses.

Native born total. 23,621
Foreign born males.
315
females.
249

$513.08

!,|e resources.

al
;t

1

£7,07:;. 7M Grains cut green for hay.
Crops sown for forage...
£1,479.11 Corn stalks.

1

f

....

KOK.

real (-state.£199,529.00
personal estate. 5:;,.il9.0o

‘ways

bu.-iness shows as follow* foi \' aldo countv:
Number of farms reporting dair>
cows.
'.
:;,oss
Number of dairy cow s.
10,207
Gallon.-of milk produced..
.'.035,700
sold.
,901
Pounds of butter produced. 099,490
sold. 0X3,320
44
cheese produced.
23,390
sold.
21,300
Callous of cream .sold.
125,200
Total value of ai! lain pioducts
>421,741
N airn* of dairj products consumed
on the
farms..>159,492
The report of forage crops is for 1X99 and
is as follows for Waldo Count) :

44

females.

Of militia age, 18 to 44 years—
Native white.
44

Foreign
Negro.
Other colored.

Of voting age, over 31 years—
Native white.

9
3

3,192
3,107
28

J9
1
5
2
2

4,°05

’150
5
3

7 599

'ass

Foreign

i;

Other colored.
;j
The Old Home Week department of the
report gives The Journal's report of the
celebration in Helfast with ltev. A. A.
Smith’s sermon at the Upiversalist church.
E.

M. C.

S.

Prize

Essay.

The East Maine Conference Seminary,
a prize of #10.00 for
the best essay written on the subject, “How
the Ep worth League can promote the interests ot the Seminary.” The essays will be
marked for their literary merit and practical suggestions. The judges will be announced later. Competitions are open to
all, and only these conditions are imposed:
Manuscripts to be written on one side of
paper, and real name of author placed on a
card enclosed in a sealed
envelope marked
on the outside with
nomdeplumeof tliecomAll
poser.
papers must reach the seminary
on or before
May 1, 190*2. All correspondence concerning the contest should be addressed to Prof. E. A. Cooper, Hueksport.

Hueksport, will give

«*n
TIIlte'>
Woolford

human cured in 30 minutes by
Sanitary Lotion. This never
fails. Sold by A. A. Ilowes &
Co., Druggists, Helfast, Me.
Iy47
s

to

to be held at Belfast, within and for said
on the 8th day of
April, A. I). 1902,
of the clock before noon, and show
cause,
they have, wli> ihepra-ei oi said petition
should not be granted.
GEO. E .1 o l.S’ SOX, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Char. p. Hazkltine, Register.

at ten
it any

blood
every

body. You

ITT ALIK) 8S.—In Court of Probate, held at Belff
fast, on the 11th day of March. 1902
Oaniel Weymouth, administrator on the estate >f
Zorada Weymoutl, late of Morrill, in said Conn
ty. deceased, having presented bis second and

invigorated, refreshed.

—

to be
active. Y ou become strong,

h al account of administration of said
allowance.

steady,courageous. That’s
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

that all persons interested mav attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8rh d
iy
of April next, and show cause, il
any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
('has. P. Hazeltine, Register.

will do for you.
Ask

a

bottle.

All

IIis

house,

then

burned, Aug. I
HI, 1646. My house—then my father’s— j
was

Bequests

estate lor

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

what

Sl.M

curt,

County,

You feel anxious

housed

of said deceased.

dniffliti.

doctor what he thinks of Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla. He knows all about this grand
old family medicine. Follow his adYlce and
we will be satisfied.
J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass.
your

on.

ui

court

oi

rrouate,

held at Bel-

Wa.isxsv,
fast, ou the 11th day of March. 1902. Guy
Gurney, administrator on the estate of Richard
A. Gurney, late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first account of ad-

ministration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican
Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
countv,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast on the 8th
day
of April next, and show cause, if anv
they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
Gbo. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas p Hazeltixe. Register.

Don’t tie the top of your
Jelly and preserve jare In
the old fashioned way. Seal
them by the now, quick,

absolutely

^

^

sure

way—by

thin coatiusr of Pure
Itefined Parailine. Has
no taste or odor.
Is
air tiyht and acid

a

proof. Easily applied.

in a dozen other
Ely Usefulabout
the house.
ways
Wy Full
directions with
IY each cake.

tor Education.

was on the adjoining lot.
The judge’s
j The will of Sarah A. Edgecomb of
library, which had been left there, was North Bath was offered for Probate in
It conmostly saved and was stored for some Sagadahoc county recently.
time on our premises.
Among its con- tains many public bequests. Among
tents were many loose copies of the the items are these: Cobb Divinity

I

\

Sold everywhere. Made by
STANDARD OIL CO.

1

> SS.— In
Court of Probate, held at Bel.
fast, on the 11th day of March, 19'
Charles E. Lane. administrator on the estate ■>!
Harriet A. Lane, late of Brooks, in said Countv
deceased, having presented his second aid *i:n!
account of adm uistration of said estate 1..• ,il-

WALDt

ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican ,l„m :.al
a newspaper
pul lished in Belfast, in -aid </. m.rv,
that all persons interested mav attend at
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the H11
day
°f April next, ami show cause if am rliev
have, why ihe said account should n.»t be allowed
GKt> E. JOHNS. )N. J,:,;
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazeltixe. Register.
TTTALDO SS.—In Court ..t Probate, held
li
fast, ou ti e 11 ill dav of March.

at Bel*.*<*•_•

Lawriti Greer and Frank \V Woodiiurv. <x •cuSchool, Bates College, s20.00o: Bangor
! l°rs of the last will of Leinm I Greer, .at* of
Theological Seminary, $.">.000; Good Will
Morrill, in said Couiuv. deceased, having
reHome for Boys, $.">,o'oo: Women's Chris- I____ sell ted their tPsr and final acco nt of a minis,
tration of sain estate tor a'luwance.
tian Association, Lewiston,$.">00, (towards
Ordered, that notice thereof be given,
ree
the support of a home for young woweeks successively, in the lb
i
public..n Jomnal,
men1: City of Bath, for fuel for the
a newspaper published ju Belfast, in
said c limy,
i The undersigned, having been appointed by that all
persons interested mav atteno at a Pr
needy poor, $r>00; Maine Wesleyan Sem- the Honorable Judge of Probate for t he County bate Court,
to be liei.i at Belfast. tin
u.v
Waldo, on the second Tuesday of F'-bruary. A.
inary Female College, Kent's Hill, $10,- of
I >. 100J. commissioners to receive'aml examine the i ol Ajiril next, aim .-li-.w cause, if am tin
hu\-,
000; Central Maine General Hospital, claims of creditors
the sani accoun; should not beallowr
why
against the estate of Levi L.
GKo. E. JOHNSON, J
Lewiston, $">,000.
me
Prescott, late of Liberty, in said County of Waldo.
The
School is made the deceased, represented insolvent, hereby give no- J A true copy, a test:
Chas.
p. Hazeltixe, Register.
ticc that six months from the date of <aid appointresiduary legatee.
ment are allowed t»» said creditor-, in winch to
know.”
Mrs. Edgecomb was an employe in present and prove tie
in Court or Probate, he|.,
claims, ami that they
b*
\IT\LDOSS
"
it
the followin
fast, on rlie 11 tli day of March.
the Treasury Department, Washington, will he in
pieces and
harles i;. ilazep u
; t imes for the nurpose of receiving the'same, viz:
anuusyaror ue m mfor many years.
The Consolidation of Schools.
I At the office of a thur Ritchie, in
,•
Liberty, in said "I'll the wiii annexed. <d WP.li.un 1. bu ;.
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work has for the past
of sickness, and
of
homes
twenty years brought me into hundreds
I have had plenty of opportunity to witness the sufferings of wives
and mothers who from want, ignorance or carelessness, are slowly
but surely being dragged to death, principally with female weakness
I believe you will be pleased to know
tnd irregularities of the sex.

!

5.410(H)
1,300 47 i
776 04

on.'.

Marguerite

Dear Mrs. Pink ham

per

as

St. Omer

Mount Calm Street, Detroit, Michigan,
Lecturer for the W. C. T. U., recommends
Lyd ia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

$5,680.58

balance.
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Newspapers.

Old Castine

..mil is indebted to Miss Grace
>> and the K. F. I’illsbury Printing
of town reports, from which
allowing extracts:

JOHN F. DRYDEN.
ance

man

and

banker.

lie is about

••

;

sixty-two years of age. For the last
thirty years he has devoted his talents \
to the building up of a great insurance
company, of which he is now the head.

High School

Compositions.

C ATTAIN .JKI >*S WHAM'. STORY.
tell you, sonny, whales is intelligent
(•reetcrs.
Did I ever tell you the story
a bout that whale 1 tamed down in the south
seas? You see *twas this way.
When 1
was a young feller
1 got tired of laying
stunwalis and hoeing pertetters, so one
night I run away to New London and shipped on a whaler. Sick enough I got of it,
too, afore I see home. We went away south
an'one day w e see an old whale and a young
one.
You know young whales toilers their
mothers around just the way a calf toilers a
cow.
When we killed the old whale I
begged 'em not to hurt the little feller. He
looked so kinder cunning, I seemed ter take
a shine to him.
He seemed to take to me,
too, and after I’d petted him and talked to
him a few times he knew my voice jest as
well as could be and w ould come whenever
I called him, even if he was so far away’t I
had to use the fog-horn. We had a cow
aboard. Most all whalers carries cowrs, ye
know, and w’en the Cap’ll wasn’t lookin’,
I’d milk her and feed that whal3. How’d I
do it? Well, we had a piece of ubber hose
aboard en’ 1 got that leetle creeter so’t he’d
come up an’take the end of that hose in his
mouth. Then I’d put the milk in a pail an’
stick the other end into it, and d’ye know,
that cunnin’ little feller’d suck it all out.
Reely seemed to enjoy it, too.
yy hat d l call him? Oh, 1 named him
Xerubbabel, kinder sounded like blubber,
ye know. When we see a school of whales,
Xerubbabel would tow ’em right along side
whilst we harpooned ’em off the deck. In
two months we had every cask full of oil
and got ready to go home. I hated awfully
to leave.that little feller and I was scat to
death for fear he’d follow us and git kilt.
l>y and by a storm come up and we got
separated, but the crew all got back to New
London all right. After I'd seen the folks
and spent my money 1 shipped again on a
whaler and we started on a cruise to the
same latitude where 1 first see Xerubbabel.
Before we’d seen a single whale, there
come up the tormentedest gale 1 ever see.
The old craft sprung a leak and down she
went to the bottom.
1 clung onto a topmast watching for a boat of some kind to
I

along. I didn’t see no boat but nutty
1 see a whale spout an' the niinit I see
him 1 knew 'twas Xerubbabel. 1 hollered
and he came for me like a steamboat. I
come
soon

never

see anything so tickled ir, all
my days,
lie fairly turned somersaults all around me.
lie seemed to know all about it, how I was
in trouble and pooty soon came
right up
side of me so’t I c’d get on his back. This
seemed to be just what he wanted and off
he started, dretful keerful not ter give me a
spill nor nothin’. We made great speed,
till we’d been goin’ quite a while when I
see land right ahead.
He never stopped
but Hopped right up onto the beach to let
me off comfortably, then with a
caressing
flap of his tail sailed off. 1 fairly booliooed.
The natives crowded 'round me not knowin’
what the matter was. They asked questions I couldn’t understand no more’n if we
weren’t made by the same Creator. But
never mind all that.
I got home all right
but I never see Xerubbabel agin.—’05.
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LOCALS.

Phillips Williams is visiting friends in
Winslow.
(.'apt. A. V. Nickels and wife returned
home .from Boston by rail last week.

RoYal

The Givers and Gleaners will meet with
Margaret Pendleton Saturday afternoon.
Ed. Gilkey left Wednesday for Kent's Hill,
where he w ill take a course in the seminary.
Miss Edith Williams arrived home from
a two weeks’
vacation.

Colby Wednesday evening for

William E. Closson has taken charge of
the Pike farm, and moved there w ith his
family last week.

Baking Powder

George Curtis, who spent his vacation
here, returtned to the seminary at Kent's
Hill Tuesday.

Wade of Pure

Mrs. Abbie S. Merrill, who spent the
w inter with friends in New York, returned
home last week.

March goth.

State Missionary.
small on account of
bad roads_Miss Lula Stiles returned to
the M. C. I. at Pittsfield Monday after a
vacation of two weeks.Mr. F.ugene
Fletcher, who has been confined to the
house this wintei by illness, is now able to
be out of doors again.At the annual
town meeting, (see report on 2nd page) it
was voted to consolidate the several schools
The
in town and have graded schools.
matter of location of schools and school
building was referred to the following committee: s. S. Roberts, E. 1). Tasker, 11. B.
Ham, who are to report at an adjourned
meeting to be held March 24th.

.Sociable this, Thursday, evening at the
M E. Vestry. Mrs. A. 1). Field and Mrs.
:I.. J. Cunningham will entertain.

ROYAL

COUNTY

BAM NO POWDER CO.,

100

MONTV1LLE.

!

The Christian Endeavor sociable will be
ntertained by Misses Ethelyn Havener and
M; rgaret Butman In the upper vestry Fri-

day evening.
The young people gave a social dance at
G. A. I\. liall Tuesday evening, Richard’s
orchestra furnishing music. All report
having a good* time.

in Gold.

Weight

flv«

<

cuius

Sargent, who has been in the employ
of th« New England Telephone Co. in Bango: -luring the winter, has been ordered to
Fall River. Mass.
He spent Sunday in

that it

Gordon Curtis, who lives with his grandmother in Prospect, a lad about thirteen
years old, disappeared from his home last
week, since which time no tidings have been
heard.
It is hoped nothing serious has
happened to him.

—Sheriff Norton of Belfast was in town
Peter Harmon made a business
trip to Belfast Saturday—Mr. and Mrs. F.
M. Hunt were guests of Mr. and Mrs. V.
N. Higgins last Thursday-1. S. Files has
gone to Bangor to pass a few weeks with
his son, S. F. Files—At the rag sewing
contest at Harvest Moon Grange Saturday
the first prize was awarded to the worthy
master, E. H. Ward, and the booby prize to
R. S. Ward
Miss Bessie L. Higgins was
the guest of Miss Florence Coffin a few
Misses Carrie and Myrtie
days last week
Ward passed a few days last week with
Mrs. Addie Ward—Burton Gross has been
quite sick. He is attended by Dr. Porter
Hurd
Clifton Hunt is reported as a little
more comfortable.I. I!. Stevens is
busy
m his sap orchard and has
already made
and sold several gallons of syrup_Mrs.
Margaret Heath passed Wednesday with
her daughter, Mrs. Fred Hasty.... Mrs.
Horace Roberts of Brooks is with her
mother, Mrs. J. G. cilley.

Saturday

—

Sunday.There
sociable at the hall Thursday evening, March
meeting of all the parishioners of the
20th_The mumps are still spreading.
Gongl. society is called for Thursday afterMORRILL.
noon at 2 o’clock, at the
church, to take
Carl A. Mears, Esq., of New Haven,
io tion in regard t«* repairing the old church
was in town last week on business
or building a
new one.
If stormy, the Conn.,
He returned to New
at the Probate Court.
meeting will be postponed until Friday
Haven Thursday—Ervin Sheldon, Arthur
afternoon.
Wing, John Leavitt and Charles Flanders
Quite a delegation from here are planning, went to Boston last week. All are seeking
if the roads are passable, to attend the
employment. Some of them thought of
exemplification *»f the women's masonic de- going to Montana
.Many of our citizens
-reo, to be given at the exhibition
by the are sick with colds.Kev. H. I. Holt was
ladies of Bethany Chapter, order of the i
prevented, by a severe cold, from keeping
Kastern Sf u\ in I)enslow hall, Stockton
his appointment at Knox last Sunday
Springs, Monday evening, March 24th.
Mr. I. 1). White lost a valuable cow last

Cole, Geo. Allen, A. C. Twitchell; TreasF. A. Bachelder; members of School
Board, Oscar Farrington, A. W. Fletcher;
Town Agent, FraneeFo Connor; Superintendent of Schools, F. A. McAllister.
Money raised: For schools, what the law
requires; current expenses, $2,100; roads
and bridges, $1,000; school books, $7S.
Road Commissioner, il. L. McAlllister : Collector and Constable, Francello Connor.

A

urer,

—

week_Tileston Wadlin, Esq., and wife
from Belfast were in town last Sunday
Miss Bertha llolfses of Belfast, is visiting
her aunt, Mrs. Kobie Grey....Mr, C. F.
Morriam received from Lincolnville last
Saturday a large block of granite for monumental work. Charles has all he can do in

March 12th McKinley Uannn entertained
his young friends to celebrate his fifth
birthday. The house was turned over
to the little ones and the afternoon was
packed full of pleasure. At 5 o’clock ice
cream and cake was served. A lady who
saw them at the table said they
were
twelve of the handsomest people she ever

—

Rev. T. F. Jones anhis line of work
nounces that he w ill hold a Quarterly Conference here Friday evening, March 28th...
Mr. Herman Merriam made a business trip
.Mr.
to Augusta and Gardiner last week
John F. Creasey returned last Saturday
from Massachusetts, where he has been
—

L. W. Rich lia> been employed by Messrs.
Grumel] A Monroe for several weeks in
new-topping their steam launch, and has
made a fine job of it. Helms added sponsoiis, which strengthen and very much improve the shape of the boat, in addition to
making her much more staunch. In a short
time she will be ready for a trip in the bay,
and some of our expert mariners predict
she will prove last, as she has a clean
model.

TO (

employed.

KE A COLD IN

ONE

DA V

No Gloss

Carriage Paint Made
will wear as long as Devon's. No others
are as heavy bodied, because J >evoe’s weighs
:t to h ounces more to the pint.
Sold by J.
W. Jones.
SHIP
1’OliJ

W1NTKK1 OKT.

WALDO STATION.

I

Take Laxative Promo Quinine Tablets. \\\
druggists refund the money if it fails to
cure.
K.W. Grove’s Signature on each box

saw together... Hon. A. FI. Nickerson has
gone to Portland— Foster Small is canvassing for wall paper and has a large assortment to suit all tastes and purses_.Miss
Katherine Nickerson is visiting her sister,
Mrs. 11. G. Applin, in Somerville, Mass.

—

J. R. Frinc**.

Hon. John Paulin, Sr., a pioneer of Port Washington, Wig., is held in high
If you do not derive prompt and
by the residents of that place. He is one of the oldest citizens. In a recent factory result* from the use of P<
letter he says:
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giv
“/ have used Peruna with good results for coughs and colds.
It full statement of your case and h*
has also cured my catarrh which always became worse when affected be pleased to give you his val:
advice gratis.

esteem

■

I am recommending Peruna because it is
with but a slight cold.
worth its weight in gold.”—JOHN PAULIN, SR.

Address Dr. Hartman, President
The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbia

__

—

Capt. X. Smart is still quite sick_
Mr.
Ilenry Heals has been very sick,
but is improving
Mr. Fry, superintendent of schoids in Rrooklin, Maine, is
the guest of Mr.
1). Hartshorn.

—

W illiam B. Sargent has some potatoes
raised four years from the seed that lie
calls the McKinley. Last year they yielded ten bushels from a half peck planting
and are m a very fine quality, lie has a
few bushels ot seeds that he will
spare any
of our farmers who desire to improve their
stock.

—

SWAN VI1.I.K.

—

—

—

straightened
right up—(he

troubled with kidney trouble)
Peruna cured him. I cannot oxj
my thanks for the benefit your med!
has been to me.”—J. K. Prince.
Abraham Ziegler; Piedmont, Wa
Couuty, Mo., writes;
“My wife who is now eighty-s
years old, suffered for about six
years from severe catarrh of the
which affected her sight and hear
I saw Pe-ru-na advertised in your
manac, and testimonials similar to
case attracted my attention.
I got
'bottle and it helped her so much
she is now using the second bottle
she thinks it is something wond*
Her hearing and sight are both in
restored.”—Abraham Ziegler.
In old age the mucous membranecome thickened
and partly lose ;
function. This leads to partial L
hearing, smell and taste, as well agestivc disturbances. Pe-ru-na cornall this by its specific operation o;
the mucous membranes of the !
One bottle will couvince anyone. •
used and Pe-ru-na becomes a life-:
stand-by with old and young.

met Saturday evening with Mrs. Grace Frohock and re-elected the following officers:
Leader, Miss Lizzie Imnean; Vice Leader,
Mrs. A. J.
Fernald; Secretary, Miss
Mary Drinkwater; Treas., Miss Gladys
French; Chorister, Blanche French... Mr.
and Mrs. Laforest Rankin spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. P. K. Frohock. Master
Austin Rankin lias been spending the past
week here.

Sch. Rival, Capt. Hutchings, from Winter- BURNHAM.
At our annual town meeting held Monport, is on the beach here for repairs
Clarence Littlefield is visiting in Penobscot. day, March 17th, the following officers were
_It is expected there will be preaching elected: Moderator, C. E. Libby; Clerk,
will be a shoe F. A. McAllister; Selectmen, etc., II. M.
here Easter

NEWS.

OF BELFAST.
A.RRIY ED.

Mrs. Percy Hall and children of Forest
The weather is so mild for March that the
March 14. Sch. Arthur Clifford, Boston.
roads are in the condition we usually find City are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
March i.">. Sch. J.S. Lamprey, KlizabethEverett Chase and w ife of Thomas Baton—Mrs. C. C'. Moody has
them in April
port.
Bangor are visiting at James Chase's... J. gone to Boston for a few days_Mrs. R. F.
AMERICAN PORTS.
William S. Towers, a veteran of the 4th Cunningham’s family liavemoved to Belfast, Moody has returned from Portland, where
New York, March 12. Ar, sch. Etta A.
she
has
been
most
of
the
winter_Miss
St
of
the
John, N. B.; 13, ar, ship As-i
Maine Regiment, has been unfortunate all where members
Stimpson,
family have employsclis. Win. 11. Sumhis life. During his service in the civil war ment in the shoe factory.... Annabel John- Louise Smith lias gone to Castine to attend tral, San Francisco ; cld,
ner, Darien ; Methebesic, Point-a-Pitre; 14,
he came near being captured when so many son, who has been at home during the two the spring term of the Normal school_ shl, sclis. Florence Leland,
Savannah; Meof his regiment were taken at the Devil's weeks vacation, has returned to Castine to Capt. Frank Crockett has gone to Portland lissa A. Willey, St. Simons : ar, sch. George
Den during the battle of Gettysburg, but attend the spring term at the Normal school. to join his vessel. Mrs. Crockett is quite ill V. Jordan, Pensacola; 13. ar, bark John S.
with tonsilitis
Mrs. A. 1. Mayo is very Emery, Rosario; Id ar, sclis. Herald, Black
escaped up the face of a cliff where it was ....Mrs. Nancy Curtis is very sick with
River, Ja.; Merrill C. Hart, Gonaives; 17,
ill-Mrs.
Lizzie Bean and her ar, schs. Etna,
critically
who
has
j
supposed to be impossible for a man to rheumatism—Ella Littlefield,
Macoris; Gov. Ames, Brunstwo
children
are
; sld, ship W. E. Babcock for
!
her
wick
Mr.
Baltivisiting
parents,
climb
He joined a Western regiment and been in Howard, R. 1., for the past year,
in
more,
brig
Curocoa, Curacoa.
tow;
and
Mrs.
Walter
Haley... Mr. Smith of
fought long enough to receive a terrible has mad^ a short visit at home.. .The recent
Boston, March 12. Ar, sclis. Henry B.
shell woui o, which everybody supposed town meeting was one of the most pleasant I Hampden has moved into the Dunton block. Fiske, Brunswick ; Young Brothers, PhilaThe —Miss Louise McDonough has returned delphia; Geo. W. Wells, Newport News;
would prove fatal; but surviving he return- and business-like for many years.
below Jessie Lena, Addali, W. C. A.; sld.
ed home, and has from time to nine met with town voted to buy a new' road machine. from a visit to her brother, Dr. McDonough,
from Roads, sch. Theoline, Brunswick ; shl,
in Brownville-Miss Harriet Moody has
several serious accidents.
About a year The selectmen have the matter under conschs. Lucy E. Friend, Norfolk ; Henry Withreturned
from
a
visit
to
Boston
and
otherso
far
of
the
and
think
favorably
ington, Sargentville and Baltimore; 18, sld,
ago lie fell In in a load of hay and broke his sideration
News.
leg. Tuesday lie was thrown from a carriage “Newr Champion.” The town also voted places-Arthur Moody is at home for a sch. Geo. W. Wells, Newport
Philadelphia, March 12. Ar, sch. Henry
visit.... Little Phil Jepson, who has been
and quite seriously injured, but it is
hoped, instructions to the selectmen to hold town
R. Tilton, Cobb, New York; cld, sch. Dayand expeevd, lie w ill soon recover, as his orders from each individual until his tax be very ill with diphtheria, is recovering_ light, Boston.
This action may boom the col- Mr. F'rank Colson, who is in the employ of
Baltimore, March 11. Ar, schs. Malcom
neighbors have come to believe that he will fully paid.
Ellen M. Golder,
never be killed by accident.
lector’s business but not so with those who the Winterport Creamery Co., is to go to Baxter, Jr., Portland;
12, cld, bark Francis, Rio
Sargentville;
issue the orders, though it may result in a Ferry, where he has a position in the new Janeiro.
George Weed, who has been
NORTH St Alls PORT ITEMS.
benefit to the treasury
Portland, March 13th. Ar, bark Edward
Congratulations creamery.
Mr. Osborn Curtis had a shock of para- are in order at the homes of Edmund Nick- taking a course of instruction at the Uni- L. Mayberry, Charleston; 18, sld, sch. Win.
B. Palmer, Newport News,
versity of Maine, will take Mr. Colson’s i
erson and David Smith, as a baby girl has
lysis last week.
Bridgeport, March 11. Sld, sch. Florence
in the creamery here.
place
each
in
is
arrived
Savannah.
Leland,
family—
Emery
Hussey
|
of
Brooks was in town last
Riley Bailey
> in
Pascagoula, March 11. Ar, sch. Susie P.
Swanville helping Alonzo Damm for a 8TOC KTON SPRINGS.
we^k at Herbert Black’s.
Oliver,
Kingston ; 13, sld, schs. Estelle,
Mrs. Adella llieliborn, who recently went New York
I while.
I
; Lena R. Storer, Kingston ; Flora
Miss Bessie Holt of Frankfort was in
to
New
York
for
medical
has
FREEDOM
treatment,
Morang, Progreso.
town last week visiting friends.
March 12. Ar, sch. Edith G.
Brunswick,
Mr Perkins spent Sunday and Monday passed successfully through a surgical operFolwell, Baltimore; 14, cld, sch. J. W. BaH. E. Robbins, who has been sick with
with us, returning to Skowhegan Tuesday. ation performed by Hr. A. S. Bird, and is lano, New York; Id, ar, sell. Lizzie B. Wilthe mump.**, is able to be up and about.
—Mr. Harry Pangs of Portland is spend- now steadily improving under liiseare. Hr. ley, Bridgeport; 17, sld, sch. J. W. Balano,
Bird was for some years a practicing physi- Boston.
Misses Emma and Priscilla Nichols have ing a few
days with his parents_Master
I
roi ismouin,
v n., i>iarcn in.
Ar, sen.
the Normal Edmund Mureh is the possessor of a new cian in our village, and is now a noted New
gone to Ca.-tine to attend
\V. Cramp, Carter, Newport News.
I Ilenry
York
school.
specialist-The Matinee Whist Club
! gold watch and chain, a present from his
Jacksonville, March 12. Ar, sch. CharMrs. .E .s. Nickerson was in Belfast last parents... Quite a number from here ex- was entertained last week by Miss 11. I). | lotte T. Sibley, Coombs, Baltimore; 13, ar,
sell. A. B. Sherman, New York.
Saturday to see her sister, Mrs. Lucy pect to attend the County Grange in Thorn- Ilichborn, the Friday Club by Mrs. Ada |
Pensacola, March 12. Ar, sell. Pendleton
1
Stephenson, who is very ill.
dike Tuesday... A dinner will lie served by Mudgett, and the “olivettes” (evening Brothers, Kneeland, San Juan, P. li.
j
whist
club)
the
Misses
Dizzieand
Wilmington, S. C., March 12. Cld, sch.
by
Evelyn
Waldo Chapin has returned to New York. the Ladies’ Circle at the G. A. Pi. Hall
Mrs. Delia C. Staples left for Mar\ L. Crosby, Trimm, New York.
Messrs. Colcord
His father, ( apt. Geo. E. Chapin, who has [Thursday from VJ to 1 o’clock
New Haven, March 14. Sid, sell. I). 1).
last week, in company with her
Flye, McDonald, Seekings and Carter are Brooklyn,
1 Haskell, Savannah.
been very sick, is improving.
Mr. Harry F. Ilichborn, to visit
Newport News, March 14. Sld, sell. Mary
in town—The W. t T. U. will meet with nephew,
Percie L. Scribner has gone to Brunswick,
hei1
sister, Mrs. Hattie C. Ilichborn_Miss | F. Palmer, Boston.
Mrs. Mureh next Thursday afternoon_
where he has a situation with the New EngI
Mobile, March 14. Cld, sch. Norombega,
[The Junior Class of the Academy will Mary IIichborn arrived home Friday* from Havana.
land Telegraph and Telephone Co.
Moulton
Augusta—Mr.
returned
Delaware Breakwater, March 14. Ar, sch.
Henry
! give an exhibition meet Friday night at the
! S. N. Bird, Philadelphia for Charleston.
Irvin George, Marshall Nickerson and
Miss Edith Williams of Saturday from Massachusetts, where he
Grange Hall
| Charleston, S. C., March Id. Ar, sch. Jose
Charles Lenfest have returned from the
Colby College spent Tuesday and Wednes- has been employed during the winter. His Olaverri, New York.
Moosehead Lake regions, where they were
!
San Francisco, March Id. Ar, bark Edday with Mrs. Anna Stevenson.. .Mrs. Inez wife and daughter, Miss Annie, who spent
employ ed in the woods.
I Bellows is very much improved in health. the winter in Searsport, have also returned, I ward May, Kahului.
March 15.
Norfolk,
Ar, sell. Lucy E.
;
Mrs. W allace Harmon and Miss Louise I-liana P. Carter Post has adopted the and the home is once more open_Mrs. D.
Friend, Boston.
Merrithew have bought incubators and :n- following resoiutionsof respect;
I G. Harris and Mrs. C. S. Rendell went to
Port Arthur, Tex., March 11. Ar, sch.
tend to do a thriving business the coming
Whereas our Great Commander has called Searsport, Saturday, to call on Capt. and ; Ella G. Fells,’Cushman, Key West (to load
! from our ranks here below our honored Mrs. A. V. Nickels, who have just returned for Mexico.)
summer in raising poultry.
POETS.
FOBEIGN
l comrade, James H. Thurston, therefore, be it from
Massachusetts, where the Capt. has
l
Resolved, That Dana P. Carter Post lias
PALERMO.
Iiio Janeiro, March 9. Sld, bark Jose1 lost one of its best members, and that we been under medical treatment for some
The creamery at Branch Mills has been in will ever cherish his
He is now in a very weak and phine, Baltimore; ar, barks Good News and
memory as a faithful months.
White Wings, Baltimore.
operation one month and the farmers re- and true-hearted comrade.
critical condition—Mrs. Orilla Dibbey reIlong Kong, Jan. 31. In port, bark Fred
Resolved, That the heartfelt sympathy of
ceived their first checks last Friday
John
P.
turned
March
12th
from
a
week’s
visit
in
Litchfield, for Singapore and Mauritus.
the members of this Post be extended to
ami
Black
Herbert Batehelder w'ent to Au- his
Havana, March 9. Ar, sch. Annie Lord,
family in this their irreparable loss, and Kingman—Capt. Elden Sliute left Monday
gusta last Monday on business... .Some of that we can only point them for comfort to take charge of his vessel, schooner Kendall, Mobile.
Sierra Leone, March 15. Ar, sch. Maggie
the pupils of the free high school at Branch and consolation to Him who doth not will- Herbert
Mr. Earle Gardner, S. Hart, New York.
E., in Boston
afflict His children.
Mills have the mumps—Sheriff Norton of ingly
Rosario, March 5. Sld, sehs. Geo. C.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in who has been in town the past three weeks,
Belfast, formerly of this town, was here mourning for thirty days; that we place on returned to Boston, Tuesday—Members of Thomas, New Yrork ; 7, sld, sch. Edward T.
Stotesbury, Colastine and New Yrork.
last week.Mrs. James Belden visited our records this tribute to his memory; that the “Eastern Star” have in
preparation an
Point Indio, Feb. 8. Off, bark Auburna copy of these resolutions be sent to his
friends in Augusta the past three weeks_ I
bereaved family; also one to the Bangor amusing comedy, entitled “Female Mason- dale, Dow, Buenos Ayres for Boston.
Edna Soule has returned from a visit to Commercial and The
Honolulu, Feb. 28. Ar, ship A. J. Fuller,
Republican Journal ry,” (with thirteen ladies in the cast) to be
27, sld, ships Tillie E.
Sydney, N. S.
friends in Belfast
Cora A. Goodwin ; for publication.
given in Denslow Hall Monday evening, Starbuck, San W.;
Francisco; Ennly F. WhitT.
P.
Thompson, ( Committee March
spent a few days last week visiting her
24th, for the benefit of their order. ney, do. via Makawell.
J. 1L Brown,
on
\
friend Alice Tibbetts—Frank Marden has
Knowles Banos, (Resolutions. A dance will follow, with good music, and
MABINE MISCELLANY.
March
1902.
Freedom,
15,
gone to Old Town for a few weeks’ visit.
ice cream and cake will be served.
Augusta, March 13. The Kennebec River
—

—

—

|

—

—

—

1

j

—

|
j
j

1

was

—

town.

I
I

nave

since

him

—

—

I

used Peruua, but
when I do catch
cold, Peruna is nty
medicine.
“A minister came
to me last summer
and said that he
had seen my testimonial in the paper,
and began takiug
Peruua. lie said,

—

...-.Bradford and Elizabeth Webber are at- BELMONT.

Baltimore for San Francisco.

throat and stomach for
ser>.r,|
years, and from accounts that I har»
read in several newspapers of the
g<»y
effects that many had received from P,
runa, and whoso veracity could n t h,
doubted, caused me to give it a trial, and
I bless the day that I did make a
trja
It has made a new man of me.
“I was all my life up to about
years ago a very healthy man, and ah,
that time I was troubled with catan
I tried a number of prescriptions fr
different doctors but none seemed
lieve me until I commenced the use f
Peruna, and from its use I can truly a
that I have been greatly benefited.
“I am now lit my
eighty-seventh
year and can walk and get about as
well as many much younger than mi.
self and attribute It greatly to the „',s
of Peruna. I keep some on hand all
time, and consider It tho cheapest nu
cine in the world.”—Mr. A. Howell.
J. R.Prince, East Leon, X. Y., wr
Peruna has saved my life, and t
a strong,
healthy, jolly old mint
Peruna is just what every family s
not he without. I have taken very

The old farmers are predicting a cold
Miss Zettie
tending school in liucksport
Hamm is attending the Normal School at April. Old residents say this is the warmest March they ever saw.
Our roads are in
Castine.
THORNDIKE.
a worse condition than they have been for
SANDY POINT.
Mr. Griffin, the stage driver from Freedom
will
a
need
great deal of reEdward Grant, who has been engineer of years. They
to Thorndike, was married at Unity Saturthis spring....Fred A. Marriner,
sch. S. B. Blackburn since last summer, pairing
day, returning with his bride on the night
has arrived home for a visit—Bennett it our young merchant, finds business hus- train, when
they received a shower of rice
and
is
a large trade.
He
tling
building
up
Kirst have a crew of men at work repairing
from their many friends at the Station
has
stock
of
a
large
dry-goods, groceries, Mrs. F.
their wharf here—Sclir. Pearl, Capt, Man0. Day of Bangor is passing a few
etc... Mr. li. P. Hill is on
ley Grant, arrived Sunday from Portland corn, feed, Hour,
with her daughter, Mrs. Burton Gross.
days
the sick list with the grip.
with grain for her owner. F. S. Hardman...

•!

head,

—

spring

Capt. A. T. Whittier left Wednesday for
New Yoik to take command of ship Paul
Rev'r-e, which has been chartered to load

—

Worth

Being

spent Sunday in Nortliport with her
Miss
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ileal
Elizabeth Pillsbury returned to Rockland
Saturday... Miss Lucy Freeman has gone
to Massachusetts to visit Miss Ada Pearson
of Revere and friends in Boston and vicinity.
Hopeful Workers Circle, K. I). & S.,

|

Capt. and Mrs. Lincoln A. Coleord spent
suiidaj in Orono with their son Lincoln,
w ini is a student at the University of Maine.

its

as

Howell, Marietta, Ga., writ*.
ifcave been troubled with catarrh j0

—

—

Miss Katherine Kneeland and Miss
Fastnet Erski ie, teachers in Union district,
are spending their vacation in Boston.

Recommends Pe-ru-na

was

Mr. A.

■

WILLIAM 8T., NEW YORK.

SOUTH

CORRESPONDENCE.

A WISCONSIN PIONEER

LINCOLN VILLI'..
Miss Hannah Adams has returned home
after an extended visit with her sisters in
Massachusetts_Mrs. George Bullock and
Miss Alice Ilowe left Thursday to visit
their sister, Mrs. C. B. Bowker—A v#ry
enjoyable dance was held in the (). E. S.
Hall .Saturday evening.. Bay View Lodge
of Good Templars will hold a sociable at
their hall on Tuesday evening. There will
be a program, and ice cream will be served.
Mrs. Maine Coombs, who has been visiting her parents the past few weeks, is now at
Miss Alta Heal
her home at the Beach

Mr. anil Mrs. S. P. Colby are made glad
Miss llattie
EAST SEAKSMONT.
by the birth of a young son
Fred Wyman of Noriliport was in town Gilman is on the sick list.Frank 8t.
recently.... Ralph Young is at home from Clair is on the road taking orders for room
Massachusetts_Cora Mahoney is in Bel- paper_Mr. Leonard Cooper was the guest
fast visiting relatives.Mrs. Cynthia of Rev. and Mrs. E. A. Dinslow last MonBrewster of Belmont is spending a few day.
weeks with her son, Miles Brewster.... Mr. SEARSMOM.
Mrs. Bartlett of Hope, sister' of the late
and Mrs. Ralph Heal of Camden are in
town, guests of her sister, Mrs. L. S. Mar- James Fuller, is visiting at H. F. Fuller’s....
Miss Alice Simmons has returned to her
riner.
studies at Kent’s Hill....Mr. Stanley Wilson
MONROE CENTRE.
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet with goes to Kent’s Hill for the spring term and
Mr. Walter
Mrs. L. 0. Robinson Tuesday afternoon, Miss Ora Rohbins to Castine...
home from the hospiMarch 25th.Misses Myra and Maidie Whitten has returned
and bluebirds made their
Bailey and Lester Bailey are attending the tal— Robbins
term of school at Freedom Academy. appearance March lath.

Mrs. Clara Evans, who spent the winter
with friends in Somerville, Mass., arrived
hou
b> steamer Penobscot Saturday.

Whitcomb,

c.

The attendance

against alum*

Mrs. A. B. Colson and her soil George
have gone to New York to make a trip w ith
('apt. Colson in schooner Gladys.

at

church,

Rev. s.

Safeguards the food

The Book and Thimble Club will meet
with Mrs. L. .J. Cunningham Tuesday afternoon,

Grape Cream of Tartar.

JACKSON.
The F. B. quarterly meeting was held in
the new church in Jackson village Saturday
and Sunday, March 8th and 9th. The Sunday forenoon service was conducted by
Rev. F. W. Barker, pastor of the Congregational
and the afternoon service by

throughout. Tin* schooner will earn in the Holy oke Mutual Fire Insurant,
vicinity «»f 1,101) tons of coal and will be j
pany of Salem, Mass.
ready for sea by the first of October. This

is free fiom ice from the head of navigation
\ jam formed at

at Augusta to the sea.
Swan Island, but broke

today.

Nassau, Bahama Islands, March IP. The
schooner John K Souther, Captain A. F.
Poole, from New York, February is for
Galveston, Texas, found *red oil Great stirrup island of the Bahama group March 11
The crew of the Souiher has arrived here.
The John K. Souther isa‘.»44 tun schooner
owned l>\ Washburn Bros, of 'Fhomaston,
Maine.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., March 1<>. sell.
Jessie Lena, Hevereaux, Addah, Africa, PP
days, for Boston, arrived here for medical
aid for the captain and short of provisions.
Reports Feb. n and 7, lat :-;iur2, Ion Ps.go, in
heav\ southerly gale, -liiftiug to northwest,
lost fop-sail, split mainsail and spanker,
carried away part o! headgear, had deck
and cabin tlooded and provisions damaged,
and deckload shifted.
Sell, was towed to
Boston.
After a voyage of
Baltimore, March 14.
-4 days in coming from Sargentvifle. Me.,
tile sell. Ellen M. Golder, ( apt. Pierce,
arrived Tuesday with a cargo of ice for the
Maine Lake Ice ('•».
The Golder left sargentville Feb. in, and battled with adverse
winds all the way down the coast. She
made harbor at Rockland, Salem and Provincetown.
As the trip usually occupies six
to eight days, (’apt. Pierce is thorough y
disgusted with the weather.
Baltimore, March 1.4. The four-masted
sell. Maleom Baxter, Jr. Captain Fierce, arrived at Curtis Bay Tuesday morning after
a tempestuous voyage from Portland.
The
Baxter sailed light 1J days a.m and shortly
after leaving ran into a heavy east wind,
( apt.
which soon had a heavy sea going,
Pierce thought it advisable to make harbor
in Portsmouth, X. II.
Off Block Island a
heavy snowstorm was encountered. The
Baxter will take on 2,7oo tons of coal at
Curtis Bay for Boston.
1 lie three-masted sen. Bertha Dean, supposed to have been lost on the voyage from
Baltimore to Boston, was commanded by
('apt. J. II. Thomas, one of the best-known
captains in the coasting trade, lie was a
native of Islesboro, but resided in BaltiThe other
more, where he has a wife.
members of the crew were shipped in Boston. The Bertha Dean passed down Chesapeake bay Feb. 18, with IKK) tons of coal,
and has not since been heard from, she
leaked so badly on the previous trip that
she was barely saved from sinking, and had
to be hauled out for caulking.
She was
built at Bath in 1882, registered 053 tons net,
and was owned by William B. Church of
Taunton, Mass.
Boston, March 13. The new five-masted
schooner Prescott Palmer, which was :n»
days reaching Baltimore from Bath, was
blown 700 miles southeast of Cape Henry.
The vessel encountered mountainous seas
and heavy gales frequently. It is said she
frequently rolled her deck rails under, notwithstanding the fact that they were 20 feet
out of water.
March 1, found* the vessel n
lat. 28 N., Ion. 00.20 west. She put into
March
.Southport,
2, to land Capt. Sumner,
who had an arm broken by the mate falling
and knocking a door against the captain.
The Prescott Palmer is the largest and
newest of the 20 5-masters afloat.
She will
carry 3500 tons of coal. She is now on her
way here in command of Capt. Carlisle, the
regular captain of the Maud Palmer.
Boston, March 13. The big seven-masted
steel
sell.
Thomas W.
Lawson, now
building at the Fore River Ship and
Engine Works at Quincy, is fast assuming
shape, and will be ready for launching
some time in May.
She is all in frame and
is about two-thirds plated.
Two full steel
decks have been laid, besides a full set of
beams in the lower hold. The work has
been delayed somewhat on account of the
weather, but a gang of about 200 men is
now employed on the craft and the work is
being pushed forward to completion. The
sell will be 4oo feet long, 50 feet beam and :;r>
feet depth of bold, and will have a carrying
capacity of between 7,500 and 8,000 tons.
She will carry a crew of hi men and will be
commanded by Capt. Arther Crowley, now
in the six-master George W. Wells.
Capt.
J- C. Harding, who was in command of the
sch. .John B. Prescott when that vessel
foundered recently off the Capes of Delaware,willsucceedCapt.Crowley in the Wells.
Brewer, March 14. The builder’s committee for the construction of the four-masted
schooner in the Stetson yard has voted that
work shall commence immediately. Capt.
A. L. Kent has been in New York getting
the parts of the schooner taken up, and has
disposed of all but two 04ths. The frame
will be of Nova Scotia spruce. The vessel
will register 825 tons net, and will be 170
feet long, 38^ feet beam, and will draw 7h
feet of water aft. The planking will be of
hard pine. The schooner will be supplied
with a full steam plant, including engines
for handling the windlass and pumps. The
sails will be handled by steam, and the living quarters will be heated by steam

is the first four-master to he constructed in
this vicinity, and the lir>t s,.jionne; of any
sort to he huilt since nine years ago.
Tim i..!ii> A\i) < HAim- us.
Tor sail
Boston market retains a
tonnage the
general!\ quiet appearance. South Ameii
can
freights do not improve, althoug.i
several vessel.-, are nuclei charter to load
lumber at-.Mystic w hal f for Buenos \ re>.
W
India orders are in the market for
lmnher tonnage from the .south, though lew
vessels are at present available. Bate- are
regarded as .stronger.
Coasting lumber
rates are strong,
with the indications
favorable to owners. There i- no special
inquiry for colliers to eastern points
Among recent charters are tin* following
Sell. Henry 11. Tilton,
Philadelphia to
1 To vide ice, coal, sue.
Ship Kd wa rd .New ** I!,
previously h Honolulu to Belawan* BreakSell. das. \ Carwater, !. ()., sugar,
field. Pensacola to the Hold Coast, lumber,
SPCVi.
Sell. Heorgia Hilkey. \'.-w York to
Sell. Belie
Huaniea, general cargo, p. t.
Woostc,
Mobile to Mayagu*'/, lumber,
>.
Sell. Herald, Crandall to Port Spain,
lumber, Ni.eo. Sell. Vdcli.i i
arleton,
New \ nrk to Porto Bico and bark, general
Bark Alice lb-ed. l’hila
cargo, lump sum.
Sell.
delphia to Porto Plata, coal, p ’.
Jacob M. Haskell, Savannah to Boston,
lumber, p. t.

\ "S!. I
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S

lieal estate.
mortgage loans
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office mil bai k
Interest and rent';.
Uncollected premiums.
..

Cross assets.
Deduct denis not admitted
Admitt*

d

>

assets.

s

i.i um.iTiEs i>la■ emui:i:

at.

i.•«*

Net unpaid losses...
Urn arm'd premiums
All other liabilities
.....

Total.
ash capital.........
Surplus over all liabilities..

...

(

Total liabilities and surplus.
; HELD M (JU1.M
Agents l
HvviJ
•ONDKNSEDSTAILMKNI

BOS ION

INSURANCE:

*

CO Vi

Boston, Mass.
AK9K rs I) EC EM HER

Heal

81.

1 b‘' 1

estate

s

Mortgage loans..
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
(lash in office uni in bank
Hills receivable.

..

If KL FAST

I'KICK

<

IKK!

NT

Corrected Weekly for The .Journal.
rrires /’aid J’n du,rr.

Produce Morkct.

40 to 75 Hav j;) ion.
Apples p 1)11.,
t; Hides*>ft,
dried, p lb.
2.00to2.25 Lam!) p !!..
Beans, pea.

in.iho/

j

; on

medium.

*•

Pet nil Price

15|

Beef, corned, p tb, KalO;
Butter Salt, 14 tb, isto20
Corn P bu.,
77
Cracked Corn p bu., 77

Corn Meal p bu..
77
Cheese P tb,
Infold,
Cotton Seed p cwt. 1.50
Codfish, dry. p tb.
5as.
<’ranberrie* p t.. Sfoio
Clover Seed,
t:tal5
Flour p bid..
4.75to5.25
If.G.Seed plm.,
2.50
Lard P lb.
13

Retail Market.
no a : .on
Lime p bbl.,
Dal Meal t> ft.
4 a."
Dniotis p ft
t
Dil, Kerosene, gat.,i:>ai4
Pollock fc> ft».
4 u 4*
Pork
Ij
ft,
Plaster
l.ia
bbl.,
:s
Kye Meal fr> ft.
Shorts fc> ewt..
t.jo
Sugar t> ft.
Salt. T. I, t' bu.,
:«
Sweet Potatoes.
.{
Wheat Meal.

HO It!*.

; rein

turns.

! Interest and

]•_- j
2.25 Lam!> Skill'
.loai.noj
ft.
:
YelVyes, 2.35ti)2 50 Mutton
20to22 Oats fc> bu..
in j
Butter p ib.
ft,
da 7 Potatoes |.> 1) i.
*o
he< f. sides, p It.
Beef fon quarters,
dA Hound Hu:
on |
40a45 Straw fc> ton.
Bariev p bu.,
12 Turkey j:> ft.
Cheese p tb.
bain !
1 a;;
CMopj Tallow 0 It
Chicken p lb.
11 a 7
Calf Skin*, per lb. :>a 10 Veal & ft.
14 a 15. Wool, uriw.i'!' d.
1 Mick p tb.
is
15, Wood, hard,
.:.:>0/j t.oo
EgfiS p dt)/.,
S a 15 Wood, soft.
Fowl P tb.
...on
Geese p Ib.
14 a
**

Agents’ balances,uncollected

I

rents.
assets

All other

Dross assets.
Deduct items not admitted
Admitted

s:t

assets...

jb

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

HI

U"

Net

unpaid losses..
..$
Unearned'premiums.,
All other liabilities..

Total.
Cash capital..
Surplus over ail liabilities

,s

Total liabilities and
A.

>
surplus
NICHOLS, Agent, Searsp'O

H.

3w 12

The /Etna

Indemnity

Amount
«

it

to

Incorporated in 18

Conn.,
risk

§27,221,898.98.

ASM ASSETS

1»F.< KM ItEK

I

Nnn-resid-nt stockholders tax
I.nans on bond and mortage ''first I:
<•:
Stocks and bonds owned by tie
puny, market value.
Cash i'n the Co s principal office ami
bank
Interest due and accrued
Premiums m dm* course of collect mi
•.

..

Ci kits. In Bliiehill, March‘2, t<* Mr. anil Mrs.
Lyman ('. Curtis, a son.
Nki.sun. In Stoniugton, February
to Mr.
and Mrs. George Nelson, a daughter.
Stinson. In Simshine, I)e«-r Isle, I- t> nary

...

to Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Stinson, a daughter.
Tiiayi k.
In Yinalhaven. March.', to Mr. and
Mrs. Lin wood Thayer, a son.
MAKliiKD,

MAUIl.n IKS 1>K.< IMHEK .11. !
Net amount of unpaid losses and ! :i
Reset ved for I'c-iusinaiicc
Commissions and other demands;:mi i,
the Company.
All liabilities, except capita!
net surplus
Capital paid 11l« in cash.
>

Surplus tieyond capital.
Byakd Pin[ili:ti».n.
In Islesboro, March 1,
by Rev. Geo F Tufts. \V> li. Freeman P.\ard of
Sedgwick and Miss Eliza Eilen Pendleton of
Islesboro.
C( nmncii\m-Suim:k.
In Bluehiil, March f»,
Ilarlcn 1*. Cunningham and Miss Ida 1. Soper,
both of Hhiehill.

IMKI).

Blackinton. In Glen Cove. March to, Rachel
S. (Jameson), widow of Erast us Black iuton, a
native of Camden, aged 63 years, 9 months and 19

days.

Grady. In Belfast, March 19, Marcellus S.
Grady, aged 51 years.
Gkindlk. In Sargentville, March 11, Mrs.
Emory Grindle, aged ;«) years.
Haskki.i.. In Little Deer Isle. February 27,
Mrs. Nancy Haskell, aged 71 years.
Lord. In Surry, March 11. Stephen \Y. Lord,
aged 68 years, 2 months and 11 days.
Yoi’no. In Boston, March 10, Aaron Young, a
native of Union, aged 93 years, 10 months and 28
days.

[

.EXECUTOR'S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
gives notice that he has been duly appointed
executor of the last will and testament of

I

ALFRED

|

GERRISH, late of Troy,

in the Couuty of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indented thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
REUBEN GERRISH.
West Troy, March 11,1902.

12

and
Com;
Deposit
Maryland, Baltimore, Tu

Fidelity

ASSETS DKl'IvMHEK

lit.

l'.M'l

Real estate.
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and in bank.
Agents’ balances.
Gross assets.

.>

l.IA UI I .IT I ES DE( EMliKIt at.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.

!

Total

Cash capital..

Surplus
Total

over

all liabilities.

liabilities and surplus.

FRED

ATWOOD, Agent. Winterpoil
aw 12

NOTICE. Tin

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she lias
the

pointed administratrix
JOHN

of

!>•••
estate of

LONGFELLOW, late of

Sear-

in the County of Waldo, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All persons h
mauds against the estate of sail* m
desired to present the same for settler
ail indebted thereto are requested t" n
merit immediate!v
MARY K I.ONliH
Searsinont, March li, 1P02.

jl

